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HI, WADDIES, here we are again, back at the old Bunkhouse, a mighty welcome place to gather round in the late afternoon or in the twilight of an autumn evening, the air cool and invigorating. It's hard to beat the fine autumn weather.

I love to sit in the shadow of the old Bunkhouse in the evening when the moon is shining bright, or in the shadow of the cottonwoods next to the Bunkhouse, or even in the moonlight. It kinder makes a feller want to dream of the things that were, and if it were not for the knowledge and the thought that keeps creeping in, that out there somewhere a star-spangled banner is waving over a battlefield and brave American boys are fighting and dying to keep it waving, I believe the most of us would be serenely satisfied with things as they are, and with our American standard of living.

When one stops a moment to reflect, it has taken a lot of fighting to keep Old Glory waving and to keep each of her precious stars shining so that the world might know that it is the emblem of a great nation, a nation that believes in equal rights, a nation that believes a man has a right to do whatsoever he pleases so long as he does not interfere with the rights of others.

America Will Go On

Not only in wars have we fought collectively to uphold our rights and honor, but there has been many a man, and woman too, who has died in the effort to uphold American rights on the wagon trails westward in the early days of the West, in the little villages that were established in the once wilderness of America.

They fought just as bravely, died just as gamely, as our boys are now doing on the battlefronts of the World War. They fought against the same kind of enemy, a ruthless, greedy enemy whose lust for power and riches made them such that they would have destroyed all civilization.

But heroes died, and heroes lived, right triumphed and our country moved forward, as it will again. Right will win and America will go on, will go forward to greater heights of civilization and progress.

When it is over we must not forget the sacrifice our boys have made. We must not forget it now, because we can help them now, in many ways, and let us at home who have not gone over remember that it is our fight as well as theirs.

Some of the battles that won for us our great West, were fought by a few against great odds, fought against privation or with privation as a companion, with want, hunger and thirst seemingly joining the enemy against our side.

Some of the battles were not against human enemies, but against the elements, the (Continued on page 12)
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THE BUNKHOUSE
(Continued from page 10)
desert, the wilderness or the snowcapped mountain ranges.

Our Fighting Pioneers
Every state between the Mississippi and the Pacific has had its battles, has its stories of deeds that took place during an era when even the lawbreakers attained a certain harsh nobility, and when plain men had to prove themselves heroic if they would survive. The names of many heroes in these tales have become household words all over the United States, and what they did in many places is printed on maps of school geographies.

But there is a vanished legion of those old-timers who are remembered only in the immediate neighborhoods where they lived swiftly and died hard. Indian chiefs, emigrants, prospectors, pioneer cowboys and cattlemen, sheriffs, stage-rovers, stage-drivers and pony express riders. Only the oldest of the old men can tell those tales of some of the victors or victims of early battles, while some of the tales have been handed down for three or more generations.

Tales of battling to cheat death in quicksand swamps, of day-long battles with naked Apaches in the malpi, of fighting off bandits from the stage while the driver kept the horses on a run over terrain that most drivers of today would not attempt to drive a team and wagon over even at a slow gait, of Frontier sheriffs and desperadoes and a wilderness that was more savage than the wild riders who sought sanctuary within its arid solitudes.

Tales of cattlemen stalking cattle thieves by night, of boisterous, busy saloons and gambling houses in Frontier mining camps where gun-play and murder was far too common for the health of the community. But one of the great battles in winning the West has been going on for nearly a century.

It has been against an area that has claimed many victims, victims who have died in anguish, and few have escaped death when once caught in the depth of its maddening grasp. That area is Death Valley.

They Battled Death Valley
No braver battle was ever fought in any country than that battle against the burning salt sands and the blazing sun, against thirst and hunger, by the party known as the Jawhawkers who crossed Death Valley
in 1849. With the American will to win, they kept plodding on even when their food was practically exhausted and they had to kill their starved oxen for what little meat was left upon their scrappy frames, then had to burn their wagons in order to smoke that meat.

We who are maybe inclined to grumble about a little rationing of things that are needed for our great war effort, should think how those men, practically starving, rationed their meager supply of food and their small amount of water, took only their share, stole not from one another and worked together toward the same goal, that of getting out of that inferno which the Indians called Tonesha, meaning "Ground Fire."

It was they who, when they had finally won the battle and had staggered from that great pit below the sea level, looked back over the sun-scorched pit and said, "Good-by, Death Valley," and as Death Valley it has been known ever since, and has done its part to live up to its name. Heroic deeds have been chronicled (Continued on page 102)
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As the Rio Kid's weapon flared, the big man's gun slipped from his grip (CHAPTER VIII)

BLOOD ON THE PLAINS

By TOM CURRY

When Quantrell's guerrillas ride, spreading terror over the rangeland, the Rio Kid leaps into the fray—ready to deliver six-gun justice to the lawless!

CHAPTER I
Horse-buyer

LIEUTENANT MARTIN GREW, U.S.A., buying cavalry remounts for the Union forces, rode his dusty gelding through the gate into the H Bar yard.

"This is Haven's ranch, sir?" he asked of the big Kansan who got up from a bench shaded by the side of the house and came to him.

"Yes, Lieutenant. I'm George Haven."

Grew got down from his Army saddle. The chestnut wanted to get to
the watering trough nearby. Haven watched as the officer, limping slightly, for he had been wounded at Gettysburg in the leg and was not yet fit for field duty, led his horse to water.

Grew was a tall, soldierly figure, his square shoulders shaping well into his blue tunic with its insignia. He wore a felt campaign hat strapped about his strong jaw. His blue trousers, with a wide yellow stripe at the seams, were tucked into his officer boots. At his side hung a saber.

He had pleasant dark eyes, and a crisp black mustache under a sharp nose. His face was heavily tanned, and thin, for he had lost weight during his suffering. Now he was temporarily assigned to the Quartermaster Corps until he was again ready for battle duty. He had a quick way of turning his head, and his long hands were restless, as he held the gelding’s reins.

Haven helped him unsaddle and turned the chestnut into a nearby corral.

“Yuh look plumb wore out, Lieutenant,” remarked the rancher. “And dry. How about a pitcher of cider?”

He turned and sang out, “Oh, Edie! Fetch us some cider.”

The rancher led the way over to the shaded bench, and they sat down, Grew mopping dust from his brow and features.

Haven was a man of middle age, with gray in his sun-faded hair. He had a broad face and clear blue eyes, a wide mouth that smiled easily. On his heavy body he wore a brown shirt and corduroy pants tucked into cowboy boots. His Stetson lay on the bench.

“I had your message, Haven,” Grew said at once. “How many horses have you?”

“Eight hundred,” replied Haven. “They ain’t all mine, though. The folks round here, my neighbors, done rounded ’em up or bought ’em and we collected ’em at my ranch as it’s nearest to town. Soon as yuh’re rested, yuh can start lookin’ ’em over. They’re down behind the slope.”

Grew had plenty of cash in the money-belts under his tunic. He had come to southeast Kansas on special detail, hunting horses for the military. The country had already been combed over in previous years and everything on hoofs had become scarce after the years of war.

Added to the demands of the Union Army, the C.S.A. had also been getting mounts out of Kansas in one way or another. Though Kansas was generally loyal, Missouri, next door, was with the South and burning hatred existed between the abolitionists and the slave state.

“I’m surprised,” remarked Grew, “that Quantrell hasn’t been through here.”

Haven’s lips tightened.

“Quantrell?” he growled. “Cuss him, he has. He come through last year and stole every danged head of horses in sight! It near ruint us, I tell yuh. We scraped everything we had together to collect these animals we got here now and—weel, if we mean to pull through, we got to make a good profit on ’em.”

He fixed Grew’s dark eyes, lines of anxiety in his brow.

“The U.S. Government will pay well for good animals,” assured Grew.

There was a light step behind him and he looked around, in that quick way of his. His glance had been casual, but his eyes widened alertly as they took in the girl who had come from the kitchen lean-to, carrying a tray on which reposed a pitcher of golden cider, a plate of home-made doughnuts, and two glasses.

Grew jumped to his feet, to bow. In her clean gingham dress she was a most attractive girl. The ever-present wind of the Kansas plains whipped at her light curly hair. Long lashes veiled her violet eyes, her lips were full and red—all her features
approaching perfection. She was a small girl, and perhaps seventeen or eighteen years old. Her young figure, while showing approaching maturity, had a frailty that was appealing.

She started to set the tray on the bench but Lieutenant Grew took it from her hands before she could stoop. She flashed him a quick smile, the color deepening in her smooth cheeks.

"My daughter Edith," said Haven, his attention on the refreshments. "Help yoreself, Lieutenant."

"Thank you, Miss Haven," Grew said softly.

His eyes were frankly admiring and she was impressed by this tall man who seemed to be a melancholy figure. In his face was a brooding look, a sadness brought by the War and the anguish through which he had gone.

"We have fried chicken for supper, Lieutenant," Edith said, her words an invitation.

"Oh, shore," Haven agreed. "He savvies he's welcome, don't you, Lieu-

tenant? Nothin' shy about the Army." The rancher laughed as he poured the cider and pushed the doughnuts toward Grew. "Have some fried holes. They're mighty good the way Edie makes 'em. It'll take you a day or two to check them horses, so yuh might as well make yoreself to home."

"Thanks." The officer nodded. "It will be a great pleasure."

Edith Haven smiled again, nodded, and went back toward the kitchen. Grew watched her girlish figure until she had turned the corner, then he set about refreshing himself. He was thirsty and the cider was cool and just hit the spot.

"Where's yore home, Lieutenant?" inquired Haven, his mouth full of doughnut.

"I come from Kansas."

"Oh, you do, huh? Not these parts?"

"A hundred miles north, on the Kaw. At least, it was there when I left for the Army."

"Yuh don't say! Yuh're mighty young. Yore folks livin'?"
SPASM of pain flitted across
Grew’s face. He shook his head.
It was hard for him to think about it,
let alone discuss it.

Haven was a friendly man, though.
He didn’t mean to hurt Grew, but kept
on asking about his home and people.
Finally Grew had to explain.

“Quantrell and his men burned our
home,” he said grimly. “My Father
was shot and killed during the raid,
and my Mother died soon after from
shock.”

“I shore am sorry!” mumbled Ha-
ven. He blinked, realizing he had put
his foot in it. “Have another dough-
nut, Lieutenant. Dang the dust! It’s
in everything. We’ll have a storm
tonight.”

The sun was dropping to the edge
of that vast prairie ocean, the plains
of Kansas that were covered with
short, curling grass. Along the
streams were belts of timber, cotton-
woods and scrub oak, but the undulat-
ing rises were like some tremendous
sered sea paralyzed there to immobi-
licity by a magic hand. Haze was in the
sky, dust hung thick and there was
the threat of the imminent storm of
which Haven had spoken.

The house was of sod bricks and
unseasoned timber, which had dried
and cracked in the sun. There was
a sod barn, and fences of rails and
wire. Here Edith kept house for her
father, for Haven, a widower, had
lost his wife a decade before.

Nearby ran a creek, a tributary of
the Verdigris River. Cottonwoods
and other growth bordered the water-
way, and around the bend where the
ranch was built were the horses, hid-
den from the house by the trees.

Haven led Grew over there. The
animals were grazing in bunches, in
a great corral, and several men were
guarding them, friends of Haven’s.

“Night shift's sleepin’ in the tim-
ber,” informed Haven. “But supper’ll
soon be ready, Lieutenant. In the
mornin’ yuh can start goin’ over these
horses.”

Oddly, though, as Lieutenant Grew
talked to Haven, and as interested as
he was in the horses, his thoughts
were more for Edith. Edith Havens,
he thought, must be a busy young
woman.

And she was. She had to cook for
all the herders, gathered here now to
care for the horses. And the odors of
the food she was preparing were ap-
petizing.

Grew cleaned up thoroughly, brush-
ing off as much dust as he could from
his uniform. He washed and shaved
with the razor he carried in his Army
kit. When he had finished, the sun
was red and apparently enlarged as
it touched the horizon of the plains.
The haze was like smoke from a
prairie fire in the burnished sky.

READY for supper, he went in-
side with George Haven.

The house was furnished with crude
chairs, tables, and bunks. Small win-
dows let in slits of light but as dark-
ness fell the candles and the lamp
that were lit made it cozy.

Edith rang a brass-tongued bell,
and cowmen came riding in answer to
it. They were one shift of the guard
watching the valuable horses below.
Grew was introduced to them by the
hearty Haven.

“This is Milt Young—owns the
Star Two next my ranch,” Haven said.
“He’s got three sons with Gen’ral
Grant.”

Young, a stocky, heavy man, with
a strong, bearded chin, good features
and determined brown eyes nodded
to the lieutenant, smiling greetings.
Then others were introduced.

Grew tried to memorize the names
of the Kansans at he met them. He
had a methodical mind and readily
placed them all. There were the Phil-
ips brothers, Jake and Ben, great,
breezy raw-boned cowmen with red
skins. They had come up from Texas
to settle on the plains.

They were in their early forties,
and each had his son along now,
The Kid let go with his Colts, but, howling, a guerrilla band turned their horses toward him [CHAPTER III]
young fellows of sixteen who had not yet entered the Army. Then there was "Pop" Schultz, a bewhiskered rancher whose spread was to the west of the Star 2.

Most young men were at war and the fathers were holding the range and doing the work while they were gone. But there was one young man, Fred Olliphant, about Grew's age, who had been discharged from the Army because of crippling wounds. They were all friends and neighbors of Haven's, good citizens and hard workers. They wore riding clothes, heavy boots with spurs, leathery pants, sweating shirts and wide hats. All were experts with cattle and horses, and they had put all they had into the horses collected here now to be sold.

After greeting Grew, they took their places at the long board table in the lean-to and Edith set the plates of food on the table. There were pots of coffee to wash it down.

As they began to wolf the meal, someone rode up to the front, and George Haven got up and went to see who called.


Grew glanced around. A huge man entered, stooping to get through the doorway. He wore the blue of the Union Army and his insignia told that he was a major. Grew arose and saluted.

"Sit down, Lieutenant, sit down," Major Thompson cried. "Never mind formality here."

The man was tremendous, with a hogshead chest bulging out his dusty tunic, and a great head of crisp curly, iron-gray hair. He had thick lips and his weather-lined cheeks were decorated with "Burnside" whiskers.

"He must tip the scales at two-fifty!" thought Grew, astonished at the physical might of Thompson. The major was one of the largest men he had ever seen.

"Lieutenant Grew, this here is Major Jarvis Thompson," George Haven introduced. "Pull up a chair, Major. There's plenty to eat."

Thompson smiled and bowed. He was quick to mirth as attested by myriad wrinkles about his deep-set blue eyes, and he was hearty, bluff. His hairy hands were like hams. Obviously he was as strong as a bull, which animal he resembled, and the chair creaked under his weight as he sat down at the other side of his host.

"I've been on a special mission," Thompson told Haven, "and have to be in Lawrence by midnight. However, I'll enjoy a bite. Lieutenant, I suppose yuh're on special detail out here?" His eyes were keen as they fixed Grew.

"Yes, sir. For the Quartermaster General."

"He's come to look over them hosses, Major," explained Haven. "You seen some of 'em when yuh passed by last week. We figger on sellin' 'em to the Army."

Thompson nodded. "If the ones I saw were samples, the cavalry's in for luck. . . . Mighty dry today, wasn't it?"

"Yeah, but it's goin' to storm tonight."

The talk went on in that desultory fashion, and after the first shift had eaten, the men went to relieve their friends. Grew met more of the local ranchers, men of the same fine type as their friends when the second shift came in to eat.

The wind was picking up speed and whistling more shrilly as it fought at the corners of the house. Dust was flung against the rough panes and the whole world seemed to hum. The night grew darker, the stars and moon obscured by the storm. Suddenly what sounded like a shower of stones pattered on the roof.

"Hail!" exclaimed Haven. "Major, yuh'll have a mean ride tonight."

Thompson grinned. "I'd better
start. I reckon my hoss can make it though. He has to be strong to carry me in the first place.”

He threw his cheroot butt into the blazing fire in the stone fireplace and heaved up his great bulk.

All the cowmen had gone back now to guard their precious horses, and Haven had some leather work to do, mending a broken bridle and saddle strap. Thompson pulled his black cloak about his heavy body. He shook hands with Grew and Haven, saluted Edith politely, and went out into the dark.

Grew went over into the lean-to, as Haven busied himself with his work.

“May I help you?” he asked the girl, who was cleaning up after the meal.

“Thank you.” She smiled at him. “But don’t if you’re tired.”

“I’m not,” he said, and smiled back. “It will be a pleasure.”

He took the dish towel and dried the tin plates and mugs for her. And it was a pleasure to him to enjoy such domesticity, even if only for a short time.

CHAPTER II
Guerrillas

Since such folk must rise at daybreak, they turned in early. Haven was yawning mightily by nine o’clock.

Edith said good night and retired to her small room off the kitchen. Grew was to sleep in the bunk across the main room where Haven slept.

The storm was shrieking wildly outside, deafeningly as the two men prepared for bed. Suddenly there was a sharp, snapping noise. Grew, who had just bent to pull off his boots, thought it was a breaking stick of wood, but as he glanced over he saw Haven doubling up on the floor with a stricken look on his face, his eyes wide, glazing. Blood was on his left cheek.

At that moment, as he jumped, something burned along his ear, stinging frightfully, and plugged into the wall back of him.

Only one candle was still burning, and Grew, realizing that someone was shooting in through the narrow window opposite, threw a boot at the light, ducking to seize his Colt Army pistol. The boot hit the candle and knocked it out, plunging the room into darkness.

More were shooting in, but it was blind shooting now. Grew was cool under fire and watched the streaking flashes of the revolvers hunting him, crouched out of the line of the slugs at one end of his bunk. He took aim at a flash and pulled trigger. His heavy revolver kicked back against his hand, and he heard a cursing shriek from an attacker outside.

It was all confusion, dark confusion. Grew had no idea who was attacking, or why. His first thought, though, was of the girl, and he edged toward her room, after delivering another shot that tore too close for comfort to the killers at the window.

They slackened their fire, but more of them began whooping it up outside the door. The lieutenant reached out and dropped the bar-bolt.

In his bare feet, Grew glided swiftly toward Edith’s room. Suddenly he bumped into someone moving.

“Father—Father! What is it? Are you hurt?”

It was Edith. She threw her arms around Grew’s neck and clung to him tightly.

“It’s Lieutenant Grew,” he whispered. He held her, but she realized the mistake she had made in the darkness, and drew away.

“Is my father there?” she asked anxiously.

“He’s hit—wounded. Take it easy. We’ve got to—”
"I smell smoke."

The attackers had been banging on the front door. Now Grew also caught the odor of burning hay. Some had been brought over and piled against the door, and smoke was blowing in through the smashed windows. Already a faint ruby glow, whipped by the high wind, showed in the night.

"We must get your father out, and quick," Grew told Edith. "Can you handle a gun?"

"I can shoot a pistol."

"Good. Take mine, then. I'll pick up your father's. There's a back door, isn't there?"

"Yes. I keep it locked at night."

"It's still dark at the rear. We can make the screen of brush along the creek if we're lucky. You stand by to open the door, and I'll fetch your father. Hurry, now!"

"But our men will come up to help us, I'm sure—"

Grew shook his head.

"We mustn't count on that. We must escape while we have the faintest chance."

She did not argue. Grew ran back and, by feeling near the bunk, found the unconscious rancher. Haven had not budged since he had gone down. He was still alive, although Grew felt the warm, sticky blood as he touched Haven. He located Haven's Colt, a Frontier Model .45, and threw several bullets out one of the front windows. They drew howls and slugs from the attackers.

Giving them this to think about, Grew leaped back to Haven, picked the rancher up, and hurried to the lean-to. Edith waited for him, pistol in hand. She unbolted the door, and Grew started out, holding Haven over his shoulder with his left hand, his right free to use the gun.

"Hey—hey! Here they come!"

Grew saw a dark figure at the corner of the house, against the mounting red glow. He snapped a shot that way and had the pleasure of making a hit, the fellow folding up in his tracks at his post.

But his subterfuge inside had drawn the rest to the front, and the wind, away from the deafened ears of the raiders, carried off even the heavy explosion of the Colt.

Edith led the way, with Grew at her heels. The wound he had taken was superficial and in the tense excitement he did not remember about it at all. Two hundred yards away lay the comparative safety of the brush along the creek, and within a couple of minutes they were plunging into the thickets, behind them the fired house.

The wind shoved the flames at all that was combustible, and Grew, looking back, saw wild figures dancing about in the redness. There were half a dozen there that he could count.

The escaping trio were gasping for breath. But the girl's chief concern was for her father, and Grew placed Haven as comfortably as possible under the circumstances.

He tore a piece of his shirt off and wadded it.

"Hold this to the bleeding," he whispered. "Don't strike any light or make any noise. I'm going to reconnoiter."

Suspicion was in his shrewd mind. The wind was sweeping into the thickets, rattling seed pods and leaves, and the shriek of it made the ears ring. But as Grew moved down around the bend, he began to hear heavy shooting. It came from the spot where the horses had been held.

However, as he worked his way through the brakes, he realized that the animals were gone, either driven off by the raiders or else stampeded by the battle. A flash of lightning showed the big open space, the corral where they had been held.

Several mounted men, shooting into the brush farther upstream, evidently had someone treed there, for Grew saw the reply as the Colts barked, and concluded it was one of Haven's
QUANTRELL'S name is a synonym for the most bloodthirsty guerrilla raider. He was born in Ohio, and killed his first but by no means his last man at the age of 16. Teaching school in Indiana proved tame and he visited Kansas where, under the alias Charley Hart, he became a card sharp.

Joining the Kansas Jayhawkers and their rival Missouri Border Ruffians, partisan bands of pro- and anti-slavery men, with Kansans he stole slaves in Missouri pretending to free them; then, with the Border Ruffians, stole them back, doublecrossing everybody.

Posing as a "detective," he cheated and killed so many people that Lawrence, Kan., wanted him for every imaginalible crime. He squared himself in Missouri by concocting an imaginary yarn of having been attacked by Jayhawkers and left to die. Then the Civil War gave him his great opportunity. He elected himself chief of some guerrillas and began sacking Kansas towns, killing innocent citizens and stealing everything in sight.

Quantrill recognized no neutrals. He was the most cold-blooded, fiendish killer ever known.

Quantrill led as many as four hundred hard-riding, ruthless devils, expert with pistol and horse. In 1863 Quantrill reached his apogee. With three hundred men he attacked Lawrence, Kan., looted, burned and murdered in the city. Two hundred harmless people died and a million dollars' damage was done.

Quantrill kept riding till the War ended. With a small bunch of faithful cut-throats, he crossed into Kentucky, Federal troops hunting him. Surprised by a Union detachment, Quantrill, who had had the most hair-raising and magical escapes, was shot in the spine; he lingered a few days and died, and everybody breathed easier.

friends who had been with the horses. In the lightning flare, the quick panoramic view did not give him many details, although he saw a writhing horse on its back, and two or three dead men on the field. Then the night and the wind closed in.

He would have liked nothing better than to open fire on the moving, shadowy assassins, but he could not bring them down on Edith and her wounded father. Then he saw them moving off, back toward the burning house.

He heard gunfire across the creek then, and turned that way, squatting in the dense bush on the bank.
THE thunder of thousands.of hoofs for a few minutes drowned out the roar of the storm. Big bunches of mustangs dashed by. He could see them vaguely against the sky, and another lightning play showed hard-riding men shoving the animals along. There were, he estimated, fifty or sixty of the human centaurs, shooting and yelling.

But then they were gone, and he turned, going back to the spot where he had left Edith.

She was crouched there, tending her father. Up the slight slope, the wooden parts of their home burned fiercely in the wind, but the raiders who had attacked the house had gone. "They rode off southeast," the girl told Grew.

The rancher had stopped bleeding, the officer was relieved to find. Haven was grunting and swearing under his breath, coming back to consciousness. There was a bad gash across his scalp on the left side, the bullet having missed killing him only by a fraction of an inch. It had torn a gash in his cheek and knocked out two teeth, which had somewhat deflected it and caused it to miss Haven's chin.

"They've taken your horses," Grew informed the girl gravely. "No doubt that's what they were after. There were sixty or seventy of them, at least."

"I—I hope they didn't kill our friends."

She kept good control of herself, thought Grew, with deep admiration. Pioneer women like Edith had a great deal to face, and she had their resolve, calm courage.

The barn had not been fired so, after making sure that the raiders had gone, Grew carried Haven to that building. All horses, including Grew's own Army mount, had been run off.

Within shelter, Grew and Edith watched her home burning, saw the roof cave in, all that was built of wood consumed. After an hour, when Haven had revived but was still weak from shock, several riders approached, carefully. Grew recognized them as some of the ranchers, the cowmen who had been guarding the horses that had been stolen.

Milt Young, with a bullet tear in his left forearm, and riding a wounded horse, led them. Jake Phillips was supporting his brother Ben, who had a nasty injury in one hip where a .45 slug had nicked the bone. Pop Schultz had been thrown to the plain when his mustang had been shot from under him, and one cheek was a bloody mess.

All those men had felt the enemy lead that night, and back on the field of battle lay two dead men, Fred Olliphant and Sam Green. Others who had been beaten back, pursued and gunned despite their stout defense, were not yet in.

When the ranchers came up to the barn they explained that while they had been held by some raiders, others of the crew had driven off the horses. "That sorta finishes us, boys," growled Milt Young, as he washed his wound in the trough near the barn. "Quantrell's got him some fine bosses. I hate to go home and tell the old lady what's happened. We needed the money them bosses would bring."

The others told the same story. They had banked everything on the band of mustangs they had with such difficulty got together to sell the Army.

"You're sure it was Quantrell's gang?" growled Lieutenant Grew, voice thick with baffled fury.

"No doubt at all," replied Milt. "I seen that devil Cole Younger. And I'm shore I reckernized Todd—he's Quantrell's murderin'est lieutenant, if yuh pick one from the other in that bunch of cutthroats. Cuss 'em."

"I seen Quantrell hisself," chimed in Jake Phillips. "He's the one who shot pore Ben... Give me a hand, gents. We got to probe for this bullet. Somebody hold him down."

Quantrell! Kansas shuddered at the
name. Sweeping in with his guerrilla raiders, showing no mercy, burning and pillaging under the pretense that it was warfare and that he was commissioned by the Confederacy for such devil's work, Quantrell was a nightmare to the citizens of Kansas. The CSA, appalled by his methods, had finally repudiated him.

He was actually outlawed now by both sides of the warring forces.

Martin Grew had just cause to loathe William Quantrell, who had killed his father and was responsible for the sudden death of his mother. Now again he saw the awful suffering caused by the guerrillas. Edith, who already had touched his heart, was shocked and homeless and her father had been seriously hurt.

Decent men had died here tonight, trying to guard their rightful property.

It meant sorrow and mourning for other homes throughout the district, to say nothing of the financial ruin wrought.

"Somebody's got to capture Quantrell and his gang!" Grew muttered grimly.

CHAPTER III

Military Mission

CAPTAIN ROBERT PRYOR, U. S. A., had been summoned by an aide to report at the quarters of his brigade commander, General George A. Custer, the brilliant star of the Union Cavalry. Pryor walked rapidly across the company street to the tent where the general's guidon flew from its staff.

There was tremendous, leashed power in his springy stride. In the first flush of young manhood, Pryor was a glowing example of American strength, the type of fighting man who had sprung to the colors when the country had called.

He wore the Union blue and was a striking soldierly figure in his neat tunic with the brass buttons shined and gleaming, his speckless riding boots, with the silver spurs shining in the sunlight. Down the seam of his pants ran the wide yellow stripe showing the cavalry was his branch of service, and a captain's insignia placed his rank. He wore a felt campaign hat, with a tuft strap around his determined chin, and was fresh-shaven, clean.

There was a rosy glow to Captain Pryor's tanned cheeks, for he hailed from Texas, near the Mexican border. Down there his nickname had been "The Rio Kid." From boyhood he had ridden dangerous frontier trails, punching cattle, breaking horses, fighting Indians and raiders. From the time he could hold a rifle and Colt he had been trained with firearms, and was an expert shot with both. Born to the saddle and the life of a pioneer, Pryor had proved invaluable as a scout and aide to Custer. Pryor had long since grown used to peril and thought nothing of it.

He was broad-shouldered and tappered to a narrow waist, where rode his saber and Army pistols. His chestnut hair was close-cropped, his features pleasant although in his quick blue eyes there was a reckless, devil-may-care light. One look at him was reassuring, for plainly here was an efficient man, one who was afraid of nothing. He was a man who could command men, but he could also do a good job traveling alone.

The sentry at Custer's tent presented arms, and announced him. The general's clear young voice called to him to enter.

Pryor went in, came to attention and saluted.

Custer returned the salute, then nodded and waved toward a canvas chair.

"Sit down, Captain Pryor."
The Rio Kid worshiped his commander. All Custer's men loved him. He was the best fighting cavalryman in the Army. He could go to the inferno and back—and they would follow.

At twenty-three he was a brigadier, and it was rumored that before long he would wear two stars on his shoulders. For Sheridan put full trust in Custer.

Besides being a fine soldier, Custer was also a handsome man, striking, with his tawny mane and flowing mustache. He had a flair for fancy uniforms and equipment which all the young officers envied and tried to emulate—his only real vanity.

“You're going on a special mission, Captain,” Custer said, without preliminary.

His fine eyes were on Pryor. He noted the anxiety that came into the Rio Kid's eyes, and smiling, he added: “You won't miss much fighting here in the next month, Captain. I can promise you that. The brigade's been ordered back to quarters for refurbishing and rest. You'll see a lot more action than we will.”

“Thank you, General.”

“Come along, then. I'll ride to Headquarters with you.”

A few minutes later, the Rio Kid mounted on his war-horse, Saber, rode alongside the dashing Custer, who was mounted on a great black charger.

Saber, a mouse-colored dun, had a black stripe down his spine, a mark that was believed to belong only to “the breed that never dies.” While not prepossessing in looks, the horse could run faster than any Pryor had ever met up with. He had a bad temper with other horses and with everybody save his master who had brought him up from a colt.

One big eye was mirled with blue and white streaks and it rolled wickedly now as he measured the distance between the black and his teeth. Saber enjoyed fighting with other horses, as he actually enjoyed men's battles. He would gallop toward the sound of guns if not restrained, and was fully trained to give his rider all the advantages in a hand-to-hand combat.

General Custer rode with Captain Pryor the three miles to GHQ. Dismounting, and handing over their horses to orderlies, they approached the quarters of the general in command of the Union forces.

Entering the big tent, they approached the man slouched in a camp chair, his bearded chin sunk on his breast. His tunic was partially unbuttoned and cigar ashes clung to the blue cloth. He gripped a half-smoked West Indian cheroot between his teeth. He was hatless, his boots were muddy and run over at the heel but there was authority in every line of this man, this General Grant, as he turned his narrowed blue eyes on the two débonair cavalrymen.

A faint twinkle came across his vision, as he carelessly acknowledged their handbox salute.

“Gentlemen,” he drawled, “you are punctual to the second.”

He waved his hand and the generals and other high officers of Headquarters Staff who were with him left the tent. Only Captain Pryor, General Custer and another young captain of cavalry remained with Grant.

General Ulysses S. Grant had proved himself a soldier on the Mississippi. He had won those campaigns, and President Abraham Lincoln, frantically searching for a commander who could win battles instead of talking about tactics, had placed him in charge in the East.

The stocky Grant, despite his sloppy dress and careless personal mannerisms, was the Man of the Hour. And only a few short years before, at the beginning of the Civil War, Grant had been a failure, a clerk in his father's store in the Middle West. He had risen to the heights with meteoric speed.
"You know Captain Edward Terrell of the Fourth Kansas?" Grant said, waving toward the stalwart, mustached young officer at his other side. Custer and Pryor greeted Terrell. They were acquainted with him, knowing him as a fine cavalryman and efficient officer. He wore the same type of dress as did the Rio Kid, but he was a man larger in build than the Kid. He had darkish hair.

"I asked you for your best scout, General," Grant said to Custer, with an inquiring glance at Bob Pryor.

"And, sir," Custer replied, "I have brought him. This is he—Captain Robert Pryor."

"This is a special mission," Grant said at once, without formality. "Captain Terrell's home is in south Kansas and he lived in northern Missouri as a boy. You are to work together, but Terrell will have charge of the uniformed forces. Your mission, Pryor, is to work in the field, as you see fit, and if possible supply Terrell with information leading to the arrest of the enemy we are after. That enemy, in short, is William Clarke Quantrell. You've heard of him?"

Grant was looking hard at the Rio Kid.

"Yes, General," the Kid replied. "The guerrilla chief."

"That's the man. He operates chiefly against Kansas, out of Missouri. For a time he was attached to the Confederates as an irregular, but they have repudiated him because of his bloodthirsty methods. Captain Terrell is personally acquainted with Quantrell, which is why he has been chosen to lead the expedition.

"The object is the arrest of Quantrell and the destruction of his band. Their raids have grown to major proportions and his force constitutes a menace to our supply and to loyal citizens in Kansas and nearby states. "I have here, besides many complaints from the citizenry and various Congressmen who represent them, a report sent in by Lieutenant Martin Grew of the QMC. While he was negotiating for the purchase of several hundred horses for the Army, Quantrell attacked and ran them off. This is only one of Quantrell's exploits. He must be checked."

Grant nodded. The interview was over. Written orders were handed the two captains, and Terrell and Pryor took their leave. . . .

More than a week later, Captain Bob Pryor, still wearing his uniform instead of the scout outfit he affected for such purposes, rode across the dusty, flat Kansas plain toward the town of Lawrence.

Captain Terrell had left him, going to take charge of the Union detachment. Now the Rio Kid, who was on special Intelligence, was pressing on toward the heart of the country that seemed to be at the mercy of Quantrell and his guerrillas. Pryor meant [Turn page]
to talk with Lieutenant Martin Grew, whose report he had read, and with the ranchers who knew Quantrell, to their sorrow. He wanted to get a first-hand idea of where the elusive guerrilla chief might be hiding.

He had risen at daybreak from his bivouac, had spurred up, cared for the dun, Saber, and hurried along.

The sun was just coming up when he heard sudden, heavy gunfire ahead. Dust rolled high into the blue sky and smoke began to roll up from the buildings of Lawrence as he galloped toward the town.

The fields were green, and birds chirped in the trees, but ahead there seemed to be chaos in the small city which had, shortly before, been at peace. To approach, Pryor still had to cross the Kansas River, and on his side of the stream was a small camp of militia. The soldiers there, surprised by the sudden attack on the settlement, were milling about, shouting, some shooting across the river. A line of men over there fired into them, holding them at bay.

Saber snorted, veering toward the guns. Pryor whipped him along. Finding a crossing, he pushed into the water, upstream from the direct line of fire.

Shrieks, gunshots, the banging of pistols and rifles, all in all a pandemonium had seized upon Lawrence. Through the streets rode madmen, killing, putting the buildings to the torch. Already smoke was rolling high into the air.

Not knowing as yet what was up, the Rio Kid, with his Colt drawn, drove in on the confused scene. He guessed that the enemy had attacked, but could not tell what forces were engaged. It seemed impossible that such a large town, garrisoned with troops, could be raided by guerrilla fighters, but there was apparently no organized resistance.

On a dirt road, he flashed past the smoldering ruins of a small Army camp. Dead men lay all about—young fellows, most in their 'teens, cadets who had been wiped out by the first charge of the enemy.

IN THE center of the town a woman stood on a street corner, her eyes wide, her face tortured with the utmost horror. Both hands were held to her burning cheeks, and she was screaming wildly:

"My son—my husband! They're dead! Quantrell—Quantrell! Murder!"

She was only one among hundreds. Butchery was proceeding with mass speed. Through the town the guerrillas, powerful men, some in stolen Union blue or in Confederate gray, or in nondescript clothing, were methodically killing. They used Colt revolvers chiefly, rushing up to fire point-blank into any who dared show resistance. Others were looting homes and stores, and setting the torch to dry buildings.

The walks and dirt roads were filled with dead, and with writhing wounded.

The wind swept the smoke through the settlement, obscuring the vision. Dry wood crackled as it roared into flame. Many had leaped on their horses and run for it, or taken to the woods along the river.

Pressing in, identifying the enemy by their appearance and actions, the Rio Kid sought to help the luckless people of Lawrence. But as his uniform was seen, a band of a dozen guerrillas set up a howl and turned their horses toward him. He let go with his Colts, and one crashed dead from his horse. But the others came on, driving crazily at him.

There were more on his flanks. He was outnumbered. There were hundreds of the killers in the settlement, and he was driven back, with bullet holes in his clothing and hat, and with scratches from close shots that had torn his flesh.

With fighting fury, the Rio Kid was shoved to the outskirts of town. The
guerrillas tried to ride him down but the dun was too swift even for the picked, fast-running animals mounted by Quantrell’s gang.

For the moment, at least, his defeat was complete.

CHAPTER IV
Death and Destruction

W A N T O N destruction and carnage in Lawrence made the town a scene of horror. Here, as in other places, there was little organized resistance as yet to Quantrell’s bloody, bold attack, and wherever any started it was promptly crushed by the guerrillas.

Murder stalked the streets of Lawrence and the choking black smoke from burning buildings rolled through the warm air, making it difficult to see what was happening. Screams, the roar of a thousand guns and of leaping flames sounded in the ears of terrified citizens who could not believe their senses. What was occurring was a nightmare, but they were forced to believe, for Quantrell showed no mercy and his followers killed without the slightest compunction, for the sport of it, then seized any loot they fancied.

The knot of guerrillas tearing on the Rio Kid’s trail kept coming like determined wolves. One mounted on a long-limbed, beautiful bay gelding, spurted out ahead of the others, gradually drawing closer to Bob Pryor, who purposely slowed the dun.

Quantrell’s man had two Colts in his hands. His reins were in his bared teeth for the purpose, and a snarl of rage and hate was in his throat. He was a huge fellow, with tow hair flying in the wind, because his hat was off and hanging behind him by the leather strap.

The stolen Union blue tunic he wore was dirty and unbuttoned. His corduroy pants were torn, his black boots filthy. But despite the slovenly appearance of this unshaven man with his fishy, bloodshot eyes and his nostrils flared with killer excitement, he was a most dangerous opponent, a typical guerrilla, ready to kill without the slightest excuse. A looter, but a hard-riding, dead-shooting devil.

Knee pressure swerved Saber slightly and the guerrilla, who had held his fire until he was almost on the Rio Kid, missed with both guns because of Pryor’s sudden maneuver, though only by inches. The Rio Kid had swung the dun around in the charging killer’s path.

He had a swift impression of blazing eyes, of teeth with the reins clenched between them, as the man loomed upon him. Then, with Saber steadying for a breath under his signal, Pryor let go.

The guerrilla was coming too fast to swerve enough. He took the Rio Kid’s lead in the nose. The slug smashed through his brain and he flew off the bay, dead before he folded in the dust. The horse dashed on past Pryor.

A concerted howl of fury rose from bearded throats as the hard-riding rascals on Pryor’s trail saw him triumph over their comrade. They dug their spurs deep, making a maddened charge straight onto his blasting pistols, determined to tear him to bits with their bullets. He threw lead into them but they spread out to draw him into a net and he was forced into retreat again.

One man against an army, cut off from the Kansas River now by the foe, and with the infantry in camp over there paralyzed by the deadly fire from the guerrillas watching them! The Rio Kid realized this as he rode away, his guns snarling back at his enemies.

They pressed him hard, deadly shots every one, and he had to let the
dun show his best speed in order to escape. That bay, riderless, ran on before Saber, tail and mane flying, snorting. He had a slight wound on his flank and was crazy with the excitement. With no weight to carry, he kept galloping fast.

THE determined guerrilla bunch stayed on the Rio Kid’s trail for miles, howling and cursing, trying to pick him off with long shots. But as the smoke pall over Lawrence grew distant and the awful sounds in the town died away, they slowed, glancing back. Apparently they were growing anxious about being cut off in case their companions should be driven out of Lawrence by mounting resistance and the arrival of reinforcements from nearby Federal troop encampments.

Topping one of the regular wave-like rises in the prairie ocean, the Rio Kid saw dust ahead. Riders were coming his way. He veered off, not knowing whether they might be enemies or friends.

At sight of this, the guerrillas also stopped. A man on a white horse, his dark blue uniform showing plainly against the animal’s flanks, and trailed by a dozen riders in cowboy garb, set up a shout as he saw the wolfish fellows chasing the Rio Kid.

One of the cowmen took the coiled lariat from its hook by his saddlehorn and spurred after the riderless bay. The rope loop whistled out, settling over the running horse’s head, and the bay came to a halt.

Quantrell’s men fired a volley, which was answered by the uniformed man on the white horse, and his cowboy companions. Then the guerrillas turned their horses and went galloping back to Lawrence to rejoin their band.

The Rio Kid carefully approached the riders ahead of him. They had pulled up and were staring at the smoke pall hanging over Lawrence.

“Hi, there!” sang out Pryor, raising a hand in the universal signal of friendship common to the Frontier. “Who are you?”

“I am Lieutenant Martin Grew,” called the tall young man on the white horse. “U. S. A.”

“’I’m in luck,” thought the Rio Kid. Grant had mentioned Lieutenant Grew, who had written a report on previous raids made on Kansas by Quantrell. He had intended to contact Grew, and here was his man on the spot.

The cowboy who had roped the bay from whose back Pryor had shot Quantrell’s man, came slowly in, leading the captive horse, and joined his companions. They eyed the Rio Kid as he slowly rode over to them. They had seen the guerrillas pursuing him and his uniform was the same as that of Grew’s, but they were still uncertain.

“Howdy, Lieutenant Grew,” Pryor said, pushing the dun close to the white on which Grew sat, frowning at him.

They exchanged salutes. Grew, however, was wary. There were many spies and agents of the enemy roaming the country in uniform and late events had made Grew doubly cautious. Besides, it was fairly easy to steal an Army uniform, as Quantrell’s men had proved.

“Say, George—look at this!” exclaimed the cowboy who had brought in the bay. “He’s ours!”

A man with a healing scar on his cheek and a spot in his graying, sunfaded hair, turned clear blue eyes quickly on the bay. He was a heavy-bodied man, and his determined mouth showed that he had the qualities of leadership.

“You’re right, Jake!” he growled. “I savvy that bay. I bought him from an Arikara in Oklahoma Territory! He’s one of the hosses that Quantrell run off!”

The Rio Kid was now the object of all eyes, after the men had observed the recovered bay, but Pryor’s atten-
tion was on Martin Grew. He liked the lean, efficient aspect of the young officer, in spite of his rather sad face. Many men in that time looked that way, however. Tragedy was common in the land.

Grew was a soldierly figure, clean, trim. Since the Rio Kid knew who Grew was, he was sure of himself. But neither Grew nor the cowmen with him as yet knew who the officer on the dun was.

"I'm Captain Bob Pryor, Lieutenant," the Rio Kid said, "and I'd thank yuh for a word in confidence."

Grew rode off a short distance with him, and the Rio Kid soon quieted Grew's natural suspicions of a stranger.

"Your report reached General Grant himself, Lieutenant," Pryor informed. "GHQ is interested in seein' Quantrell exterminated. I've come out to try to help do it."

Grew's eyes lighted. He shook hands heartily with Captain Pryor.

"I'm mighty glad you're here, Captain. These folks need help, and Quantrell has devastated the country. His guerrillas show no mercy and steal everything they can lay their hands on. I've been traveling through the section, buying horses, and just got back here yesterday. George Haven—he's the heavy-set man with the scar on his cheek—and his friends lost a bunch of mustangs to Quantrell. That boy is one of them!"

"And a Quantrell raider rode him," said Pryor. "I reckon the guerrillas wanted the mounts for this big attack. Lawrence is afire and they've shot down hundreds of citizens there."

Grew swore under his breath, frowning.

"These men would be glad of a chance to even the score with Quantrell. Suppose we head for the town?"
power of the guerrillas, for their ruthlessness. Pushed too hard now, however, Quantrell had given the order to his men to break into a hundred or more small bands. Those bands diverged with as many trails into the woods and chaparral of rising hills. They were swinging southeast, back into Missouri from whence they had come for the horrible attack.

Night overtook the Rio Kid and the Union forces in the van. Quantrell had escaped.

CHAPTER V
Pursuit

RUIN and death in Lawrence had been frightful. Hundreds had died and over a million dollars worth of damage had been done by the fires set by Quantrell. Wanton destruction, it might be called, with revenge as a motive. For Quantrell hated Lawrence above other places, since it was there he had been first outlawed, and there where he had been accused of some of his uncounted crimes.

The whole state lay under a pall of horror because of this latest raid by the guerrillas. It was unbelievable, yet Quantrell had brought it off, and had escaped with all of his men who had not been killed—and his dead were comparatively few.

The day following the pillaging of Lawrence, the Rio Kid rode to George Haven’s ranch. He had picked up Grew and his friends on the back trail.

Arrived there, the débonair Pryor, who had an eye for feminine beauty, did not miss the lovely girl standing at the side of the house. It had been quickly repaired after the burning the night Quantrell had run off the horses. Sod bricks were to be had for the cutting, and Martin Grew had helped out, as had Haven’s neighbors.

A huge man in Union blue, with a major’s insignia on his tunic saluted the two youthful officers as Grew and Pryor dismounted. Haven and his rancher friends were pulling into the yard, and there were women about, too—wives and daughters of the settlers who had collected at the H Bar.

The Rio Kid noted the way the girl’s violet eyes lighted when she saw Martin Grew, and the sudden smile which touched Grew’s sad features as he greeted her.

“T’ll eat my hat if they ain’t sweet on each other,” he decided. “Grew has mighty good taste. She’s shore a beauty.”

“This is Miss Edith Haven, Cap’n,” Grew was saying then. “And Major Thompson, may I present Cap’n Robert Pryor?”

“Howdedo, Captain,” Thompson cried in his bull voice.

Pryor took in the major. He was breath-takingly large, and had thick lips, Burnside whiskers which were the latest rage, and a massive head with curly, iron-gray hair. Myriad wrinkles around his deep-set blue eyes were set into play as he smiled and nearly broke Pryor’s hand with his grip.

The Rio Kid learned that the women and children had been brought to the H Bar for safety’s sake, when so many of their men had set off for Lawrence. Half a score of older settlers were on guard over them. Bob Pryor met the wives and daughters of the settlers, especially the wife and two younger children of Milt Young of the Star 2. He also met Jake Philips and the injured Ben, his brother, whom he knew at once as transplanted Texans, from their raw-boned look and their red skins. Bewhiskered Pop Schultz was in charge of the home guard. He was ancient, stocky and wide, and his beard was white. His near-sighted eyes blinked merrily, however.
“Hey, boys—what luck?” was the first thing Schultz had sung out to the weary men when they rode in.

George Haven muttered a curse as he dismounted from his dusty horse, a spavined animal which was the best left on his ranch by Quantrell.

“Any chance we had of gettin’ a loan from the bank,” Haven reported, “was finished by Quantrell. He raided Lawrence yestiddy, folks, and looted and burnt the town. Killed around a thousand people, they reckon. I talked with Herb Ince, of the bank. He says that even if Quantrell hadn’t took all the cash they had that they weren’t puttin’ out no more loans this year. Things are too uncertain.”

“Huh!” Pop remarked with a shrug of his hunched, wide shoulders. “Well, we’ll have to eat grass then, till next season.”

Major Thompson nodded. “I’d give my right arm to lay hands on that scoundrelly guerrilla. In fact, I’ve been huntin’ him for a year, but he’s as slippery as an eel. Once I did come up with him, at the head of three hundred troopers—but do yuh think we took him? Nope. He got plumb away, durin’ the darkness, after we’d fought all day.

“He was holed up in a farmhouse and I lost half my men in the fight. Then Quantrell and Todd and his cronies made a run for it at night. I was nearly broke for that, but got let off with a right hard dressin’-down. A good many others have run into the same kind of trouble when they’ve tried to arrest Quantrell.”

The major’s voice was rueful as he confessed his defeat.

“I’ll never forgive Quantrell,” he said grimly. “I’ll run him to earth if it’s the last thing I do.”

The Rio Kid listened. He was sorry for the settlers, but his first duty was to go after the guerrillas.

“Where yuh reckon he’s headed to this time, Major?” he asked.

“Who—Quantrell?” said Thompson. “Why, the Missouri thickets, of course. He always does.”

The Rio Kid spent the rest of the afternoon and the night at the H Bar. Saber needed attention and rest as much as Pryor did himself, and in the ranch corral the dun grazed and recovered his power, after the long run on Quantrell’s trail.

Pryor learned as much as the settlers could tell him of the guerrillas’ habits, and at the same time grew acquainted with the Kansans and their pressing problems of life. He wished he could give them a hand in their trouble.

Early next day, with Grew at his side, he rode to Lawrence, arriving about noon.

Captain Edward Terrell had reached the town that morning, with a force of crack cavalry, and the Rio Kid located him, reporting what he had learned.
James Younger

Cole Younger (1844-1916) was born in Missouri; he had some education, and was a tall, powerful youth of commanding appearance, intelligent, and resourceful, when he joined Quantrell.

He was one of Quantrell's best men, and raided and plundered all through the War; at the end of the conflict, he returned to Missouri but, like the others, claimed he was hounded to an outlaw's life.

After a decade of robbing banks and running from the law, Younger was caught, wounded, and sent to prison. He stayed there until 1903, when he was pardoned, and after that led a decent life, dying in '16.

Cole's younger brother, James (1846-1902), followed in his footsteps, riding with Quantrell and with Jesse James later. He was sent to prison with Cole Younger, and after being paroled at the turn of the century, killed himself over a love affair.

"We got here too late," Terrell said ruefully. "This is by far the biggest and worst of Quantrell's raids, Pryor."

Grew was introduced to Terrell.

Then the three officers discussed their next move, on Quantrell's trail.

"It's up to me," said the Rio Kid. "I'll head on Quantrell's trail, Cap'n, and try to locate his hideout. In the meantime operate as yuh see fit but leave me word here and at Baxter Springs, in the south near the Missouri line, where to find yuh. I'll send word back soon as possible. I reckon the guerrillas'll meet at some regular place in Missouri, not too far from the Border. If I circulate around in disguise mebbe I'll find where."

"That's all right," agreed Terrell. "Except I don't think Quantrell'll go to Missouri this time. He might after an ordinary raid, but I have a hunch it'll be different this time."

"Why?"

"Well, it's not so easy now. The Confederates are in a shaky position in the West, and then this attack on Lawrence has stirred up the whole nation. Thousands of fightin' men are coming to this point, thirstin' for Quantrell's blood."

"Where will he go then, yuh reckon?" asked the Rio Kid.

Terrell shrugged. "I can't say. He may turn east into Kentucky or then..."
be might cross the Territory into Texas."

"I'll check up when I reach the Line," said the Rio Kid.

He took leave of Terrell and Grew and, ready for a long run, mounted the dun and headed southeast for Missouri, the direction in which the guerrillas had started their retreat. Quantrell was a fox, so far as hiding his whereabouts went, and the Rio Kid took to heart Captain Terrell's warning.

He was riding on the trail of the worst killer the country had ever known, a man who would cut his heart out without the slightest compunction, for a jest. . . .

It was hot as the days passed, a dry heat that drew all the moisture from man and beast. And as the Rio Kid rode the winding red clay trail through the woods, his dun was plastered with the sticky earth.

The scout was alert, his eyes always flicking from point to point, for he was in the wilderness. Not only were there likely to be stray enemy soldiers and outlaws in these parts, but there were roving bands of Indians, made bold by the war the white men were fighting. The redmen were ever ready to pounce upon a lone traveler.

The usually debonair Rio Kid, the spruce Army officer, was completely obliterated now by the disguise he had assumed in his pursuit of William Clarke Quantrell, the guerrilla chieftain, and by layers of varicolored dusts which he had picked up in the regions through which he had passed. He had not shaved for a week, and the stubble stuck out like wire, while his red-rimmed eyes, irritated by the brilliant sunlight of the South and by grit, gleamed from narrowed pits.

All in all, with nondescript clothing, old leather chaps, a battered "Nebraska" flat-topped Stetson, and a torn, butternut shirt, with a tobacco tag dangling from the open pocket, the Rio Kid looked like a real desperado. But his Colts were ready in the cartridge belts that circled his lean waist. And under his shirt he carried two more revolvers in shoulder holsters.

With this small arsenal, in a scrap he could deliver twenty shots without having to stop and reload. In addition, a carbine rode in its sling under one cocked leg, while his saddle-bags bulged with provisions.

THE Rio Kid had arrested many looters and deserters from both armies during the Civil War and he had had no trouble in disguising himself to look like one.

So far, the trail had proved long and disappointing. Quantrell and his men had split up, and nothing had been seen of them in their usual haunts in Missouri. Still, by spending plenty of money on whiskey, filling up natives to loosen tongues, Pryor had finally come upon a slight clue. A Missourian had remarked that he had seen a couple of Quantrell's followers riding toward the Territory—Indian Territory—and because of this the Rio Kid had swung southwest.

The narrow road he now was traveling dipped down into a wooded valley, through which a creek flowed. As the trail widened and turned, the Rio Kid saw a small settlement ahead—a few rough log cabins on the east bank of the stream and a large place which probably was a saloon and inn. The Rio Kid rode on toward the place.

Weary, and discouraged by the almost impossible task he had set himself, he slowed Saber and swung toward the saloon. It was a rambling, one-story affair, with a stable at the rear. It had narrow loophole windows, but the door stood open because of the heat. He heard the sound of men's voices from inside and smelled raw liquor and frying food.

There was a pump in the side yard and he led the dun around, washed
him down with buckets of water, and gave him a light drink.

"Oh, yuh still got fight in yuh, have yuh?" he murmured, as Saber snorted and rolled his mirled eye toward some tethered horses. "Well, yuh can't tear into them mustangs. Yuh got to behave."

There were half a dozen other horses in the shade at the rail along the log wall of the saloon, saddled horses. The Rio Kid had started to lead the dun on past, so that Saber would not be able to reach any of them and start a fuss, when his alert eye suddenly took in the brand on a buckskin gelding's flank.

"H Bar!" he muttered, and it hit him hard.

He kept on going, after a swift glance at the other horse. It was a powerful, handsome beast, the mustang strain mixed with Arab blood giving it size. The tail was lighter than the animal's hide and it bared its teeth and lashed out at Saber as the dun snorted in passing. The saddle on the buckskin was sweated.

"H Bar!"

The brand on a horse was not usually run over or switched, as was that on a cow. Bills-of-sale established ownership and the original brand remained on the animal. If Haven had lost this buckskin to Quantrell, then—The implication seemed plain.

CHAPTER VI
A Brand Points the Way

EAVING the dun in the shade, away from the other horses, the Rio Kid strode around to the door of the saloon as he entered, he was blinded by the sudden transition into the gloom of the interior after the sunlight, but only for the first few moments.

Silence fell while the drinkers eyed the stranger. There was a crude bar to the right, Pryor saw as his eyes grew accustomed to the dimness, one made of a plank resting on upended logs. Another plank served as a counter on which bottles of whiskey and glasses stood.

The floor was the stamped dirt. There were three home-made tables on which lay decks of greasy cards. Two men at one table were silently playing, while several others lined the bar, drinking whiskey.

"Native pizen," ordered the Rio Kid breezily.

He meant to act the desperado, brash and ready for trouble, but first he must get acclimated.

Nobody said anything for a time. Then a brawny, wide-bodied fellow who sported a black fan beard and who had rather small, shiny black eyes peering over his whiskers asked the barman:

"How far is it to Sulphur Spring, hombre?"

"Yuh mean in Texas?"

"Yeah, Texas. Sulphur Spring. How far?"

"Yuh foller this road after it crosses the crick," the bartender told him judicially, "and then yuh'll hit a bigger trail that swings south, mebbe ten mile on. Stay on her till yuh come to Sulphur Spring but don't ride too fast. Yuh might go right through without savvying yuh're there. It's a full day's ridin'—fifty, sixty mile."

The man with the black fan beard nodded and, picking up his glass, drained it off.

"Gimme one of them Cuba ropes," he ordered briskly, pointing to the box of cigars.

"I got a hoss," remarked the Rio Kid loudly, "that can out-run any animile south of the Mason-Dixon Line, and that's the best in the world, gents."

Every man pricked up his ears. Horse races were the commonest forms of diversion, and each man pos-
sessed a mustang he would take an oath could beat any other.

"There's a buckskin out there and my horse can run him ragged," Pryor boasted. "He's the best on the line."

"How much money could yuh put on that?" the man with the black fan whiskers asked quietly.

"So he's yores," thought the Rio Kid, without a flicker. He drew a bag of silver from his pocket and clinked it on the bar.

"Barkeep can hold the stakes," he announced.

Everybody, including the bartender, went outside to watch the race. The little black eyes quickly sized up the bony dun. A look of calculating joy came into the brawny fellow's face. The dun was none too prepossessing in appearance and the buckskin seemed a much better horse. Both animals were dusty and had been ridden hard, so it was even. Besides, this was to be a dash.

"Around that big gray rock and back to the door," said Blackbeard.

A revolver fired in the air started them off. It was from a stop, and the buckskin spurred away. The black-whiskered man was a fine rider. Saber instantly realized it was a race, though, and his long legs flashed into action as he was urged on by the soft voice of his rider, low over his neck.

The buckskin made the turn on a dead heat but had the inner track, and Saber skidded around. He heard the Rio Kid's voice begging him to run, and put all he had into the return to the saloon door. He came in half a length ahead of the swift buckskin, and a cheer rose.

"Yore money, hombre," the barkeeper said, handing the stakes to Pryor.

The loser looked chagrined. He cast a glance on the deceptive dun that could run with the speed of the wind.

"That's the first time Buck was ever beat," he growled.

"Well, drinks are on me," Pryor said cheerfully. "Better luck next time."

Having identified the man who was riding the buckskin, the Rio Kid was pleased that he had no trouble at all in coaxing the man to the bar. In fact, the brawny fellow was disposed to linger and trade drink for drink. He had plenty of money on him, even though he had lost in the horse race. He was pleasant and smiling, and told a couple of coarse jokes that brought guffaws from the house.

"Yuh're a man after my own heart, hombre," he cried, slapping Pryor on the back after the third round of whiskies. "Call me Blackie. What'll I call you?"


"Right, Bob. Yore hoss is all right and so're you. Set 'em up again, bartender."

"He's shore lovin'," thought the Rio Kid. "Now why—"

It came out after a time. Mellowed by whiskey, Blackie said:

"Well, I must be gettin' on. Bob, why not ride a ways with me?"

"Which way yuh goin'? I'm headin' for the Pecos sooner or later, Blackie."

"Then we can keep each other company," Blackie said. "One more and we'll start."

The Rio Kid feigned to be somewhat befuddled by the whiskey. He had a hunch, now, what Blackie's game might be. If the man was a horse-thief, then Saber would attract him with a tremendous lure. Such speed of hoof would spell life or death for a man in the trade he was certain was Blackie's.

"A hunderd to one he's after Saber," he decided.

But he wished to stay with Blackie, the best clue he had yet come upon in his search for Quantrell.

Paying up, and smoking Cuban stogies, they went out and mounted, the Rio Kid purposely staggering a
JESSE JAMES (1847-1882), the outlaw, had a smooth, school-girl face and clear blue eyes when he joined Quantrill's band as a lad. He was tall and well made. After running hogwild with Quantrill during the war, Jesse went back to his Missouri home but claimed the Law wouldn't let him be.

He had to defend himself against "persecution" — the usual alibi of all who hit the bandit trail.

He became about the best known criminal of his kind. He was shot and killed for blood money.

Frank James (1843-1915) was Jesse's big brother. He was slender but solid, of medium height. He had a mustache, narrow face and blue eyes; a quick temper. Unlike Jesse, Frank never smiled.

He spent some time in jail, after terrific exploits with Quantrill and with the Younger brothers and Jesse following the war.

bit and fumbling with his reins. He wanted Blackie to think the drinks had him.

Splashing across the rocky, shallow ford of the red-watered creek, they climbed the west bank and found the road, a two-wheel track that wound through the brush, with sandy, pinkish soil under the horses' hoofs.

They kept on for three miles after the little saloon was out of sight and earshot behind them. They were not far from the Texas line now, and the country was utterly deserted, wild with chaparral and broken, rocky hills.

"Dog it!" exclaimed Blackie, slowing his buckskin. "There goes that cussed cinch buckle again!"

"He ain't losin' any time," thought the Rio Kid.

HE KEPT on a few paces, as from the corner of one eye he saw Blackie dismounting on the far side of the buckskin. That, of course, was to hide his hand when he drew his Colt. The first shot, the Rio Kid knew, would be aimed for his head or upper body, as Blackie was after the dun and would not wish to injure the swift, valuable beast.

His keen ear caught the slight click as Blackie, squatted by his
horse, pulled his Colt and cocked it to fire under the buckskin.

Instantly he threw himself off Saber. Blackie's shot whirled a foot over his head. As he hit the sand, the Rio Kid had his pistol in hand, the hammer spur back under his thumb. He had to shoot to kill, for Blackie was dangerous. He had no doubt now that he had run into one of Quantrell's guerrillas.

As an echo, the Rio Kid's Colt exploded. He fired under Buck's long belly at the crouched Blackie who, seeing he had somehow missed his first, was swinging swiftly to pin him. The Rio Kid's slug whipped into the bunched-up body striking the vitals, and Blackie rolled over on his side, his revolver exploding as he went.

The gunny's second bullet bit a chunk of hide from the buckskin's belly, stinging him frightfully. The big horse screeched, reared high and came down running at full-tilt. He flashed away from there and galloped wildly on the back-trail. Blackie lay where he had fallen, doubled up in a ball like a curled porcupine, but he had no stings left. His dark eyes were glazing and his mouth wide, gasping.

The Rio Kid carefully checked him, removing his fangs, and confiscated Blackie's Colts. He went through the burly man's pockets hunting clues but found only money, Union cash, no doubt stolen in the Lawrence raid.

"Yuh on yore way to meet Quantrell, Blackie?" he growled, shaking the shuddering desperado.

Only by the quickening in the small black eyes did Pryor believe that he might have guessed right. He would have preferred to have accompanied Blackie on the trail and reach the rendezvous, which he figured might be at Sulphur Spring, Texas. It was to that spot that Blackie had been headed, anyway, judging by his inquiry of the bartender back at the saloon. But Blackie had made this impossible by coveting Saber.

Blackie was trying to say something. Pryor put his ears to the whispering lips.

"Pull—pull my boots off," he heard.

The Rio Kid obliged. Lots of tough fellows hated to die with their boots on.

"How 'bout Quantrell, Blackie? Is he at Sulphur Spring?"

Again he caught the flicker, knew he had made a hit. Blackie was again trying to speak, but when the Rio Kid bent and listened, he heard: "Cuss yuh! He'll carve yore heart out!"

Blackie shuddered, and flexed back. When he relaxed he was dead. The Rio Kid shrugged, seized the man's ankles and pulled him into the bush, leaving the body to the buzzards. Mounting, he rode on.

He slept a few hours in the chaparral after dark fell, but was up in the gray of the dawn. He ate cold beef and biscuit, watered the dun sparingly, and, washing up himself, pushed on through rolling, wild country.

He was in vast Texas, his home state, as big as many empires. Nostalgia seized him. He remembered his parents, his rancher father on the Rio Grande, his mother, whom he had not seen since leaving three years before to fight the War on the side of the North.

It had been a hard choice to make, for most of his boyhood friends and even his family were Confederate sympathizers. But Sam Houston, at the beginning of the fratricidal conflict, had spoken for the Union, and his voice had decided Pryor, torn between two devotions. Now Houston was dead, had laid down his saber the previous year, a tired old man, . . .

It was late the afternoon of the day following his brush with Blackie that the Rio Kid reached Sulphur Spring.

It was in the hills, a roost set near some big yellow-watered pools that
bubbled from the raw red hills. Pines and spruce showed dark on the slopes, while chaparral covered the lower draws and ravines. It was wild, primitive land, filled with deer trails and Indian runs.

The building he saw as he rode up was surprisingly large, the only one in Sulphur Spring save for the surrounding sheds and the barn servicing it. It was made of native timber—pine logs morticed at the corners—and was rambling, set low, covering a good deal of ground with its side wings and lean-tos.

There were windows, although none had any glass in them. The northern ones were covered with greased paper, while shutters could be closed against the wintry blasts. However, it was hot now, and they were not needed.

The crude sign over the bar entrance spelled out:

**JAKE'S ONLY CHANCE**

There were some unsaddled horses in a big woods corral to the rear. A spring wagon stood in the open-front shed, while the various accoutrements for riding and driving horses—saddles, leather harness, and so on—hung under the roof. Piles of tin cans, covered by swarms of black flies, were close to the kitchen door.

After tending the dun, the Rio Kid strode through the open entry into the bar.

The place was crowded. The floor of stamped dirt was sprinkled with damp sawdust, from the woodpile in the rear. A bar with a small mirror over it was to the left, and tables and rude chairs were scattered about.

Two men were serving drinks, one in a dirty apron, the other in his shirt sleeves. The latter was a stout, bland-faced fellow who evidently was the proprietor. He wore a cartridge belt with a reversed Colt in it.

Perhaps thirty armed fellows were in the big room. They were lounging about, playing cards or drinking. A few were just sitting or standing with their glasses in hand.

Every man was armed to the teeth with pistols, knives, and crossed cartridge belts, while many had carbines or double-barreled shotguns leaning close at hand. Some were clean, others dirty and unshaven, according to each one's desire.

All eyes turned on the stranger, the Rio Kid. In his get-up as a Texas desperado, he hoped nothing was amiss. Blinking from the strong light, the Rio Kid stepped to the bar.

"Mighty dry ridin'," he remarked. "Let's have it."

The stout, bland-looking innkeeper served him, accepting the silver dollar he rang on the bar.

"Come far?" he asked pleasantly. "Huh? Oh, yeah. I did."

The Rio Kid deliberately eyed him as he drank. Such curiosity was not welcome in Texas.

"No offense, no offense. Stayin' long?"

Pryor frowned. "As long as I do," he growled.

**SOMEBODY** snickered and the bartender turned a shade redder. He cleared his throat, but then, seizing a dirty cloth, began wiping the top of the plank.

A man came through a rear doorway into the main saloon.

"Jesse," the man called, "was that Blackie who came in?"

The Rio Kid's eyes swung to him. The fellow stood about six feet, and his figure was sinewy and well-formed. He had a pleasant face, with a big hooked nose, and his crisp hair grew luxuriant about his well-shaped head. His blue eyes were sharp and penetrating. The eyebrows were thick, while a carefully tended mustache curled over his firm, wide mouth. About him was the vigorous air of a leader.

"No, Chief," a youth replied. "'Twasn't Blackie."

The Rio Kid did not dare to stare
and Quantrell looked up toward the Rio Kid.

Presently the guerrilla chief walked over and stood beside Bob Pryor.

"Good afternoon," said Quantrell in a quiet, pleasing voice. "Rather warm, ain't it?"

"Reckon it is."

"Yuh come in from the east, I hear," said Quantrell. "Did yuh happen to pass a rider with a black beard, prob'ly on a buckskin hoss? A friend of mine."

The Rio Kid understood that he could not answer Quantrell as he had squelched the bartender.

"No, I didn't," he answered civilly. "Mebbe he was on the other trail. I come up from the south fork."

"I see. Thanks."

Quantrell sniffed. He hesitated a moment, looked sharply at the Rio Kid and his get-up, then shrugged, murmured a "So long," and went back through the door out of sight.

"It's yore play, Cole," said the fresh-faced youth whom Quantrell had addressed as "Jesse." "Come on. I'm goin' to scalp yuh on this one."

Pryor had taken care to memorize some of the more prominent names in Quantrell's main band.

"That must be Jesse James, that kid," he decided. "And that hombre he calls Cole must be one of the Younger boys."

Jesse James, still in his 'teens but a tried and trusted member of Quantrell's elite, had a smooth, youthful face. His sparkling blue eyes were merry. He was tall and well-built, and carried his guns with a careless non-chalance and dash. He wore buckskin pants and shirt, but the hat cocked on the side of his handsome head once had belonged to a Union officer, and no doubt had been taken from the murdered owner.

Cole Younger was also a fine-looking specimen of manhood. A tall, powerful youth, he had an intelligent face and a commanding appearance.
His Missouri drawl as he jested with Jesse James was that of an educated man.

A SLENDER but solid fellow, carrying a leather strap he had just been mending, came through the front door, and went to Jesse James. His narrow face was bearded, his blue eyes were somber, and his thin lips did not smile.

"Still foolin' with that strap, Frank?" asked Cole Younger. "Yuh'll turn into a leather mender soon."

"I can't fix the blame thing. Jesse, see can you do it."

Jesse James paused in his game to help his brother, Frank James. Frank was four years older, and he had lost any youthful joy he might ever have felt in living.

The Rio Kid was well aware of the dangerous characters of the men he was trailing. But peril was a tonic to him, and he knew that he must make a bold attempt to open some sort of connection with the Quantrell gang. He raised his whiskey glass and said, loudly and truculently:

"Here's to Jeff Davis, and blast the Yankees!"

The guerrillas were Southern sympathizers, according to their lights, even though the Confederacy had been appalled by their bloodthirsty exploits. Jeff Davis had refused Quantrell any official recognition such as a commission, horrified by the massacres the guerrilla chief had perpetrated.

Quantrell had used the Civil War as an excuse to satisfy his murderous, revengeful nature. The awful raid on Lawrence had been made because the law in Lawrence had sought to arrest Quantrell for thievery and murders committed before the outbreak of hostilities.
A sudden silence fell as the Rio Kid called the toast to the President of the CSA.

"S'pose," a voice said after a moment, "we don't feel like drinkin', hombre?"

It was Jesse James who had spoken. His sparkling blue eyes were fixed on the Rio Kid. Pryor's thoughts raced. He knew that these fellows approved the toast, and so he took a chance. Jesse James was smiling.

"I said, 'Here's to Jeff Davis!'" He scowled, glass up.

Jesse James broke into a shout of laughter, and drank with the rest.

"Yuh got yore nerve with yuh, rooster," James said. "Now it's my turn: May they all rot in perdition, and Kansas longest of all!"

The Rio Kid drank with the rest. Then the toasts flew thick and fast. Profane, violent, the guerrillas expressed their hate of their foes.

As dark fell, the gathering grew more mellow. The Rio Kid found little difficulty in exchanging drinks with Jesse James and Cole Younger. Sure of themselves, the two feared no man. And here they were surrounded by their trusted comrades and far from any possible Federal soldiers.

Feigning to be overcome somewhat by the strong drink, the Rio Kid, in his character as a Border desperado, let his tongue loosen. He boasted, guardedly, of Yankee soldiers he had killed, and of his supposed battles against the Federals. Topping him, Jesse James and Cole Younger, with whom he had taken a seat, described some of their own forays.

Hour after hour passed. The air of the saloon was thick with malodorous tobacco smoke which hung about the hot chimneys of the lighted oil lamps. A couple of men had rolled off their seats and lay, snoring on the sawdust.

Finally the Rio Kid leaned back against the wall, his head lolling on his chest. Apparently he was asleep.

Younger glanced at him and then at Jesse James. Both were heavy with liquor. Pryor caught Cole's whisper:

"What yuh think of him, Jesse?"

"He's all right," James replied. "The kind of hombre the chief can use."

"I think so, too. Wonder what the boss expects to do next? That Lawrence affair ought to blowed over some by now."

"He's awful close-mouthed when he's plannin' somethin'," Jesse James said. "Wonder what happened to Blackie Frone? He was s'posed to fetch Quantrell a report."

"I dunno. But from the latest I heard, the Federals was after us as thick as hives of bees, Jesse. The war ain't goin' as well as it might, for us."

A heavy step sounded from the rear. Under one lash, the Rio Kid saw Quantrell, hurrying from the back of the building. He was wearing riding boots and spurs, and a Stetson was strapped to his thick-haired head. The insignia he sported was that of a Union major, and the jacket and rest of the uniform was a Federal officer's. No doubt it had been taken from some victim of Quantrell.

Frank James and three other guerrillas, in various Federal blue uniforms, followed Quantrell.

"Good-night, boys," Quantrell said to them. "I can't wait any longer for Blackie. Todd has the orders."

The guerrilla chieftain hurried outside, and in a few moments the Rio Kid caught the rapid retreating hoofs of horses. The riders were headed eastward, back toward Missouri and Kansas, as far as he could tell.

It was impossible for him to rush out, saddle up, and trail Quantrell in the darkness. This would rouse the guerrillas' suspicion instantly, even if he could stick on such men as Quantrell and Frank James at night, close enough to keep them in earshot.

Chagrined at seeing his prize leave the spot, after such trouble expended
to track him there, the Rio Kid still had to pretend sleep. He decided that his remaining chance was in staying with Jesse James and Younger. Quantrell must be planning a campaign, and Todd, his lieutenant, would eventually lead the bulk of the guerrillas to the rendezvous arranged.

Soon the lamps were blown out. Many of the guerrillas retired to the back of the inn to sleep. The Rio Kid quietly lay down near the bench, sleeping through the night in the sawdust.

Jesse James grinned at him in the morning. He was certain that Pryor had been in a stupor.

The smell of frying food was appetizing, and after breakfast, purchased from the hotel keeper and consumed in the company of Jesse and Cole Younger, the Rio Kid felt he must make a pretense of being on his way.

"I reckon I better be ridin’, boys,” he said, “but I shore enjoyed yore company. 'Tain’t often a man runs into fellers with the same sort of ideas he has hisself."

He waited, hoping against hope, and caught the quick glance the two guerrillas exchanged. Then Jesse James said:

"Yore object in life is to kill as many Feds as possible, ain’t it, Bob?"

The Rio Kid had told them to call him "Kentucky Bob," the same nickname he had made up for Blackie Frone.

"Yeah."

"Well, travel with us a while and yuh’ll not be disappointed. Ain’t I right, Cole?"

"Yes, suh,” Younger declared.

THE Rio Kid pretended to hesitate.

"I had an idee of doin’ some business across the Pecos,” he finally said. "It’s gettin’ hot in the States right now."

"Are yuh afraid?” James growled.

"Shore not. But yuh’ll have to guarantee I’ll see action, and pronto. I ain’t the kind of man to loll around idle."

"Come outside a minute,” ordered Cole Younger.

The tall guerrilla led the way into the sunshine. It was still cool from the night, but the sun was growing warmer in the blue sky of Texas.

"See that cottonwood sprig over there?" Younger said to the Rio Kid. "Watch it."

He drew his six-shooter and, without apparently aiming, fired the gun. The little sapling whipped violently, and showed the mark of the slug with a chunk of bark ripped off. In reply, Pryor drew a Colt and shot on the flash. The tip of the cottonwood flew off as his bullet hit.

Jesse James, watching the match, chuckled with delight.

"I knowed he could handle a Colt, Younger!” he exclaimed. "Yuh can tell it to look at his hands. The chief’ll be plumb tickled."

Cole Younger slapped Pryor on the back.

"Yuh’re hired, Bob, if yuh say so. Yuh’ll have a bellyful of fightin’ if yuh travel our trail."

"Yeah? What’s the pay?"

"Hosses, ammunition, and all yuh can take. Look!” Younger drew a big money bag from inside his shirt and jingled it. "More’n any man can spend."

"I’m with yuh,” Pryor said promptly.

"Good. Yuh won’t regret it."

Having allowed the two desperadoes to talk him into what he had wished to do all along, and now was considered a recruit to Quantrell’s band, the Rio Kid had only to continue playing his assumed rôle. It should be easier from now on for him, for the initial opening had been the most difficult.

Jesse James was good-humored and easy to get along with, while the others accepted the Rio Kid on James’ and Younger’s say-so. But for two days, with the Rio Kid inwardly
chasing for action, desiring to be after Quantrell, the gang stuck at the tavern in the wilds of Texas.

Then, without warning, at dawn one morning Jesse James started the Rio Kid awake, bending over him.

"Rise and shine," Jesse ordered.

"We're ridin', Kentucky."

After a hurried breakfast, forty guerrillas, including the new recruit, the Rio Kid, alias "Kentucky Bob," saddled up. With Quantrell's lieutenant, George Todd at their head, they rode off. Todd cold, deadly, a fury in a fight, led them eastward back toward the fields of action.

The burly, scowling Todd was a terrible killer, who would roar into battle with a ferocity equalled only by that of the quieter but no less deadly Quantrell. The Rio Kid knew that—but he held himself ready for grim action.

CHAPTER VIII

Discovery

Quantrell had more followers than the picked men who had gone with him to hide in the Texas hinterland. The Rio Kid was assured that other groups would come to the appointed rendezvous at the proper time when they were needed.

The road back was over about the same route the Rio Kid had followed on his way down. They paused for a drink at the little tavern where Pryor had had the horse-race with Blackie Frone, but the Rio Kid was able to stay out of sight of the proprietor. He feared the man might recognize him and mention the race and Blackie.

Headed for Missouri under George Todd, the guerrillas pulled in one dark evening to some woods outside a village which, Jesse James told Pryor, was near the Kansas line.

More guerrillas waited for them at the bivouac and among them was Frank James. Pryor did not see Quantrell.

The camp was hidden in the trees and brush by the side of a creek. A hot meal of coffee, beef, potatoes and bread was prepared. And here the guerrillas rested after the long run from Texas.

Gossip immediately began between the two bands, as they compared experiences since the mass raid on Lawrence. Tales of bloodshed and daring escapes from Federal patrols filled the air.

The Rio Kid listened closely. Quantrell was his chief quarry and he hoped to come up with the guerrilla chief again. Once he could pin Quantrell in a spot for a long enough time to bring up Captain Terrell, the Rio Kid would strike. But he could not afford to make any mistake. Quantrell's hair-breadth escapes on previous occasions when it had seemed he was trapped made Pryor determined to nail the chief for good this time.

"Yuh'll have to see Quantrell, in the mornin'," Jesse James told him when the talk had gone on for a time. "He questions every man who jines his band. But don't worry. I'll put in a word for yuh, Bob."

George Todd, dipping chunks of hard bread into steaming coffee, was conversing in undertones with Frank James. The presence of the older James boy made the Rio Kid fairly certain that Quantrell was in the neighborhood, and now what Jesse James said seemed to confirm it.

After supper, the tired raiders lay down in their blankets, drawn off from the fire. Among them was Bob Pryor, well on his way to becoming a trusted recruit of Quantrell's, whom he meant to arrest when the auspicious moment arrived.

He started awake some time later. Judging by the fire, which had died down to a few red embers, he decided
it must be around midnight. A rider had just come into the camp, and the Rio Kid, lying on one side, watched the dim figure moving in the faint light.

Then a second man rode up, dismounted, and followed the first. There were sentries on duty, but they only saluted. The first man paused by the fire, stooped and lit a pine splinter which he touched to a cigar he meant to smoke. As the flare came up, the Rio Kid recognized Quantrell.

Quantrell walked on past the fire, and the needles afforded him a quiet path under his hands and knees as he crept toward the spot where Quantrell sat.

IT TOOK him some minutes to come to a spot near enough to make out the words spoken by the two hunched, dark figures. Quantrell's face was toward him—he could tell that by the burning cigar in the guerrilla's lips. He missed the opening of the talk, but it was in the nature of an argument, the other man
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A few paces behind him came the dark form of the cape-clad second horseman.

The two went to the rocks lying about under a bluff, and sat down. The Rio Kid could see the ruby glow of Quantrell's cheroot as the guerrilla chief drew on it, sitting near the black shadows of the underbrush.

Not only did curiosity burn in the Rio Kid's brain but he thought that if he could once overhear some of Quantrell's future plans he might set a trap from which the guerrillas could not escape. Edging from his blanket, he inched into the timber. The trees were small pines, for the most part, trying to convince Quantrell of something. They spoke in low tones.

"—war's not going to last forever, Quantrell! We must think of the future!"

"Yuh're right," the guerrilla growled. "Curse the Federals! They'll never let me rest."

"Yuh can rest if yuh have plenty of dinero. Go to Texas or Mexico or even South America if yuh want. Why not throw yore men into this, as quick as possible? There's only a dozen families, perhaps a hundred people, to think about. Get rid of 'em and we'll have thousands of acres of the best ranchin' land in Kansas. It
could be done in a night—think of it! The company I form will be the front. You can hide out till we cash in. After this war, that land will be worth money. We can parcel it out and sell it or run it off in big lots. It's rich earth."

"It's too close to Lawrence. They'll be on the watch for me."

"Shucks! That'll make it easier! They'll never believe yuh'd dare come so near this quick, Quantrell."

There was something vaguely familiar in the low undertones of the man speaking to Quantrell. But the Rio Kid could not see his features, and was unable then to identify the voice.

"Well—all right," Quantrell said, after a period of deep thought. "Yuh reckon there's enough in it to pay us?"

"A million, I tell yuh!"

The other man drove home the argument as Quantrell let himself be convinced.

"I'll handle it all. Smash them fool ranchers and that's all you need do."

"Who are they, exactly? Name 'em so's we'll be shore to wipe them all out."

"First," the other man said eagerly, "there's George Haven, the H Bar owner—that's where yuh took the hosses."

"Of course, I remember. That was a good job yuh put us on to."

"And this is a better one! Then there's Young's ranch, the Phillips place, Schultz—"

With a start of horror, the Rio Kid realized that the ranchers Quantrell meant to exterminate were the very people he had met. They were Martin Grew's friends, and the Rio Kid had pitted them for their troubles and liked them for their virtues.

"I'll have to get warnin' through to Haven," he thought grimly.

"Better turn in," Quantrell was saying, with a yawn. "Spend the night, Jay?"

"I believe I better. My hoss picked up a stone when we was crossin' the creek."

They moved, and the Rio Kid began working back toward his blanket bed. Quantrell and his friend turned in on the other side of the big encampment. The piping of tree frogs and night insects, the low purr of the water on the stones of the streambed, the snores of sleeping men and the soft _thud-thud_ of hoofs at the picket lines helped hide what faint sounds he made in returning to his place.

He fell asleep after a time. His last thought was that his main duty was to arrest Quantrell. But he knew he must get warning to Haven and his friends in time.

The dawn found the guerrilla camp stirring. Gray mists swirled from the creek, but it looked as though the day would be fair. Red sunrise showed through the tops of the trees.

The Rio Kid, with Jesse James and Cole Younger close to him, ate some breakfast. Then Jesse said:

"C'mon, we'll take yuh to the chief, Bob. Look sharp, now. He's a wise one."

They led him to the other side of the camp. Sentries were lounging on the rocks, and guns were stacked. The guerrillas kept their small-arms on them, however. Many wore nondescript uniforms, parts of Union or Confederate equipment taken on the battlefield.

Quantrell's steady, appraising eyes raised to fix the new recruit, Kentucky Bob. The guerrilla chief was sitting on a log with his back to a big spruce, a mug of coffee in one hand and a piece of hard bread in the other, as Jesse James ushered his candidate up.

"Chief, meet Kentucky Bob," James said. "He's all right. He'd like to jine this army of yores."

Quantrell's sharp blue eyes drilled into the Rio Kid.
“Where yuh from, my boy?” he asked in a paternal fashion.

“Kentucky, suh. I fit in the ranks for a time but it wasn’t a fast enough killin’ of Yankees to suit me.”

“I hear yuh were on yore way to Texas when the boys met yuh.”

“Yes, Chief. ‘Peared to me I could do more damage down there.”

Quantrell seemed to be seeking within himself the answer as to whether the new recruit should be inducted into the guerrilla band or shot for breakfast. He certainly would not permit a man who had grown so intimate with members of his army to ride away.

“Yuh’re an ace shot, I understand. That’s settled. Every man who rides with Quantrell must be. Yuh’ve got nerve—I can see that in yore gaze. Are yuh loyal?”

The terrible eyes bored to the depths of the Rio Kid’s soul. He was playing a difficult role. The slightest false note might mean his doom, the end of the dangerous tether he was letting out in his attempt to ensnare Quantrell.

“Yes, suh. I will fight to tarnation and back—”

Quantrell took his eyes off him and the spell broke. Somebody had come around the rock bluff from the picket line, leading a big black horse.

“Good mornin’,” the man with the horse boomed. “I got that pebble out, Quantrell, and I must be ridin’ at once. Hoofs—”

The Rio Kid, recognizing the voice as that of the man who had been speaking with Quantrell the previous night, turned to look.

The fellow was huge and he wore a blue uniform with a Federal major’s insignia. Horrified, the Rio Kid stared straight into the deep-set, dark-blue eyes of Major Jarvis Thompson, the supposed Union officer he had met at Haven’s ranch in Kansas.

An instant later he knew by the flash of Thompson’s eyes that the spy had recognized him!

The huge Thompson was quick but the Rio Kid shaded him. For Bob Pryor’s reactions were as swift as lightning flashes.

As Thompson’s heavy jaw dropped, the Rio Kid acted. He had a few breaths of time, little fractions that meant the difference between life and death, and he seized upon them avidly.

All about him were the guerrillas, deadly killers and ace shots, every one. Quantrell lounged within a few feet of him and Thompson stood there with the reins of his big black horse in hand, about to expose the Rio Kid, Death was certain. Quantrell would shoot him or string him up within minutes.

“You cussed Federal!” shouted the Rio Kid, and went streaking at Thompson.

The big man dropped the black’s reins, falling back as his first words were drowned by the maddened shriek of the Rio Kid. His huge paw dropped to the Colt in its holster at his burly hip. He snatched the gun out, the hammer spur rising, back under his thumb.

The Rio Kid drew as he leaped at Thompson. His weapon flared and Thompson whipped around with a gasping curse, staggering, falling hard in the rocks. His gun flipped from his grip into the air, the ringing, sudden sound telling that the slug had struck the heavy weapon and knocked it from his hand.

That had saved him. The Rio Kid could not afford to turn and go after Thompson, and already the big fellow was rolling over behind a boulder.

Quantrell, Jesse James, and the other guerrillas, staring in amazement at this astounding, unexpected duel between two they thought friends, misinterpreted the set-to. That was what the Rio Kid had hoped they would when he had accused Thompson of being a Federal.

“Hey—stop—wait!” roared Quant-
trel, scrambling to his booted feet and holding up a hand. "Kentucky Bob—Thompson—quit it! He's no Fed, yuh fool! Put them guns down!"

With their jaws dropped, tricked by the Rio Kid's stratagem of pretending he thought Thompson a Union officer and foe, the guerrillas missed their best chance of killing the clever agent.

As for the Rio Kid, he was whistling shrilly, bars of an Army song:

Said the Big Black Charger to the Little White Mare

That was a call to Saber to come to him. Wherever the dun might be, in corral or barn, or on the loose, if he heard that song he would come when he could get free. Pryor had left him in a nearby corral, and Saber would jump the fence—

But he hadn't time to wait for his mount. Within seconds the true nature of the fight would become plain to Quantrell and his men.

Thompson was catching his breath that had been knocked from his lungs by the shock of the bullet which had stung his fingers. Bits of lead had splattered his cheeks and eyes, and he had been jolted by his fall and the necessity of protecting his hide from the Rio Kid. But he was howling the truth:

"Kill him, Quantrell! Shoot the dog! He's a spy—spy—spy!"

CHAPTER IX

Checked

RYOR’S bullet whacked a chunk from the flinty rock behind which Thompson cowered. Thompson's shrieks filled the clearing where confusion ran riot.

The Rio Kid, Colt in hand, jaw set, had reached the big black which Thompson had led up. He seized the reins as the horse, startled by the yelling and gunfires, reared up.

An instant later, the Rio Kid had hit leather, clinching his powerful legs about the great charger. He jerked the black's head around and, low over the horse, sped away from the camp.

Turning in the saddle and raising his Colt, the Rio Kid tried for Quantrell, but the guerrilla chief's luck held. Between him and the Rio Kid now several of his men had jumped, and at last they were drawing their weapons. Pryor's whizzing bullets ripped into their flesh, but they protected Quantrell.

And then, when Quantrell at last understood Thompson's warning cries and comprehended the actual facts, he fell back behind a tree. Yanking his pistol, he shot after the retreating Rio Kid.

The black was in full motion, leaping forward out of Quantrell's bivouac with powerful, long strides. He had tremendous life quivering in him, and was a splendid runner. The Rio Kid lay along his back and neck, close to him, holding with his legs, one hand free to shoot as he gripped the beast's silky mane with his other.

"Fire!" roared Quantrell, his face scarlet with his fury as he realized how close he had come to being tricked, perhaps arrested by a Federal spy. "Kill him!"

Guerrillas were running from every corner of the camp, seizing shotguns, carbines, drawing their revolvers. As they aimed at him, the Rio Kid jerked the black's reins, swerving to the right as he made for the protection of a bluff. A sentry leaped up just ahead of him, gun pointed up. Pryor fired into him and he folded up. The black's shoulder knocked him violently back into the brush.

The volley had come as the Rio Kid turned the black. The heavy whoosh of rifle and .45 slugs passed within a foot of his head, but others, stray ones, did not miss altogether. The
mighty black gave a leap, shrieked, and fell dead in the trail.

Close to the turn, the Rio Kid landed on his hunched shoulders, rolling over and over, scrabbling for temporary safety. A howl of triumph rose in guerrilla throats as they saw him fall. The black lay stretched in the path, quivering his last.

Bullets cut the rocks and brush, the earth, as the zigzagging Rio Kid leaped around the rock bluff, his breath rasping in and out of his strained lungs. He was shaken from the fall, and two slugs had dealt him flesh wounds. There was blood on his left hand, and on his cheek.

“Take him—go after him, boys!” bellowed Quantrell.

Thompson, who had callec himself a major in the Union Army was yelling for the Rio Kid’s blood. Jesse James, the pleasant smile gone from his boyish, pink-cheeked face, had a revolver out and was headed for the man who had fooled him, tricked him into bringing him to Quantrell.

The Rio Kid gave a desperate whistle blast, one that penetrated over the smashing of the guns and the cursing shouts of the enemy. A shrill answering whinny gave him fresh hope, as the guerrillas started running after him on foot, believing him finished.

SABER came streaking across the other edge of the clearing, plunged into the brush and trees, and emerged close to his rider.

Protected from the ferocious and deadly guerrilla guns for a few moments by the protruding rocky bluff, Pryor ran out and leaped to the bare back of the dun. Holding Saber’s mane with one hand and with his Colt snarling back at the running killers, he hit the trail away from there.

Quantrell saw at once that the tide had swung in his quarry’s favor.

“Horses—pronto, mount!” shouted the chief. “After him!”

Some of the guerrillas kept coming, while others turned and ran back to the corral and picket lines, to fetch their mounts. But now there were many trees between the flying Rio Kid and his swarming enemies, and increasing space. Their bullets were striking intervening objects, and the range was too far for the deadly revolvers with which they excelled.

“Run, Saber, if yuh ever run before!” muttered Bob Pryor, glancing back over his shoulder at the gathering human storm.

Quantrell was leaping around in his fury at the escape of the Federal agent. Thompson had run over and joined Quantrell, was telling him just who the Rio Kid was—a Federal officer, a bloodhound who had been commissioned to hunt down the guerrillas. Thompson had seen him at the H Bar, and had no doubt made inquiries and spied on him, checking him.

There had been no time for the Rio Kid to choose directions. He had seized the quickest, most hopeful line of escape, seeking only to get a few yards between himself and Quantrell’s guns. He was flashing south now, on a wood trail, the dun picking the easiest underfooting. A slip of a hoof, an unseen stone or a rotten bit of ground, and it would be over for the Rio Kid.

But the dun did not slip. Sure-footed as a mountain burro, rested, and unafraid of gunfire and singing lead, Saber carried his master and friend out of the terrible death-trap.

The wind whined in the Rio Kid’s ears as he galloped on south, taking a winding way that led on and on through broken country. Now and then, as he cocked his ear, he heard a shot or a hoarse shout from behind, and knew they were coming. He was not yet safe.

Quantrell would be furious, wild with seething rage, and so would the giant Thompson, his comrade in crime. Together they had planned death for Haven’s people in Kansas. Thompson’s fiendish desire for profit, wanting to take the ranchers’ lands,
would be put into deeds by Quantrell unless something happened to stop them—and soon.

"I got to warn them Kansas folks about that and see they're perfected," he thought anxiously. "But first we must run clear, Saber."

Quantrell, Todd, Cole and Jim Younger, and Jesse and Frank James—such fellows would cling to a trail with bulldog ferocity. They would thirst for his blood, and never let up. They were all first-class horsemen as well as sharpshooters, and it would not be an easy matter to shake them off.

He hit some meadows, open spaces half a mile across. Glancing back as he made for some dark pine woods on the other side, he saw the van of the pursuit that was settling down to a long run, break from the chaparral where he had been a few minutes ago. They set up a blood-curdling yowl, the Rebel yell, as they sighted him, and some tried for him with revolvers. But the range was long. Then the dun picked out an opening and dashed through a woods trail, the Rio Kid keeping low to avoid being swept off by overhanging branches of trees.

He WANTED to swing around, get on a road that would take him northwest, for Kansas, but his pursuers were spread out and the contour of the country made this impossible. He was driven on and on southward, cursing the ill-luck that had betrayed him to Quantrell.

With chagrin he realized that Fate had played him a cruel trick by bringing Thompson to Quantrell's camp, at the time he was there. He had been close to making the connection he had needed to place the guerrillas within Terrell's range so that they could be captured.

On the other hand, he knew he was fortunate to have escaped from Quantrell's camp with his neck. Not many men had done so, once in his grip.

All he could do now was to ride like a mad centaur, try to shake off the guerrilla band and eventually hope to swing and head for Kansas...

It was days later, when the Rio Kid, riding and circling, being forced southward, but finally managing to outmaneuver his pursuing foes, that Lieutenant Martin Grew rode up to the H Bar. He eagerly looked for Edith Haven, for she had been in his mind and heart, and the thought of again seeing her thrilled him.

A week had passed since he had seen her, and he was hungry for sight of her. He had been unable, since meeting her and being drawn to her more closely through the experiences they had shared than otherwise would have been possible, to get her out of his thoughts. He did not want to. He was in love with Edith and meant to ask her to marry him.

The news from the Potomac was getting better and better. It was safe to say that victory was now in sight for the Union forces. Grant had been driving on, steam-roller fashion, against the gallant but tired and ill-equipped divisions of the great Southern leader, General Robert E. Lee. Lee was a wonderful general, a military genius, but the blockade had cut off all supplies save trickles that did little to keep the Confederate armies in the field.

It looked as if the War would soon be over, and when it was, Grew hoped to marry Edith Haven and settle down on his ranch in Kansas. The prospect was heavenly to him after the long, terrible years of the War between men who were brothers.

Dismounting, Grew watered his horse lightly and, unsaddling, turned the animal into a corral. He had been busy at his task, hunting cavalry mounts for the Army, and was on his way back to Lawrence.

Swinging around to the shady side of the house, he stopped abruptly. The big Major Jarvis Thompson was sitting on a bench beside George Haven, talking with him earnestly.
"Why not sell—yuh can’t go on without money, Haven," Grew heard Thompson say.

"Well—mebbe I will... Oh, howdy, Lieutenant! Yuh’re a sight for sore eyes! Oh, Edie! He’s back!"

Edith hurried from the kitchen-lean-to which was again usable, for much of the fire damage had been repaired. Her violet eyes came alive with joy as she saw Grew. Smiling, she put out her hand to him.  

Grew laughed as he took her hand, greeting her.

Then he became aware that Major Thompson was glowering at him.  
He swung, and saluted.  
"Good afternoon, Major. Warm today."

He noted that Thompson’s face had been scratched and cut. It seemed to have been spattered with tiny, hard bits of something, lead or rock.

"Hullo, Grew," Thompson growled.

From the start, Grew had not cared very much for the big fellow. It had not been a strong enough emotion to rouse suspicion in him, but he had known a slight, jarring feeling whenever he had come in contact with Thompson. He had ascribed it to some natural and not unusual antagonism in personalities between two men who meet by chance.

"The major’s askin’ me to sell out here, Lieutenant," remarked Haven. He looked into Grew's face, earnestly, adding, "I thought I better."

"Mr. Haven," said Grew, "I told you when I was here before that I’d be glad to help you. I meant it then and I mean it now. I don’t like to interfere in your deal, Major Thompson, but I honestly believe Mr. Haven would be foolish to dump his ranch at a low price now. The war will soon be over and peace on the land. Business will recover and beef ought to form a big market for those ready to take advantage of it. I’m thinking of going in for it myself."

Thompson’s face turned a shade redder. He bit at his mustache.

"Pears to me, Lieutenant," he said harshly, "that yuh’ve got a nose for everybody’s business but yore own! I’ve seldom come here that I haven’t tripped over yuh. I wonder what yore superiors would say if they knew yuh spend most of yore time hanging around a pretty girl!"

Grew felt his face flush hot and crimson. He tried to control himself, but found it difficult to brook the insults Thompson flung at him. Had it not been for his strict military training he would have punched Thompson’s words back with a fist.

"Beg your pardon. Major Thompson," he replied, as evenly as he could.

"This is not an official matter but a personal one." Turning to Haven, he ignored the fuming Thompson. "I want to make you a loan, Mr Haven," he said. "I’ll be happy to help your friends out, too, as far as I’m able. I have a good deal of pay coming to me and money from my parents, and it’s yours and your friends’ as long as it lasts. You can at least buy some provisions and seed, and a few head of breed cattle to improve the wild long-horns you can capture."

"I think that’s wonderful of you!"  
Edith cried.

"It is—mighty white of yuh, Lieutenant," Haven said gratefully.

The rancher and his pretty daughter had been greatly shocked by Thompson’s rudeness to their friend. They were on Grew’s side, and the big man realized he had made an error, as Haven drawled:

"Major, I ain’t sellin’ Not yet, anyways. I’m acceptin’ the lieutenant’s offer of help—a grub-stake we’ll call it. I’ll pay it back, Martin."

Major Thompson, who appeared to Grew to be greatly shaken, tried to back up and undo the harm he had caused by his sneering words.

"Very well, Haven—all right, Lieutenant. Sorry I spoke that way."
"Don't mention it," Grew said coolly.

He held out his arm to Edith, and the two strolled off together.

"Have you heard anything from Captain Pryor?" Edith asked Lieutenant Grew.

He shook his head. "No. I'd hoped you folks might have... How long have you known Major Thompson, Edith?"

"Oh, we knew him slightly before the War. He lived in Missouri but came to Kansas and was in the feed business in Lawrence. Father met him, and lately he's started to call on us a lot. I don't like him very much. Do you?"

"I hadn't thought much about it before, but I don't."

The antagonism he had sensed had flared into strong dislike, after Thompson's angry insults. And with this came suspicion.

"Queer way for an officer to behave," he thought.

Then he decided that he would check up on Thompson. A wire to the War Department would do the trick.

CHAPTER X
Close Call

MAJOR THOMPSON, to everybody's relief, did not stay long. He rode off toward Lawrence after a time. Grew remained for supper, but since he also wished to be in Lawrence in the morning, he took his leave about eight o'clock.

He was saddling up when he turned to find Edith close to him.

"Good-by, Lieutenant," she murmured.

The strength of his feeling for the girl overcame him at that moment. Seizing her in his arms he kissed her.

"I love you, Edith!" he whispered eagerly. "I want you to marry me! Will you?"

"Yes, Martin—yes!" she whispered back, her blue eyes shining. "And, oh, I'm so happy—so happy!"

She laughed with sheer joy. Ahead, the two of them could see a rosy life. They were young, and so trouble and care were easily shed.

When Grew left her he, too, felt happy—and for the first time since the war had begun. Riding toward Lawrence in the night, he found himself whistling.

The constant, wearing wind over the rolling lands did not bother him especially. It was always present, but he had been born to it. Sometimes people who tried to settle there couldn't stand the wind, which flung grit and dust into the interstices of homes, clothing and into the eyes and nostrils.

There was a slice of moon, and the stars were bright. Bits of fluff sent little shadows scudding over the short grass. Grew was thinking of Edith, but more somber thoughts were also in his mind—thoughts of Major Thompson.

"I'll telegraph the War Department on Thompson in the morning," he decided. "It's mighty strange the way he acts. Determined to get the H Bar—"

There were other things Grew intended to do in town the next day also. For he meant to make arrangements to transfer funds to the bank there, for the use of George Haven and his rancher friends. He had several thousand dollars and, judiciously used, that sum might serve to eke out the resources of the settlers until business affairs were better.

Absorbed in his thoughts of Edith and her people, Grew was startled to attention as his gray gelding suddenly shied and sniffed. He was passing an ebony-dark patch of cottonwoods that loomed on his right as the trail ran near a stream.
“Quiet, boy—quiet,” murmured Grew.

The wind rattled the brush, but then there was a heavy noise just behind him, and Grew swung in his saddle to see the black bulk of a rider driving from the woods upon him. The man had evidently been hidden there, waiting for him.

Something metallic caught the silver rays of the moon. It was, Grew saw, a revolver, aimed at his heart.

“Yuh young skunk!” snarled a hard voice. “Did yuh think I’d let yuh get away with that? Suspicious now, too, ain’t yuh? Goin’ to check up on me.”

It was Major Jarvis Thompson.

Martin Grew knew too much about firearms to make a move under Thompson’s steady gun. The man was not more than two yards from him, and the dripping hate in his voice told Grew he would be glad to pull the trigger.

In fact, Grew had but one slight hope, and that was that Thompson had not yet fired. He was too busy talking, cursing Grew. Perhaps he had to lash himself to killing fury. Or he may have been the sort of man who had to let his victim know who finished him. Anyhow, he was gloating over the lieutenant, rubbing it in.

Grew’s only chance was to keep Thompson talking, and watch for the faintest opportunity to put up a fight.

“Why, Major,” he exclaimed, “what are you talking about? If you’re angry because I promised to lend Haven money, why, I won’t do it. Why should I think you needed to oe checked up on?”

As he talked, saying whatever came quickly to his mind, Grew eased the gray around with a slight pressure of his knee so that he was facing Thompson.

“Stand, curse yuh, or I’ll blow yuh to Kingdom Come!” roared Thompson.

He was at murder pitch, and had let his intended victim know who was sending the lead into his vitals. The man’s teeth gleamed as he snarled, and Grew realized that he was going to die in an instant.

Grew was a fighting man. He had faced enemy lead with cool nerve on the battlefield. He did not intend to go down now without at least a show of resistance, and he flung himself violently from the saddle, straight toward Thompson. The big fellow’s Colt roared, dazing him, singeing his cheek, and he felt the agonizing smash of a big slug through the flesh of his upper left arm.

Thompson’s ghost-colored stallion bucked at the explosion, and the major’s follow-up shot missed by inches. Grew had hold of the big man’s thick, strong gun-wrist, and the lieutenant’s weight, with the sudden jerk of the powerful stallion, twisted Thompson from his seat.

He fell as Grew held on for his life, the blood roaring in his ears. In the terrific excitement of the hand-to-hand combat, Grew overcame the shock and pain of his injury.

It was man to man. Thompson outweighed Grew by nearly a hundred pounds, and while ordinarily Grew’s youth and nerve would have evened that somewhat, the wound he had received was already weakening him.

They hit the ground hard, and Thompson, unable to use his revolver as Grew kept his grip on his wrist, brought up a knee and rammed it into the tall young soldier’s belly. Locked in furious embrace, smashing at one another as best they could, they strained for the advantage. Thompson’s chief idea was to turn the big Colt in his right hand so the muzzle would be against Grew’s body, while Grew had to keep it off.

Using an old wrestling trick, Grew suddenly gave way and changed the direction of his power. Thompson was thrown half off, and slewed around. There was a cracking sound as the major’s own weight strained his gun
elbow and, with a yelp of pain, Thompson dropped his pistol.

But even as Grew won this point, it changed Thompson’s tactics. The big man concentrated on beating Grew senseless, and his physical advantages of weight began to tell. He smashed his great fists into Grew’s face and stomach, swearing in his rage.

Grew kicked at him, punched back, tearing at Thompson’s eyes with his quick hands. He made several hits that jarred the attacker. Thompson came up on his knees and threw himself on the young soldier, and his strong fingers found Grew’s throat.

Struggle as he would, with Thompson’s whole weight on him, Grew could not break the grip. Lights danced before his eyes, and he knew that within a minute he would be throttled, and finished off at Thompson’s leisure.

Suddenly he found he could breathe again; with a final effort, he shifted, and as his senses cleared somewhat, he saw that Thompson had left him and was leaping on his horse.

He could not understand this. Why had the big man, at the point of victory, decided to let him live? Then he caught the glint of another gun, which Thompson, had drawn from inside his tunic, a weapon carried in a shoulder-holster.

As Thompson swung the stallion, he threw his spare pistol up and fired once, twice, at Grew. But the lieutenant had twitched aside, slipping into the dark brush. He heard the bullets plug into the ground, and grit splattered him, but he was not again hit.

Thompson dug in his spurs and went galloping away, and Grew, getting out his own pistol, sent three shots after him.

For several minutes he lay where he was, trying to pull himself together. The wind still blew, rustling the sered leaves. The sound of Thompson’s horse had died away, northeastward, and as Grew, his breast heaving, and the pain coming into his wounded arm, listened with hyper-sensitive ears, he could hear nothing more than the sounds Nature made.

The puzzle as to why Thompson had quit just at the moment of victory, when Grew would have been unconscious and easily disposed of, was one Grew could not then solve. He could only lie there, waiting for strength to come back into his limbs.

Minutes passed, but they dragged interminably. At last Grew, with the blood oozing slowly from his lacerated left upper arm, felt he could rise. His horse had run off some yards, and had dropped its head to graze on a patch of clump grass.

The lieutenant got to his knees, gripping the limb of a thick bush close at hand. The rustling noises he made sounded loud in the night. Then a voice said, almost in his ear:

"Freeze and throw up yore hands!"

A cocking gun told Grew he was covered from the back. Someone had come across the creek, afoot, and had crept up on him like an Indian, without the slightest warning noise.

"Who’s that?" growled Grew. "Don’t shoot."

"The main question is," the voice replied, "who are you and what’s the gunplay mean?"

Grew figured it out swiftly. Thompson must have heard the hoofs of the horse ridden by this man, whoever he was, while Thompson had been choking him. Alarmed, the major had run away. That being the case, then this man might be a friend. Grew decided to chance it.

"I’m Lieutenant Grew," he said. "I was just set upon by a killer, and I’m wounded."

"Grew! Hold yore fire, now! This is the Rio Kid—Cap’n Pryor."

A moment later, the lithe figure of the Rio Kid crouched at Grew’s side.

"I heard some shots, and veered over—was on my way to the H Bar and then Lawrence," Pryor said. "What was it all about, Lieutenant?"
"Thompson—Major Thompson—was lyin' in wait for me here," gasped Grew, gripping his friend's hand. "I don’t savvy what it was about, altogether, though he was angry because I offered to help Haven out and I told Haven not to sell at a song to Thompson. That was this afternoon. Thompson acted so queer that I decided I'd wire Washington and check up on him. I began to wonder if he was really a U.S. officer."

"Yuh're hurt, ain't yuh? How bad?"
"Just—just a drill through the flesh, upper left arm. I'll be all right in a minute."

"Thompson rode off?"
"Yes, some time ago, when he heard your horse."

"Huh! I was ridin' in an awful rush."

"I'd like a smoke," Grew remarked.
"It'd buck me up. Reckon it's safe to light up here?"

"I reckon so. We'll chance it. I need one myself."

CHAPTER XI

Attack!

OB PRYOR, the Rio Kid, swiftly rolled two quirlies, and passed one to Grew. He struck a match, which sizzled, and then the waxed stick took fire, shaded in Pryor's hand.

As Grew drew in on his cigarette, the light showed the bewhiskered, blood-stained face of the Rio Kid, his torn clothing and bandit get-up. Deep lines of fatigue were under his eyes, racked with the agony of keeping awake for the days and nights he had had no sleep at all.

"Good heavens, Cap'n!" exclaimed Grew. "You're worse off than I am!"

"Scratches, that's all," muttered Pryor, squatted on his haunches and enjoying the cigarette. "I been ridin' sixty hours without a break save to rest the dun and grab a drink of water. Quantrell and his whole gang was on my trail and they run me south for fifty miles, 'fore I managed to back track in a creek and shake 'em off. Thompson beat me up here easy enough, since Quantrell had me runnin'."

"Thompson! You mean the man who attacked me?"
"Sure. He's no Union officer, Grew. He's a spy for Quantrell, one of the band of guerrillas. That uniform he wears is a masquerade and he's got no right to it."

"So that's it! Everything's clearer now. Why, Thompson was around the day before Quantrell hit Haven and run off those horses!"

The Rio Kid nodded, the cigarette glowing red as he inhaled.

"Reckon Thompson give Quantrell the tip off when to grab 'em. Them hosses made the Lawrence raid possible. Cuss Thompson! He rode into Quantrell's bivouac in Missouri and reckernized me. That's why I've had such a tough run of it, and just when I hoped to snare Quantrell and his whole gang."

The Rio Kid straightened up.

"Quantrell's attackin' Haven again, and the line of ranches, at Thompson's order, Grew," he said grimly. "That's why I've got to warn 'em, pronto, why I aimed for here first. I've got to get in touch with Cap'n Terrell, too, as soon as possible. Mebbe he can rush some cavalry over here in time to beat off Quantrell when he comes."

"When will Quantrell strike?"
"I ain't shore, but if he does it at all, it'll be pronto. They don't savvy where I am, but they'll figger they can beat me to it. I don't s'pose Thompson knew who I was tonight, did he?"

"I don't see how he could have. He lost his nerve when he heard someone comin', that's all."
The Rio Kid, by the light of matches, managed to put a rough bandage on Grew’s wound.

“How yuh feel, Lieutenant?” he asked then. “Strong enough to ride?”
Grew nodded. The narrow escape he had had he threw off. His shoulder throbbed, but his youthful strength held him up. Shock in such men did not last long and could be overcome, where as in an older person it might prove fatal.

“I can ride, Captain,” he said firmly. “Bueno—good. There’s two things to be done. One, warn Haven and his friends, second, ride to Lawrence and call Terrell.”

Grew understood that the Rio Kid was giving him his choice.

“I can make Lawrence if you want me to,” the lieutenant said.

“Fine! My hoss is done in, and the Haven ranch is only a few miles more. Lawrence is a lot farther. Besides, I want to be on hand in case Quantrell comes.”

“Take care of her—of them all!”

“I’ll guarantee she ain’t hurt,” the Rio Kid promised. He guessed that Grew was worried about Edith Haven.

“Your message to Captain Terrell?” asked Grew.

“Tell him I believe Quantrell will attack here, mebbe within hours, and to rush out as many men as he can at once. I’ll collect ’em at Haven’s.”

“Right.”

Grew rose. He felt shaky, but could walk. The Rio Kid gave a whistle, and a dun horse, Saber, came walking up. The dun was covered with mud and dust, and his usually sleek hide was scratched by thorns.

Pryor patted Saber’s neck, spoke to him as he hit leather. He caught Grew’s horse, and helped the lieutenant mount. Gripping hands, the two young men parted, Grew heading straight for Lawrence, while Captain Pryor, the Rio Kid, made for Haven’s H Bar Ranch.

Quantrell was coming, somewhere out there in the black night, Quantrell, the killer, to strike with all his mad fury.

As the Rio Kid rode off toward the Haven ranch, he knew that he must have sleep and hot food, and that the dun was in even worse need of rest.

Saber had successfully outrun the swift horses of Quantrell’s command, but it had taken everything the animal and his master had to make their escape. The run to Kansas had been harrowing. The Rio Kid dared not let down, for he knew Quantrell’s caliber. He had headed direct over the rolling, wooded land, onto the Kansas plains, toward the H Bar.

Half an hour after parting from Lieutenant Martin Grew, the Rio Kid pushed the tired dun into Haven’s yard and dismounted by the light of the moon. Taking off the sweatied saddle and bridle, and rubbing Saber down, he turned the horse into the grassy grazing corral at the back of the barn.

Then, wearily, all but walking in his sleep, with his eyelids unable to stay open, he staggered to Haven’s door.

The place was dark. It was late, and such people retired early. He banged on the portal, however, calling out who he was so that Haven would hear and know it was a friend.

“All right—I’m comin’,” Haven’s sleepy voice answered at last.

The bar was lifted, and Haven opened the door.

“C’mon in, Cap’n—glad to see yuh. What’s up?”

“Trouble,” the Rio Kid told him quickly. “Quantrell’s aimed yore way again, Haven. Yuh’ll have to call in all yore friends, and make it pronto. Fetch ’em all here, women and kids, and their guns and ammunition, and we’ll try to hold the guerrillas off till help comes. I met Grew back a ways and he’s givin’ the alarm in Lawrence.”

“Curse Quantrell! Seems to me he’s loco. What can he want with us? We
ain't got anything left, after that raid he made on our horses!"

"Yuh got land—and Quantrrell's workin' with Jarvis Thompson, sup-posed to be a friend of yores. You know, the one in the major's uniform. He set on Martin Grew tonight and near killed him. He's a spy and a guerrilla."

"Thompson?" exclaimed Haven. "Is—is Martin hurt?"

THE Rio Kid turned, to see the anxious, white face of Edith Haven peering from her doorway. "He got a cut, but he's all right, ma'am. He'll be here tomorrow, so don't you worry."

Haven lit a candle. As the yellow flame came up he, as had Grew, gaped with astonishment at the aspect of the Rio Kid. "By glory, I'd never have knowed yuh, Cap'n! Yuh looked drawed through a keyhole and a muddy one at that!"

"I've had a tough ride. Got to rest, Haven, and now. Warn yore friends—Quantrrell's comin'—start right away, savvy? No time—no time—"

The warmth of the cabin, the relaxation of having at last reached his goal, suddenly overcame the Rio Kid. "Come to my bunk, and—" began Haven, but the man before him had sunk to the floor and was sleeping.

Haven picked him up, carried him over and laid him on the bed. He covered the Rio Kid with a blanket and, pulling on his own pants and jacket, strapped his gun-belt on.

"Watch over him, Edie," he admonished. "I'll be back pronto. I'll ride to Milt Young's and he can take it up from there. I'll come home soon as I've started Milt off."

The Rio Kid woke with a start. The rectangular patches marking the narrow, loophole windows of the ranch-er's cabin were a faint gray, marking the early dawn. But the wind was shrieking with a high-pitched, fanatic note, and spattering raindrops were falling on the slanting roof.

His great physical endurance and training had enabled him to drive through without sleep. And now, after a few hours of rest, Bob Pryor could rise and take up where he had left off.

George Haven sat in the rear of the room, quietly cleaning a rifle and putting cartridges for it into the loops of a belt. Edith was out in the kitchen, starting a fire with which to cook hot coffee and breakfast for the expected guests, the people of the ranches who had been notified to hurry to the H Bar for their defense.

Mrs. Milt Young, a stout, capable woman with graying hair, and a girl in her 'teens, Sally Young, were helping Edith. They had come at once to the Haven ranch, while Young rode with the warning to the other ranches. A shout from down the slope sent Pryor to the door; he glanced out, and
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saw the Schultzes coming in a spring wagon, the whole family together.

The rain had not yet begun falling hard, but came in big drops that splashed with great force against the buildings. The Rio Kid borrowed a towel and went out to the pump. He had been riding without shaving or the chance to clean up and he spent half an hour at this, during which time the Phillips brothers arrived with their wives and small children. On their heels came a group of twenty women, children and men, the latter heavily armed with pistols, shotguns and rifles, and belts of bullets for them.

After cleaning up, mending his clothing as best he could, and putting on a fresh shirt that he carried in his saddlebag, the Rio Kid watched the southeast anxiously. From time to time he would turn and hunt with his keen eyes toward Lawrence.

Quantrell should come one way, and the hoped for reinforcements which Lieutenant Grew was supposed to summon, should come from the other.

The light was poor, for the gray clouds made the sky leaden and the sun, rising behind them, did not show although the visibility grew a little better after an hour. It was only six A.M.

The breakfast was ready and everybody, except a man who stood guard out past the barn, sat down to the meal, most of them squatting on the floor as there were not enough chairs to go around. The ranchhouse was crowded with women and children, with the waiting fighters, Haven’s friends.

The hot food braced the Rio Kid tremendously, after his sleep. He felt himself again, after the ordeal through which he had gone.

Someone rode up, calling out. It was Milt Young, who had carried the warning to the farthest of the ranches. Now all were at Haven’s, and the men, with some thirty guns, were ready for action.

The clouds opened up and rain poured down on the roof, sweeping in sheets across the plains. There were few breaks to check the force of the storm and the visibility became almost zero as water raged from the sky.

The noise of the storm roared in the Rio Kid’s ears. Would Quantrell attack at such a time?

“I don’t reckon them guerrillas’ll be out in this,” someone said loudly.

“Sh-h!” cried Haven. “What’s that?”

The faintly recognizable crack of a rifle, followed by two more shots, came to them. Their sentry, at the barn, ran full-tilt, head down to the storm, across the yard.

The Rio Kid held the door open for him, braced against the wind that sought to tear it from its hinges. The drenched guard, Ed Garvey, a rancher of fifty whose family was safe in the group shouted:

“Here they come! It’s Quantrell!”

“Bar the doors!” roared the Rio Kid, snatching out a Colt and pulling back the hammer spur under his thumb. “Take yore loopholes, boys!”

They were quickly ready for defense. Peeping from one side of a window, the Rio Kid saw a mass of hard-riding devils in ponchos, and with Stetsons strapped low as they headed into the violent wind, loom up near the big barn.

“Hold yore fire till they’re in,” he cautioned. “Ready, now!”
CHAPTER XII

Defenders

IT WAS difficult to estimate the exact number of the attackers in the whipping, blinding rainstorm. They were coming around both sides of the barn now, in small bunches of two and threes, and heading straight at the house.

Probably Quantrell and Thompson figured the occupants would be totally off guard in such weather. Anyhow they were forced to strike, quickly, if they wished to win, for the escape of the Rio Kid made this imperative.

“Sixty—seventy—must be a hundred or more,” decided Pryor, letting them rush to within fifty yards of the house.

“Now!” he cried, and lifted the thumb off his pistol hammer.

He knew he had made a hit, as his heavy pistol roared, for a guerrilla in the van—he was on a chestnut horse but the Rio Kid could not recognize him because of the Stetson brim and the enveloping poncho—threw up his arms and crashed from his saddle. The killer lay in the pool of rainwater as he landed, and crushing hoofs from following mustangs hit his body.

A breath later, and the thirty ranchers and their cowboys and friends let go. They did not shoot all together but close, the explosions joining as each man took his deliberate aim and pulled trigger.

Four guerrillas, taken by the point-blank fire, were knocked from their horses, while others could be seen to wince or show signs of having been hit by the Kansas lead.

The roaring guns crashed, deafening all inside the ranchhouse. But its effect was tremendous on the Quan-
A board smashed in from the heavy blows of the rifle butt, and daylight showed. The Rio Kid, crouched to one side, teeth showing as he fought threw bullets into the wood, aware that they would pass on through. Suddenly the beating on the door ceased.

Jumping back to his window opening, he saw that two more guerrillas lay silent in the yard. Then he glimpsed Quantrell, up at the other end of the house, shouting orders to his men.

He raised his revolver to draw a bead on the guerrilla chief, but Quantrell seemed to have the devil's own luck and bear a charmed life. For suddenly he jerked his horse around, shifting just as Pryor let go at him. Quantrell had passed safely through the most perilous situations, again and again, often without a scratch.

Evidently Quantrell had ordered his men back, for the guerrillas yanked reins and veered, riding out into a wide circle about the house and pouring their bullets in from this Indian formation. They yelled as they moved, shooting from the flank at the windows.

"Save yore ammunition and let 'em waste theirs," commanded the Rio Kid.

He breathed a sigh of relief as he saw the guerrillas beaten off in their first mad rush. He needed time, time for Grew and Terrell to get in from Lawrence.

Picking up a carbine, he went to a loophole and pecked out. A bullet from a revolver shrieked through, almost striking his skull, but he threw the carbine to shoulder and pulled trigger. The guerrilla at whom he had aimed was moving fast. His horse leaped in the air and the man flew from his back, landing on his belly in the mud.

The attackers drew farther off at this exhibition of marksmanship, and the Rio Kid, carefully observing them, saw they were having a council of war. Quantrell, the huge Thompson, and other figures he could not identify were huddled together in the wind and rain with their heads close.

"They won't have much luck burnin' us out today," he thought grimly. "That's their favorite game."

But since the rain had wet the wood of the house Quantrell would not be able to set it afire easily this time.

Then the guerrillas, who evidently had reasoned out the true state of affairs, that most of their prey were in the Haven home and on guard, rode a wide circle around to the barn, coming up behind it. They dismounted, leaving their horses on the far side, and began entering the large structure. Soon, gunfire opened up once more on the house, concentrated on the windows.

"They're stayin'," Pryor thought uneasily.

He ordered the women and children to keep down behind the barrier of furniture in the main room, and most of his men to the side of the house facing the barn. They could not see their foes now, but the bullets steadily zipped through the loopholes, the guerrillas displaying their usual brand of ace marksmanship.

"They're goin' to wait till dark falls," Haven suggested, squatted down by the Rio Kid. "Then they'll rush the house."

"Grew'll be back 'fore that," Pryor replied.

At least, so he hoped. But as an hour and then another went by, and no sign of reinforcements came, he began to wonder what could have befallen Lieutenant Martin Grew. Had he run afoul of Thompson again on his way to Lawrence? Had his horse thrown him, because in his weakened condition Grew had been unable to keep on?

It was after noon, and still Quantrell and his devilish crew held the barn, and the ranchers in the house must stay put. To venture out
into such fire as these men holed-up in the barn could put up would mean death, or at least serious wounds.

The terrific storm had blown over. Gray, leaden clouds still raced across the sky, but the wind was drying off the wood of the house walls. The pools had disappeared from the yard, drained into the earth.

If night came, thought the Rio Kid, there would be an awful shambles. The guerrillas could creep up to the walls and batter through, get in among them, slaughter them all.

Where, he thought over and over, was Lieutenant Grew? Why didn’t he come?

Lieutenant Grew, could he have but known it, had done his best. Especially in view of the fact that he had known that Edith Haven might be in dire danger. But he had encountered unexpected difficulties on his mission to the town of Lawrence.

In spite of the terrific duel he had fought with the giant Jarvis Tompson, and the shock and loss of blood from the wound, Martin Grew had reached Lawrence in good time. It was late and the town, for the most part, was darkened.

Grew pushed his weary horse to Terrell’s headquarters, a square wooden frame house on Main Street of the town. There was a sentry on guard who challenged him, and he identified himself.

“Sir, Cap’n Terrell ain’t here,” the guard informed him, after presenting arms in salute. “The troops done rode out an hour ago.”

Grew swore inwardly, nodded, and went inside. A second lieutenant came from Terrell’s office and they exchanged salutes.

“Captain Terrell received an emergency alarm, Lieutenant Grew,” the young officer told him. “Major Thompson brought him information concerning the guerrilla chief, Quantrell. He said that Quantrell was sleeping at a farmhouse only fifteen miles southeast of town.”

“Thompson!” muttered Grew. “Curse him!”

He understood the game at once. Thompson had beaten him in, and had given the false alarm which had sent Terrell and most of the seasoned cavalry out of Lawrence.

He had the officer in charge send a messenger on Terrell’s trail, then sought to find mounted fighting men with whom to hurry to the H Bar. This was not easy, for everybody wanted to capture Quantrell, on whose head rested large rewards, besides the glory that would fall to the lot of his conqueror.

Terrell’s crack cavalry, routed out in a hurry, during the night, had told watching eyes what must be up. So many citizen posses had been quickly formed and had saddled up to trail the soldiers in the hope of getting in on the kill.

Martin Grew, sweating with his knowledge of what would happen if Quantrell’s terrible killers hit Haven’s place, sought trained fighters that he could lead back to the battle.

THE second lieutenant supplied him with his best chance. He informed Grew that there was a troop of state militia, mounted, camped about ten miles the other side of Lawrence, on the river. After telling the officer to round up as many men as possible, Grew changed horses and galloped out to the encampment.

Here he had to identify himself, waken the colonel commanding the militia, and then convince the officer of the need for hurry.

At last, riding alongside the militia leader, Grew got started with sixty armed and mounted men, toward the H Bar. But the gray of dawn was already showing over the plains as they swung into a trot. With such a band the faster horses were always held down to the pace of the slowest. The colonel refused to push the animals hard at the outset, too, since they must be carefully warmed up.
Then the wind hit them, the rising gale bringing the rain. It was in their faces and it slowed them. Pausing only to don their ponchos, the troopers pushed on, heads down to the shrieking wind, which smote them with all its fury. The downpour began and the prairie became a sheet of water, the horses sinking to the hocks, and the pace became maddeningly slow.

Grew would have ridden on ahead, but dared not leave the militia. He feared the colonel might decide to lie up until the storm blew over.

They seemed, to the frantic Grew, who had a difficult time hiding his emotion, to move at snail's pace, against the violent gale and stinging rain. It was a walk, now, in the sticky mud. Ammunition had to be kept dry and the carbine barrels protected. These were unseasoned troops, older men and boys, from Kansas, and could not be hurried.

CHAPTER XIII

On the Flank

OR about an hour the rain had been falling when the troops with Lieutenant Grew came to a little rill over which, on his way in the night before, Grew had sent his horse leaping across in a single bound. Now it was roaring along like a mountain torrent. It was fifty yards wide, and spread out in the shallow depression through which it ran. It took half an hour to cross the stream.

With this warning in view, Grew was not surprised when, on reaching the creek which had to be forded in order to get over on the H Bar range, they found it was as wide as a big river, and that it had flooded the plain for half a mile. In the center rushed a mad current, fighting itself, thick with dark silt, almost black in the leaden light. Sticks and debris were carried along on the white-capped heart of the stream.

"We'll never cross that!" the colonel shouted to Grew over the roar of the water and the shrieking wind.

They were all drenched, in spite of the protective capes. The wind drove the moisture through to their skins.

Evidently the rain had fallen heavily above, and even before the storm had struck the locality the streams had started to rise.

Grew cursed and pushed his horse into the flood. The militia, hunched drearily over their mounts, watched him as he drove his mustang into the creek. Soon the animal lost footing and began swimming, carried down by the current as it took him. Grew sought to urge him across but big floating logs hit the horse and turned him back.

Finally Grew, some hundreds of yards down, came out on the same bank and rode warily back to the troopers.

"Let's try higher up," suggested the colonel.

They rode northwest along the eastern bank of the erstwhile creek, seeking a way over. It was noon before they managed to get across the raging waters. The storm had blown on by then, and already the current was diminishing.

Well around on the north of the H Bar, Grew swung the militia south on the flooded, wet plain. The hoofs of the horses sank deep, making sucking noises as they moved. Mile by mile they drew closer to the ranch, where Grew hoped all was well. Perhaps Quantrell had not yet struck.

The whole prairie looked black, and the mud was as black as ink. Straining his eyes and ears, for the wind was still blowing hard, Grew thought he heard some distant gunshots, but the visibility was poor and it was difficult to hear.
Doggedly they shoved along. Suddenly the colonel roared:

"Here they come! Get ready, men!"

It was about three-thirty in the afternoon. The trip had taken three times as long as it should have under normal conditions.

Grew pulled his reins, staring toward the H Bar from the slight rise they had just breasted. He could see the low house and barn standing up from the plains. And over the rise appeared a line of sixty mounted guerrillas, spread out over the flat, and bearing straight down upon them!

"Quantrell!" somebody yelled.

A shudder of apprehension went through the green troopers. Quantrell had massacred more than one Federal band sent to take him. But they stood well. However, they were bunching up, closing ranks.

"Tell 'em to spread out—hold their fire!" Grew begged the leader.

But the colonel had his own ideas of military tactics. His bugler trilled squadron formation and the men wheeled into a ragged column of fours and waited for the charge.

The wild guerrillas came, pounding on. They carried big Colt .45s in their hands, but they did not shoot. An excited trooper fired his carbine without the command, and half of his companions followed suit.

"Hold that!" bellowed the colonel. "Wait till they're in!"

The earth shook with the beating of hoofs as Quantrell's men raged down on the militia. Fierce bearded faces loomed up, each guerrilla a powerful fighting unit and able to kill from a full gallop. They would not waste any lead. They held in their fire until they were within a few paces of the soldiers.

Carbines began cracking all along the column of massed troopers. The colonel, as brave as a lion, was out in front, saber drawn.

"Come on, boys!" he yelled, and dug in his spurs.

Quantrell showed in the center of the onriding guerrillas, with Jesse James and Cole Younger flanking him. Cool as ice, the guerrillas ripped in, and suddenly the shrill Rebel yell curdled the blood of the unseasoned soldiers.

Quantrell, James and Younger were within two yards of the colonel when their revolvers bellowed, all three shots taking effect. The colonel crashed dead from his charger, and a moment later guerrilla horses trampled on his body.

"Spread out—man to man!" shouted Grew, and blew a guerrilla's head off as the man swept past him.

The clash was ominous as the on-sweeping guerrillas struck. Troopers were crashing dead from their horses under the point-blank revolver fire. A few turned to run, but were swiftly overtaken and dispatched by the killers.

Hand-to-hand duels began, as men picked their opponents and faced one another, shooting point-blank.

Experienced in battle, Lieutenant Grew, in the thick of it, knew that the dead colonel's error in tactics at the start of the battle, as well as the edge the guerrillas had in experience, had given his friends an insuperable handicap. Within minutes, the fight began to be a massacre.

There seemed no way that these maddened fighters of Quantrell's could be overcome. In no direction did it seem possible for the troops, being cut down, to look for sorely needed aid.

But at the Haven ranchhouse, the Rio Kid, having somewhat whittled down the odds against the sturdy Kansans, who were fighting beside him, had not failed to note the sudden withdrawal of Quantrell and the bulk of his guerrillas. A few had been left in the barn, holding the settlers in. Quantrell figured that the settlers would be glad enough for a lull, and would stay where they were.

"Boys, that must mean Grew and
Terrell are comin’!” cried Bob Pryor, as he saw the killers gallop off northward. “I want twenty men to ride with me!”

“V’ry well, we’ll be slaughtered if we go out there!” shouted Milt Young. “Anyhow, our hosses are scattered on the plains, as yuh ordered, so Quantrell couldn’t take ’em!”

“There’s hosses at the barn, guerrilla hosses, and we’re goin’ to take ’em,” Pryor said, his mouth grim and hard.

“I’m with yuh, Rio Kid!” Pop Schultz cried. “To the devil and back!”

“Me, too,” Milt Young agreed then.

Very man in the house volunteered. The Rio Kid picked a score, choosing the youngest and best fighters, and led them to the back door of that house that was crowded with refugees—children and women, older men who must be protected. Pryor saw to it that his followers had plenty of Colt ammunition, and two guns apiece strapped on.

“See that side entry to the barn, boys?” he said. “Yuh’re to go through it, and pronto. Give me just half a minute. I’m goin’ to draw ’em to the other side. There ain’t many left in there. Haven, cover me, will yuh?”

He pulled open the door, and dashed out, around the house. A bullet from a guerrilla in the barn whanged a chunk of mud from the corner of the house wall, but did not touch him.

The Rio Kid, shooting at the window of the barn, whenever he could see a guerrilla head, dashed full-tilt across the yard. Bullets kicked up mud and shrieked through the air about his head. Haven was shooting his rifle from a loophole, and the score of Kansans picked by the Rio Kid ran for the other side of the barn. They were halfway to it before the guerrillas, intent on the Rio Kid who was whistling as he ran, realized the game.

One defender went down, wounded, as Quantrell’s men swung their guns on the moving settlers. But then they were at the barn door, and their pistols banged.

The dun with the black stripe down his back appeared from the hill to the west, up over the raging creek, swollen by the rain. He came galloping to his master. The Rio Kid mounted bareback, twining his left hand in the dark mane, gripping with his knees. He had his right hand free for the Colt.

Shrieks of alarm rose in the barn, and massed gunshots roared. A couple of alarmed guerrillas appeared, squeezing through the opposite window, and the Rio Kid, galloping in, sent slugs into them.

The horses were the main objective, and Pryor dashed around to cover the animals of the guerrillas. Some thirty mustangs, saddled up and ready to go, stood with reins tied to the rail behind the barn.

He drove off several of Quantrell’s devils who sought to escape, as Milt Young, leading the Kansans, raged through the barn and came out at the rear door.

“C’mon, boys—let them skunks go!” shouted Pryor.

Eight guerrillas, blasted from their horses, had taken to their heels and were running down toward the brakes along the stream, while half a dozen others, holed up in the stalls, prepared to stand.

Leaping on the mustangs, the trained cowboys and ranchers spurred forward and swung into line behind the moving Rio Kid. They galloped
hard, in the direction Quantrell had taken.

Soon, topping a rise, the Rio Kid, fifty yards in advance of his score of fighting men, saw the battle raging ahead.

"On the flank, boys!" he shouted back. "Keep spread out and hold yore fire till you're on top of 'em."

The militia, cut down by a half in the first wild charge of the guerrillas, had their fighting blood up now and stubbornly contested the ground. Quantrell and his men were pouring lead into them but several guerrillas lay dead on the black plain which now was cut up into a slough. Horses slithered, and half fell, haunches coated with the sticky muck. Men's faces were spattered with it, and clothing was soaked and plastered.

With the Rio Kid and his reinforcements in it now, Quantrell, a clever tactician, saw that the best he could hope for in the battle was a draw. The men he had meant to be victims had turned and were taking terrific toll of his men. A guerrilla scout—the Rio Kid recognized Jim Younger—spurred in from the east and spoke to Quantrell. A moment later, the guerrilla chieftain raised his hand, calling a retreat.

Balked by lines of guns that were continuously being fired, the Rio Kid took aim as Quantrell turned and rode off. He threw lead at Quantrell and saw the man's long-legged, powerful roan leap. Quantrell had to fight the roan, slamming a fist down between the beast's laid-back ears. Then the roan straightened out and went galloping southeast over the plain. The well-disciplined guerrillas moved off, after their murderous leader.

All the men left of the cavalry troop set up throaty cheers of victory. But they were too battered and their horses too worn out for them to attempt any long pursuit. The Rio Kid, with his score of Kansans, however, sought to harry the guerrillas, following them for a mile or two, but not enough men were with Bob Pryor to finish off the deadly horsemen.

For a time, this running fight went on, but the snarling Quantrell guns held off pursuit. Several men with the Rio Kid felt the sting of guerrilla lead before the chase was abandoned.

Moreover, the afternoon was drawing to a close, and the guerrillas were well-mounted and their horses rested from the day at the H Bar. Soon night would fall and Quantrell could, as he always did when hard-pressed, split his band up into small groups.

For once, though, the guerrilla chief could not claim a victory. Thirty percent of his men had been killed, and as many more wounded, mainly due to the strategy and the fighting prowess of the Rio Kid.
CHAPTER XIV

On the Trail

In the dun, Bob Pryor had ventured out ahead of his men in the chase after Quantrell’s men. Jesse James and his brother, with half a dozen of the other guerrillas, essayed a quick, short charge, and forced him back. Quantrell, riding at the head of his band left that to them. His main purpose now was flight.

As the Kansans came up and the guerrillas drew off again, Pryor got down to study the fresh hoofmarks in the soft earth, left by Quantrell’s roan.

“Huh!” he muttered, squatted by a clear-cut hoof pattern. “I musta nicked that roan’s fore hoof!”

The left fore hoof indentation had a large bulge of mud inside it, meaning that a piece of it was missing. That explained why the roan had jumped as he had, after the Rio Kid’s shot at Quantrell. This would have given the Rio Kid something of an advantage, and he was eager to go on. But his men were tired out, and the guerrillas on the run. Reluctantly the Rio Kid gave up the chase, after sending a final volley after the band, and swung back toward the H Bar.

The wounded were picked up and carried back to the ranch. The militia rode there also, to drink, rest and discuss the battle.

Just before nightfall, Captain Edward Terrell arrived at the Haven ranch, with two troops of trained but mud-spattered, worn-out cavalry, at his heels. The officer was infuriated at having been sent off on a wild-goose chase by the bogus Major Thompson, deeply regretful that he and his men had arrived too late to fight the guerrilla band. Terrell and his cavalry men had been riding for twenty hours without a break. The messenger sent after him by Lieutenant Grew had come up with him many miles east of Lawrence, and Terrell had turned and come back as swiftly as possible, but still too late to fight.

Sleep, food and rest were in order for everybody. The Rio Kid, still feeling the effects of his run up from Missouri with Quantrell on his trail needed more than anyone else to recuperate. So did his dun, for Saber had not yet recovered from the grueling journey.

Next day was warm and clear. The grass was sprouting up again through the muck, and soldiers and ranchers, refreshed, were out right after breakfast cleaning up their horses. The Rio Kid was among them, but his thoughts were not so much on helping remove the dried black mud that stained the legs of the animals after the battle north of the H Bar as they were on figuring how to overtake Quantrell.

Would the fox again break up his band to foil any organized pursuit, he wondered, and where would the chieftain himself head to, this time? The Rio Kid consulted with Captain Terrell.

“If we could trail that roan—I can read his hoof sign like a printed page—we might track Quantrell himself,” he suggested.

Terrell shrugged. “We’d better try anyway, I suppose. I’m determined to take that man, Captain Pryor. I’ve missed the devil a dozen times, but I’ll never give up.”

“That’s the way to talk.” Pryor grinned. “Let’s brush up and get started.”

Neither of those two young officers who had been sent by General U. S. Grant to take Quantrell would ever quit.

Leaving behind a few men who were too slow or too badly wounded to travel, Terrell still had over one hun-
dread trained cavalrymen in Union blue behind him when he and the Rio Kid took up the guerrilla trail. Bob Pryor was in his element now. Expert scout and tracker, he could follow the now dried indentations of the three-score guerrillas who had retreated with Quantrell. For some miles it was as easy as reading a book, for the guerrillas had made no attempt to hide their tracks but kept on for the Missouri line.

The marks left by Quantrell’s big roan horse held the Rio Kid’s chief attention, however.

“I could follow that sign forever,” he informed Terrell. “I nicked the animal’s forehoof with a slug yesterday, and since I’ve seen the hoof marks left because of that I could never mistake them.

All day they stayed on the trail, now twelve hours old. The guerrillas finally had crossed into Missouri and reached the thickets they loved. The Rio Kid found that here they had split up into twos and threes, one of Quantrell’s favorite tricks to hamper pursuit.

But even here the Rio Kid could count on the peculiar hoofmark of the roan to guide him. He picked it out from the maze of tracks that spread in every direction.

“Quantrell and three of his men have ridden due east,” he told Terrell.

The cavalry troop camped in a woods for the night. But at the first streaks of dawn they picked up Quantrell’s sign again and Bob Pryor stayed on it in spite of the attempts the guerrillas had made to hide it by riding through water and over stony sections of country.

Toward noon, pausing for water and a quick meal by a brook, the Rio Kid, after examining marks left by Quantrell and his handful in the soft earth by the bank of the stream, announced:

“That roan’s gone lame, Cap’n Terrell!”

“Good!” cried Terrell, with fresh enthusiasm. “Then we may catch up with Quantrell at any time. Let’s hurry.”

“Wonder what he’ll do?” mused the Rio Kid. “Try to find a new mount, I reckon, as soon as he can. He must know, by now, that his hoss is leavin’ a plain trail.”

 Crossing the brook, the Rio Kid, out ahead of Terrell and his cavalry, picked up the guerrilla trail. Riding hard on it, in mid-afternoon he broke out onto a dirt road winding through the fresh green countryside of Missouri.

“East—east, always east,” he muttered.

Quantrell had kept on in that same direction. Not once had he deviated from his course straight across the state.

Now Pryor found more signs left by Quantrell’s roan. The animal was badly lamed now, and was getting worse. From the looks of the hoofprints Quantrell could not be so far ahead now, either. Then the Rio Kid saw a faint column of wood smoke rising over a low hill to his left, around a bend in the clay road.

“Mebbe that’s where Quantrell is!” he thought. “If it is, Terrell will shore get him soon! That’s him and his men comin’ through the timber now!”

He had hardly caught sight of the troops, though, when his quick eye sighted something else toward the turn. He rode cautiously to it, and swore when he found it to be the body of the roan Quantrell had been riding. The once beautiful horse lay stretched in the ditch, a bullet through his head. He had been ridden to a frazzle, and was covered with mud collected from many sections of the country. But the mount had finally gone so lame that Quantrell had been compelled to shoot it.

Making sure that the guerrillas were not hidden close around this spot, the Rio Kid examined the fore-
hoof of the dead horse. A big chunk had been shot from it, and the hole had caused a horseshoe nail holding the shoe on to loosen until the roan had stretched a tendon. Unable to get another mount in the woods, Quantrell had ridden the roan until he dropped, then shot him, either in mercy or fury.

LEAVING the dead horse, the Rio Kid rode on, guiding his dun around. At once he saw the source of the wood smoke he had noticed. It came from the chimney of a farmhouse, a solitary home set, with its barn and outbuildings, in a green field. He reconnoitered carefully, but saw no signs that the guerrillas might be in there, though their trail turned into the lane.

Terrell was coming up, and signaling him. Knowing that the troops would follow, the Rio Kid galloped toward the farmhouse. As he rode around to the back he saw a girl standing in the open door. When she caught sight of him she quickly slammed the door, and he heard the bolt slide.

"Open the door, ma'am!" the Rio Kid called. "We're huntin' for fugitives from the law."

The girl appeared at the nearby window. She held a shotgun in her hands.

"Go 'way, you Yankees!" she screamed.

She had courage, though she was not more than seventeen. And the boy behind her, flourishing a big horse pistol was about twelve.

"We're after Quantrell, the guerrilla!" the Rio Kid called to the girl. "He passed here with three men not long ago. Don't shoot, sister. We won't harm yuh."

"Was that Quantrell?" she said, a sob choking her voice. "He killed Dad!"

She began to cry in earnest then, and flung open the door. The body of a Missouri farmer, a man of about fifty-five, with a graying beard and baldish head, was laid out on a bunk in the kitchen. The father of these two children, who were now orphans. For shortly the girl told the Rio Kid that their mother had died some years before.

The girl was afraid of the soldiers, but she talked freely to the Rio Kid. Her father, she said, had owned a splendid Arab, a black horse with a white patch on his right side. He had been exercising the animal, which he had managed to keep hidden from marauders up to this time, when Quantrell, riding double with one of his men, had suddenly appeared.

Quantrell had demanded the horse, offering Confederate money in payment. The farmer had refused, and in the argument, Quantrell had shot him dead, taken the horse, and ridden off with his men.

The Rio Kid cast about, hunting the new sign, hoping to follow Quantrell. After a time he came back.

"That Arab throws his right leg out when he runs, don't he, ma'am?" he asked the stricken girl.

"Yes, he does."

"Good. I'll be able to follow him, all right."

The Rio Kid gave the boy some silver money, and rode on.

As keen as a bloodhound that has picked up a hot, fresh scent, and aware that the laming of the roan had slowed Quantrell so that the guerrilla could not be many miles ahead, the Rio Kid shoved on, Terrell and his tiring troopers riding after him.

Close to sunset the Rio Kid, scouting ahead, reached a cross-roads. Here some twenty riders had met Quantrell but evidently they were friends, for the two parties had joined and ridden on eastward, toward the Mississippi River, which separated Missouri from Kentucky.

"Rendezvous," decided the Rio Kid.

He swung to report to Captain Terrell of the increase in the guerrilla force.
TERRELL was ready to camp for the night. His troopers were tired from the long day in the saddle. Not much light remained. He listened carefully to Pryor's report.

"No doubt they arranged to meet here before they split up," he agreed. "We've got to stop for the night, now, though. Our horses are done in."

The elusive Quantrell, who had been not many miles ahead, had won another respite.

At dawn they took up the seemingly endless chase. By nightfall they had finished crossing the state of Missouri, and Quantrell's fresh trail still was hours old. The muddy Mississippi checked their progress. Quantrell had turned upriver, and crossed in the ferry at a little town about four P.M. The troops and the Rio Kid crossed in the same ferry.

They were in Kentucky, now, and Missouri was behind them. Quantrell was still in front, driving on with his fierce energy, but the men in Union blue pushed on after him relentlessly.

At noon, the following day, the Rio Kid rode up a dusty road to a small village—and got one of the most satisfying surprises of his life. He knew something unusual was up as soon as he saw the crowd of countrymen gathered about the porch of the general store and post-office. They were shouting and throwing their hats into the air.

"What's up?" inquired Pryor, dismounting to stretch his legs.

"Haven't yuh heard?" cried an old farmer, slapping him on the back, "Cap'n, yuh can shed that there uniform now! General Lee's surrendered!"

"Lee—surrendered?"

"Yes, sir!"

The stunning news made the Rio Kid's heart leap. Robert E. Lee, who had held off the Union's might during four years, who always had reserves, and always had managed to retreat and then counter-attack, had finally given up!

"Why, it means the end of the war!" shouted the Rio Kid.

For he knew that, without Virginia, the South could not hold out. The other Confederate forces must surrender.

He leaped on Saber and galloped back to tell Captain Edward Terrell the news.

"What!" shouted Terrell, "I can't believe it!"

He pumped the Rio Kid's hand, and, tearing off his hat, threw it into the air as he shouted the joyful tidings to his cavalrymen.

"Lee has surrendered—but Quantrell hasn't!" was the Rio Kid's grim thought.

He turned to the officer.

"I'll ride on, Terrell," he said.

CHAPTER XV

Big Game

URING the afternoon, the Rio Kid passed another little settlement in Kentucky. The people there were excited, too, not only over the war, but because a detachment of what they believed to be Union soldiers had held up and robbed the town bank and the store, shooting and wounding two citizens in the process.

"Quantrell's up to his old tricks," thought the Rio Kid.

He explained that to the excited citizens. The guerrillas had put on Union blue and were riding in disguise, he told them, looting for food and cash as they moved. The Rio Kid figured they were heading for the wild mountains in the less settled sections of the Blue Grass State, hundreds of miles from Quantrell's usual stamping grounds.

Reaching the town of Taylorsville the following morning, the pursuers
traveled along a well-beaten turnpike. It was difficult for the Rio Kid, now, with so many tracks, to distinguish the sign left by the black-and-white Arab which threw its foreleg, but his keen eye never faltered.

Now and then they passed a farm-house set back, with its outbuildings, from the main road.

The day had started fair, but the wind had shifted and the sky was rapidly clouding up before mid-day had arrived. Soon rain began to fall, and Captain Terrell pulled his men off the road into the shelter of some big pines and prepared to wait out the storm.

But the Rio Kid was restless. “I’m goin’ to cast about some, Terrell,” he told the officer. “Why not let the storm blow over?” “I figger Quantrell may do just that. I’ll try a few miles further. Wait here, and then come down the pike slow, and I’ll contact yuh.”

“Very well.” Terrell always took the Rio Kid’s advice.

The rain was falling harder and harder, but the Rio Kid pressed on. He had a queer feeling that Quantrell might be very near, and his sixth sense usually guided him aright.

The storm was a fierce one. Thick purple clouds broke open to throw buckets of water from the sky and the wind lashed and tore. The Rio Kid was soon drenched to the skin, despite all his clothing, while runnels of water flowed off the moving dun’s flanks. During all the long, tiring chase the men who were relentlessly pursuing the murderous guerrillas had not encountered such a severe downpour.

The Rio Kid cursed as, with his head turned against the heavy southwest gale, he realized what this meant.

The dust and dirt were turning into liquid mud which, when it dried, would be smooth, and marks obliterated. Quantrell’s tracks would be washed out and the guerrilla chief would once more elude him.

Suddenly he drew up. The guerrilla gang, some twenty-five horsemen, had swung off the road here! He could see the indentations of the hoofs leaving the pike. They had taken down the bars of a pasture, ridden through, then replaced the bars.

The pasture was on the same level as the road that ran through the great valley, but beyond, the slope rose to meet dark, dripping woods. As the Rio Kid stopped, turning his face into the wind, his sharp ears caught the unmistakable sound of several heavy reports, above the whistle of the storm.

“Revolvers!” he muttered.

He got down, removed the two wooden bars, rode across the field, and into the woods.

When he had ridden half a mile he could hear the shooting distinctly. Then the trees thinned out and in a brief lull in the blinding rain, he glimpsed a white homestead, with a big barn behind it.

Dismounting and creeping nearer, excited at the prospect of at last coming up with Quantrell, the Rio Kid saw some horses standing under a shed which ran around two sides of the barn. The horses were eating corn from racks—and one of them was a long-legged black with a white splotch on its side! The animal Quantrell had stolen from the farmer back in Missouri!

Heavy firing roared in the barn. The Rio Kid could not guess, for a time, what this meant. Then he decided that the guerrillas must simply be indulging in target practice, unaware they were so closely followed and believing the noise would be drowned out in the storm.

He hurried back to the dun and rode full-speed through the storm to the spot where he had left Terrell.

The rain pelted down with fiendish fury as the cavalrymen mounted at Terrell’s quick commands. One hundred and twenty strong, Terrell’s
troopers slogged along the pike in the wake of the Rio Kid, swung through the pasture and up into the woods.

“Carbines ready, and loaded, men!” Terrell called.

They broke from the screen of woods, rushing for the big barn. The Rio Kid and Terrell were at the main gate, only fifty feet from the barn, when the firing inside suddenly ceased. A shrill cry reached their ears:

“Here they are! Here they are!”

Guerrillas came streaming from the door, to the shed, dashing for their horses. The Rio Kid was the first to open fire, then the troopers let go with their carbines. They leaped from their mounts and took shelter behind the fence circling the yard and barn.

Now a storm of carbine bullets tore into the twenty-five men about Quantrell. The Rio Kid recognized the guerrilla chief, in his Union blue uniform, a disguise Quantrell had so often assumed.

“Cut through, boys—don’t surrender!” bellowed Quantrell.

Some of the guerrillas reached their saddles. It was every man for himself in such a case. Their revolvers snarled back at the Federals, as Terrell sent men riding around to cut off their retreat.

Quantrell sprang up on the horse, but the Rio Kid threw lead that way. The troopers also were sending in carbine slugs, and hardly had Quantrell mounted than the horse he was on went down. The man with the guerrilla chief threw up both hands and crashed dead at his leader’s feet.

The Rio Kid and Terrell, with several Federals, were pushing in closer and closer to Quantrell—and he had no horse on which to escape! Many of his men, riding swift horses and splitting into groups, had dashed straight at the strung-out line of troops and had gone through to the woods beyond the barn.

Another guerrilla saw Quantrell’s difficulty then. He turned back and offered his own horse to the chief.

But the Rio Kid and Terrell were close now, their eyes blazing with the excitement of the hunt. To them, Quantrell was a wild beast, murderous, deadly. He had cut his way out of such traps before and this time they were determined to finish him.

“Fire!” roared Terrell.

He threw up his Army Colt. The Rio Kid’s was already blasting bullet after bullet at a range of fifty feet.

Carbines, too, were throwing their lead at Quantrell. The mount of the guerrilla who had come to save his cruel leader took slugs and crashed dead. The man leaped to the ground and began firing his revolver at the troops, but a moment later he staggered and fell.

Those guerrillas who had not died in the heavy volleys, had reached the thick woods, and were away. Only Quantrell of the whole band remained erect in the yard.

As the Rio Kid and the cavalymen poured their fire at the guerrilla chief, with Quantrell’s gun growling back, the guerrilla leader threw up both arms and flexed back, his bearded face twisting in agony. He was whipped around an instant later as by a giant hand, and his left hand flipped. He had been hit, again and again.
Then Quantrell, who had survived so many desperate situations, fell to the earth.

Dead guerrillas lay about their leader as the Rio Kid and Captain Terrell ran up, guns in hand.

Quantrell was still breathing, but he could not move his legs. Heavy rifle balls and pistol slugs had riddled him.

He looked up into the eyes of the men who had caught up to him, after so many years, this man with the blood of hundreds upon his head. He gritted his teeth but he did not cry out or groan.

“You’re Quantrell, the guerrilla,” Terrell said sternly. “You’re my prisoner.”

The Rio Kid squatted close by the terribly wounded leader. He knew a dying man when he saw one, and he knew that Quantrell had not long to live. He was ready to help the troopers when, at their captain’s order, they picked up Quantrell and carried him over to the farmhouse.

Quantrell lingered, but it was obvious he could not pull through. Terrell had charge of the important captive, and the Rio Kid, his task finished, mounted the dun and left the place as the storm began to diminish.

CHAPTER XVI
Drygulchers

After the big fight near the H Bar, Lieutenant Martin Grew felt that he must take time to recuperate from the wound dealt him by Jarvis Thompson, and from the strain of the battle. At George Haven’s hearty invitation, he gladly agreed to stay at the ranch, where Edith could help care for him.

With the retreat of Quantrell, the defeat dealt the guerrillas, and with Terrell and the Rio Kid now chasing after the band, the settlers felt safe to return to their ranches. There were animals to be tended, and homes to be kept. Twenty-four hours after the departure of the troops, the H Bar had returned to normal. All the Havens’ neighbors had gone back to their various spreads.

The weather was fine and once more men and women felt like going back to work with a will.

Haven did the work about his own ranch, with two cowboys helping him. Grew, relaxing near the girl he loved and whom he meant to make his wife, spent his time laying in the sun on a bench or strolling about the yard.

He had obtained money for Haven and for Haven’s friends, so all of them now should be able to scrape through this lean season.

Grew kept expecting some word from the Rio Kid and Captain Terrell, but day after day passed with no news from the Union troops that were pursuing Quantrell. Then one day there was stunning news. A rider coming from town paused at the H Bar to give it.

“Lee has surrendered!”

Grew was delighted. He knew that meant the end of the long, awful Civil War. The whole range country knew that, and welcomed it, though the sympathies of so many of them were with the Confederacy.

Edith was a constant delight to Lieutenant Drew. Since she had promised to marry him he had never been so happy in his life.

But all of them were rudely shocked from their idyllic happiness and the new peace that had come on the land. It happened one morning, after breakfast, when Haven and his two cowhands left the house and crossed toward the horse corral, to saddle up.

Grew was indoors, helping Edith. Startled, they heard heavy guns roaring, and sharp yells from the three who had just gone outside. Snatching
up his pistol, Grew ran over to the door and flung it open.

From the screen of brush along the creek he saw the smoke spurs of rifles. One of Haven’s cowboys lay stretched in the dirt, while Haven himself was rolling over and over. The other H Bar man had made the barn and had turned, drawing a Colt.

“Mr. Haven, are you hurt?” cried Grew.

“Stay in there, Lieutenant—they’ll get you!” shrieked Haven.

His face was contorted and Grew, seeing blood on his face was sure he had been badly hit.

The officer dashed out, crossed swiftly to Haven’s side, and picked him up. A heavy bullet whirled past his head. But Haven was not so badly wounded that he could not run. He had only been dazed and bullet-scratched and he was shooting back at the drygulchers with Grew, when they reached the door.

“They killed Buck!” Haven growled, wiping the blood from the flesh gash in his cheek. “He crossed in front of me and I reckon they hit him ’stead of me. I ducked and one slashed me.”

Bullet slogged the log walls and the door, but did no further damage. Then the H Bar cowboy in the barn began shooting down at the brush.

Grew peeked from a window, but he could see nothing in the screen of chaparral. Edith, hurrying to help her father, exclaimed in distress:

“Won’t this fighting ever stop? I thought the war would be over.”

A COLT began barking down by the river, and the carbines in the brush replied. Then Grew, watching, saw half a dozen riders flog from the woods and gallop off over the southern rise, on the other side of the creek.

A shout sent him to the other end of the building, and he recognized his friend, the Rio Kid. Pryor, a pistol in his hand, rode the dun into the yard, and unsaddled his weary mount.

“Cap’n Pryor!” cried Grew, hurrying to shake his friend’s hand.

The Rio Kid was rested up from the long chase now. He had made a leisurely return to the H Bar, believing all danger had passed with the death of the guerrilla chief and the ending of the war. But he had arrived just in time to learn that danger was far from being over here.

“That was Jarvis Thompson shootin’ over there,” the Rio Kid told Haven and Grew. “I reckoned the onery cuss as he dusted out of the brush. Some of his guerrilla cronies were with him. But we got Quantrell, Lieutenant—caught up with him in Kentucky.”

“Thompson won’t rest till he’s killed me,” growled Haven.

The Rio Kid nodded. He knew that Haven was right, but he meant to spike Thompson’s plans. With Quantrell off his mind, he could concentrate on Thompson now, try to clear up the trouble of the Kansans, for which Thompson was chiefly responsible. It was Thompson who had set Quantrell on the settlers, and now he did not want to give up.

The Rio Kid drank deeply of the water Edith brought him.

“Thompson’s shore hot on gettin’ this range,” he commented. “But he hasn’t got Quantrell to help him now. Quantrell’s bunch split up after the attack here, and the chief and twenty-five men headed for Kentucky. But there were others, and I guess still some of ’em threwed in with Thompson for this job.”

“He must be mad,” Grew said, “to keep after us this way.”

The Rio Kid shrugged. “An hombre like that,” he remarked, “never does anything without a good reason for it. I’ll have to look things over, and then we’ll see.”

The drygulchers did not return throughout the warm afternoon, but near supper time a messenger arrived from the Cross 4, one of the outlying ranches.
“Tim Bradley was shot and killed two hours ago,” the rider reported, "by drygulchers!"

“Send out a warnin', Haven,” the Rio Kid commanded. “In the mornin' I'll ride. . . .”

On the *qui vive* again, with the berserk, murderous Jarvis Thompson lurking with his killers in the brush and on the trails, the settlers were at a loss what to do. They dared not go about their work without keeping sentries posted, and any minute might bring a deadly rifle bullet sent from long range by the drygulchers.

The Rio Kid was eager to return to his command, to make his plans for the future. The ending of the war opened tremendous possibilities for all young men and he wanted to be up and doing.

He thought of his Texas home and of his parents, of how he could again return there. Possibly he might, in time, but right now other matters were claiming his attention.

HAVING rested Saber, the Rio Kid rode from the H Bar the next morning, after cautioning Grew and Haven to be on guard against further attacks by Thompson. He had, thinking it all over, after the capture and mortal wounding of William Clarke Quantrell, a hunch which he intended to check on.

Not far from the Haven home, he came to the battlefield where by his flank attack, and with the aid of the settlers and the militia led by Martin Grew, he had smashed the terrible attack launched by Quantrell and Jarvis Thompson.

The sun had dried off the earth. He dismounted and examined the cut-up dark stuff.

Swinging into the saddle once more, he headed west along the creek, and after a time arrived at the Star 2, Milt Young's spread. Young greeted him cordially. He, too, was on guard, having received the warning sent out that Thompson was on the warpath.

That was the Rio Kid's first visit of the day, but he made many of them. His inspection of the ranches in the district occupied most of the day. He talked with the owners and looked over the range.

Thoughtfully, the Rio Kid returned to the H Bar, where Haven and Lieutenant Grew greeted him anxiously. "What's yore plan?" Haven asked, watching the Rio Kid's keen face.

"I reckon we'll have to go after Jarvis Thompson," replied Bob Pryor. "He's set on wipin' yuh out, Haven—yore friends and you—and takin' over. He's outlaw now and figgers he might as well go whole hog or none. Yuh got any idea where Thompson and his killers might hole-up in these parts, handy, so's they could strike at the ranches when they wished?"

Haven shook his graying head. "There are a good many streams in the neighborhood with timber along 'em," he observed, "and then there is broken country to the south where big rocks and groves and ravines split the plains. Might be in there, of course, but it'd be like huntin' a needle in a haystack if they wanted to lie low."

"One thing's shore," growled the Rio Kid, "and that is, Thompson won't quit. He'll lurk out there till yuh're off guard and then he'll strike again. If I sawied where his den was, we could go hit him right. How would yuh like to act as bait, Haven? Sooner or later Thompson'll try to drygulch yuh again and we might as well go to it."

George Haven shrugged, studying the Rio Kid's eyes.

"Anything you say goes, Rio Kid. Yuh've shore saved our bacon for us 'fore this. Hasn't he, Martin?"

Martin Grew heartily agreed. Had it not been for Captain Robert Pryor, the Rio Kid, he knew he would have been buzzard bait and so would most of the creek ranchers. They had thought that trouble all of the past, though, but here it was beginning again.
All over the range people prepared for trouble with outlaws, led now by Thompson who was coming to be as much feared as Quantrell himself ever was. At nights, the ranchhouses were dark, and the people who lived in them were ready for attack. Their doors were bolted and they slept on their guns.

Drygulchers must have light to see by, the Rio Kid was well aware, but in order to reach the ranchhouses they must do so in the darkness. Then they could lie up in the nearby thickets, watch for their victims, and shoot.

"Thompson wants to kill Haven more'n any of 'em," he decided. "I'll chance it."

Next morning, the Rio Kid gave the rancher instructions. Haven's cowboy guard was to be concealed inside the barn when on post, rather than where he might be spied on from the thickets. Pryor ostensibly took his leave of the H Bar, and rode away toward Lawrence as though on his way back East.

This was in case spying eyes might be on the place. Some miles away, well out of sight of the ranch, the Rio Kid cut south. Crossing the creek, he hid himself in the thickets, dozing away the warm afternoon.

As soon as dark came, he saddled the dun and rode slowly back upstream until he could see the narrow yellow-lighted windows of Haven's home. The folks were not asleep, and the candles glowed in the openings.

Unshipping his carbine and its belt of ammunition, the Rio Kid tethered the dun in the wood strip along the creek, hidden from view. He patted Saber, whispering to him to keep quiet. The well-trained animal understood, and would not neigh or break away.

Then Pryor laid a blanket near the stream bank, not far from the ranch, which lay across the river.

He slept, sure that the drygulchers would not try to strike until morning, at least. They should arrive, if at all, during the darkness, and to be safe from quick pursuit, the best time for them to open fire would be near sunset.

At dawn he was wide awake, chewing cold food, but he did not smoke, fearing to give away his position to the enemy should they be near.

The sun was warm and the day dragged interminably. Still the Rio Kid remained in his cover. He could see the H Bar buildings and the yard, across the creek, and George Haven moved openly about. Twice he saw Martin Grew, and Edith. But the cowboy was in the barn, out of sight.

Not a sign of the marauders disturbed the apparently peaceful countryside. Haven showed himself all day, acting as live bait. The rancher knew he was taking a big chance of catching a drygulcher's slug, but was willing to do so for the sake of his friends and neighbors, in the hope of trapping the killers.

As the sun reddened and grew bigger in the west, George Haven came out of the kitchen and walked slowly toward the barn. He did some work inside, then emerged, heading for the house.

The evening wind was freshening, and suddenly that breeze brought to the Rio Kid's ears the sharp crack of a rifle. Haven jumped and, putting down his head, ran full-tilt for the house.

There was another gun explosion. The Rio Kid, ready for just this, placed the shots as several hundred yards up the creek from his position. He hurriedly crept to the outer rim of the woods strip along the stream and watched. After a moment two horsemen rode full-tilt from the thickets, flogging and spurring their mustangs.
CHAPTER XVII

The Den

EITHER one of the riders the Rio Kid saw was the huge Jarvis Thompson. They were clad in range clothing—Stetsons, leather chaps, high boots with silver spurs—and were heavily armed with pistols and rifles. The necessary belts of ammunition were draped over their shoulders and hanging from the horn of their saddles.

"Now or never," muttered the Rio Kid.

Stretched flat on his belly, he brought his steady Spencer to his shoulder. It was a long shot, at a swiftly moving object, and he aimed just ahead of the target as the leading drygulcher flogged up the shallow slope toward the rise, his partner galloping behind him.

The Rio Kid's rifle snapped with a cracking sound, the kick absorbed by his trained muscles. He watched with mounting excitement as the dark-hided mustang of the rider in the lead leaped and broke its stride. Then it picked up the pace again, dashing swiftly over the hill and out of sight.

"That did it!" he thought, "or I'm a farmer!"

Picking up Saber, the dun, who was restless from the long wait but had not made any whinnying complaint because of his careful training, the Rio Kid forded the creek and hurried to the H Bar.

"Halt—who's comin'?" a gruff voice called from the barn shadows.

"It's Cap'n Pryor. That you, Ole?"

"Yeah, yeah, Cap'n!" Haven's cowboy sentry cried. "Thought yuh was a drygulcher."

"What happened? Did they hit the boss?"

"Nope. Tore a hole in his shirt sleeve, though. It was mighty danged close."

The Rio Kid found Haven inside the house.

"Sooner or later they'll get me," the big rancher said matter-of-factly. "I heard that bullet comin', I do believe! It was only luck it missed my head, Cap'n."

"Yuh've done well, Haven," complimented the Rio Kid. "At dawn I'll be on the trail again. Yuh can take care of yoreself from now on."

Refreshed, and having eaten a warm breakfast, the Rio Kid crossed the creek and hunted for the trail he hoped would be there.

Sure enough, as he hit the brow of the hill, close to where the drygulcher had been the evening before when he had made his careful shot, he found a splotch of dark, dried stuff which he could easily pick out against the short grass of the plains.

It was blood, from the hide of the dark mustang forked by the assassin. The Rio Kid had figured that a crease under the animal's belly would produce such an effect; he had slightly wounded the horse and expected to be able to follow the sign.

For miles he could check the tracks of the pair who had sought Haven's life. Now and then he came upon a drop of blood, on a stone or a patch of grass, and was certain he was headed right. The killers had come riding southeast, toward the higher rocks and woods which George Haven had mentioned as a possible hiding-place.

The Rio Kid covered all metal from the sun. A flash would be a telltale in case the Thompson gang was watching for pursuit. Far ahead, he could see the rocks, and he did not wish to be observed heading for them.

DETOURING from the blood trail, he found a drywash, one of the innumerable cracks that occurred all over the prairies. He rode along its stony bottom and so was down off the
horizon of the plain. In this fashion he came to the broken section, in the afternoon.

He left the dun and, flitting from rock to rock and tree to tree, Indian fashion, cut over and at last located several tiny dark spots that he knew were blood drops from the slightly wounded mustang he was following. A faint animal trail wound below, into the recesses of the wooded, rocky hills, but he stayed up above, where he could see what went on and have more chance of escaping detection.

It was close to nightfall when the Rio Kid caught the faint odor of wood smoke. As dark fell he traced this slowly. It took him an hour to make a mile, but his patience was finally rewarded when he observed a faint glow in a tortuous, deep ravine.

Half an hour later, Pryor lay flat on a rock bluff, overhanging the outlaw camp, watching it.

The fire glow was faint, but he could see men lounging about on blankets. Many were smoking, and he decided there were ten or a dozen perhaps, in the little circle near the fire, which was carefully hidden by the bulge of the cliff face.

A cigar glowed ruby red at its tip—and the Rio Kid's keen eyes recognized the vicious face of Jarvis Thompson. Thompson had shed the Union uniform he had before worn, exchanging it for a leather jacket and riding pants, huge spurred boots, and a flat-topped Stetson. His skin was stained and dirty, and he was unshaven, but the Rio Kid knew him at once.

Pryor also sighted several other men he had seen before, guerrillas who had been at the rendezvous in Missouri. With Quantrell dead and the war over, they were joining up with Jarvis Thompson for further mischief.

"I tell yuh, we ain't got enough men, Thompson," the voice of one guerrilla rose to the Rio Kid. "There's twenty-five or thirty of them ranchers and they're on the watch now. Shorty and Dave missed Haven. The range was too long."

"That's right," growled Jarvis Thompson, his eyes glowing as fiercely red as the end of his cigar. "That's why I've sent for more of the boys. I got a message this afternoon that fifteen or twenty of the old band'll meet us here after dark tommor-rer. Then we can go after them skunks shore enough, and clean 'em out of their dens."

"That's the stuff," another guerrilla agreed enthusiastically. "That's the guerrilla way."

Jarvis Thompson, thought the Rio Kid, was attempting to pick up where Quantrell, his partner, had left off. He was calling together Quantrell's guerrillas, for raiding.

"Once we've cleaned up here," he heard Thompson declare, "we'll head for Texas. They'll never catch us, boys. No use for any of yuh to try to go back to yore homes. Yuh're marked men. Yuh've rode with Quantrell."

Thompson yawned. "Let's turn in, boys. I'm plumb wore out."

**WITHIN** a few minutes the raiders were rolled in their blankets, and beginning to snore, and the Rio Kid, retreating without a sound, hurried off to pick up the dun.

He had attained his first objective, to smell out the den of the killers.

The danger to his friends, the Kansans, was growing as Thompson, exposed as a criminal by the action of the Rio Kid, lashed out frantically in an effort to make a quick fortune and get away to other parts. The Civil War was over and there was no place in the civilized States that would offer such a man a safe hideaway. Thompson would be forced to use a front, but that would be easy. Once he had disposed of the ranchers he could help himself... .

At the crack of the next dawn, having made the swift run back to the H Bar, the Rio Kid collected all the
fighting men that the ranches could supply. Armed with carbines, shotguns, Colts and with ammunition for the weapons, the party numbered twenty-eight hard-bitten scrappers, grim, intent on vengeance and on wiping out the new threat to their safety and the lives of their loved ones.

With consummate skill, the Rio Kid brought his force as close as possible to Devil's Den, the patch of rocky, wooded country where Jarvis Thompson was lurking. There they awaited the coming of night, resting themselves.

As soon as dark fell over the land, the Rio Kid checked his men, making sure they were armed and ready. The horses were left in the deep drywash, with two older Kansans to hold them and keep them quiet, while the balance of the fighters followed the Rio Kid up into the ridges.

Knowing the site of the raiders' camp, Bob Pryor led his men straight to the height, then crept down to check up. The guerrillas were in their camp. They were awaiting the arrival of reinforcements, after which Thompson would strike.

The cookfire smoldered and the light down there was dim. The Rio Kid, aware that this would be the case, had prepared for it. He inched back, giving Haven signals with his hand, and the ranchers began crawling up into position on the bluff, guns ready.

Suddenly the Rio Kid's ear caught the sound of muffled hoofbeats, and the guerrillas in the den jumped up and went to greet the new arrivals. They were more of Quantrell's men, and they swelled Thompson's band to thirty hard-bitten gunfighters, making it about even with the Kansans. Pryor had hoped to strike before the reinforcements arrived, but it could not be helped.

He used the resultant noise and confusion to advantage. Getting to the edge of the rock bluff, he extracted a small flask from his inside pocket, one that he had carefully protected during the ride, and uncorked it.

He threw the liquid contents down on the smoldering red coals of the bandits' fire. At once a great flare of light came up. It was kerosene, which he had obtained from Haven's cask, which held the supply used in the lamps and lanterns.

The sudden rising light threw the raiders into easy relief for the men above.

Stunned by the unexpected glare, they froze in their tracks, staring at the fire, unable to guess what had occurred.

The Rio Kid's stentorian shout rang through the den:

"Throw down, outlaws! Yuh're covered!"

CHAPTER XVIII

Fortune

JARVIS THOMPSON was the first of the outlaws to recover his wits. The big chief was to the Rio Kid's left, greeting the horsemen who had just come in. As the fire flared up, he dropped his hair-flecked hand to his Colt, whipped it out.

"Fight, you fools, fight!" he roared.

The Rio Kid's thumb rose from his Colt hammer. The oil was still blazing high, but it would be only a minute or so until it would burn away.

Thompson was hit. Staggering back, he fell to one knee by a large rock. Then his pistol snarled back, and the Rio Kid felt the whirl of lead close by his cheek.

"Let go, boys!" Pryor yelled to his men.

The guerrillas were drawing, aiming up at the dark shapes of the ranchers on the bluff.

A scattered volley rang out, but the
Kansans, taking careful bead on individuals, steadily replied. Six outlaws took bullets, and fell out of the scrap. The riders sought to swing their mustangs and fight out to the trail, but the Rio Kid's men whipped deadly carbine bullets into them. Their horses bucked and reared in panic. Raiders were running about, hunting cover from which to fight, while shotguns spread their tearing buckshot over the gathering below.

The Rio Kid was concentrating on Jarvis Thompson. Feeling the accuracy of Pryor's lead, the big man jumped up and dashed, zigzagging, across to the other side, where he plunged into the brushy rocks. But on the way, he was ripped by a second slug from Pryor's swift Colt.

"I want him more'n any of 'em," muttered the Rio Kid. To Haven he called, "Take over, Haven!"

The smashed, bleeding guerrillas, half of them crippled, milled in the confines of their den. The exit was blocked by plunging mustangs.

The Rio Kid ran up the rim, and went sliding down into the cauldron.

He dashed across, and came down in the shadows toward the spot where Jarvis Thompson had holed up.

"Thompson!" he roared, over the battle din. "Come out with yore hands up!"

A Colt barked at him from the rocks. He threw slugs that way, and ran in.

A moment later he glimpsed a Stetson as Thompson rose up to kill. He had an impression of a snarling, gritted teeth, face, and was half-blinded by the flare of Thompson's revolver. But he had already started
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jumped up and dashed, zigzagging, across to the other side, where he plunged into the brushy rocks. But on the way, he was ripped by a second slug from Pryor's swift Colt.

"I want him more'n any of 'em," muttered the Rio Kid. To Haven he called, "Take over, Haven!"

The smashed, bleeding guerrillas, half of them crippled, milled in the confines of their den. The exit was blocked by plunging mustangs.

The Rio Kid ran up the rim, and went sliding down into the cauldron.

his own slug on its way, aimed at the furious, bearded features of his archfoe.

Something cut a chunk from his boot side and plugged into the earth. But Thompson's gun had not risen far enough before the Rio Kid's finishing bullet had struck home.

In the dying light, the Rio Kid saw the big fellow lying limp over his rock top, arm stretched out. He moved in, aware that the shooting was dribbling off.

Jarvis Thompson was dead, drilled
through the head. The Rio Kid’s bullet had smashed his nose and cut up to kill instantly.

Turning, with his Colt ready, Bob Pryor threw a couple of bullets into a patch of guerrillas who were still stubbornly fighting. Others had tossed down their guns and lain flat to keep from being annihilated. A few, mounted and near the exit, had escaped.

Haven and his friends came sliding down to take their prisoners. Thompson was smashed, the Kansans were safe. And the Rio Kid gloried in that...

A LITTLE later, the settlers had gathered at Haven’s H Bar, to celebrate the stunning victory over their enemies. Bob Pryor, the Rio Kid, was telling them of the lure which had driven Jarvis Thompson to the horrible lengths he had undertaken.

“And that’s what Thompson was after gents,” he reported.

“Coal!” exclaimed Haven. “By glory, I never guessed it!”

“There are vast beds under yore range,” the Rio Kid insisted, “far as I’ve been able to make out. That black muck north of here started me thinkin’, and I noted some sheeny specks on the horses when it had dried. Thompson was plumb excited over somethin’, and I checked up. Coal’s worth millions in big quantities and yuh’ve got that in these parts. Yuh kin sell off some of yore land, and clean up fortunes. No need to worry over anything from now on.”

“I thought it was the range he was after, to sell for land!” said Milt Young.

“Me, too,” nodded Pryor. “That’s what Thompson told Quantrell, when I overheard ‘em at their camp. But Thompson didn’t even let Quantrell in on the real secret. I reckon he hoped to cheat Quantrell in the end and keep the money for himself. After Thompson was exposed, of course, that meant he would have to pay somebody to act as a front for him, but that would be easy enough. Then, when he had sold the coal deposits for a big sum, he would run for Texas and live at ease on what he had.”

The Rio Kid’s discovery had electrified the Kansans. From abject poverty, wondering how they would manage to skin through another year and hold on to the devastated ranches, they were wealthy.

Haven and his friends begged the Rio Kid to remain with them, but Pryor was eager to be on his way back to his command.

He took his leave the following morning. The dun was groomed and sleek, and the Rio Kid was wearing his uniform of a Union officer.

Martin Grew, with Edith Haven clinging to his strong young arm, smiled good-by to his friend, the Rio Kid. Haven looked regretful, at losing Pryor, but duty called.

He waved his hand, and started away. The débonair Rio Kid was on his run back to the Potomac, his mission successfully accomplished. And behind him, the Rio Kid left contented, joyous friends. Martin Grew was engaged to Edith, and their fortunes were made for the life they would have together, forgetting the horrors of Civil War.

Around noon, Pryor reached Lawrence. Burned shells of houses still attested to the terror of Quantrell’s horrible raid.

He dismounted in the center of the town, to eat, and to rest Saber.

CROWDS of excited citizens milled in the streets. Shouts, curses, wails filled the air.

“What’s up, pardner?” the Rio Kid inquired of a man who was weeping, tears flowing unashamedly from his eyes.

“President Lincoln has been assassinated!” the man gasped.

“Lincoln!”

The Rio Kid felt part of his soul die. He knew Lincoln, the great War
President, and had looked to him as the Nation's hope, both for the victorious North and the bleeding, battered South.

Dazed, he shook his head. Lincoln, dead!

There was no stability in the world. It changed continually, and it moved madly, swiftly, in its modern pace. Then he caught hold of himself. Slowly he went to Saber, touched the animal's sleek neck. The dun nuzzled lovingly at his hand.

The Rio Kid mounted and rode away. The wild trails called him and he would answer.
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Limpie got out his jack-knife, and with one slash cut the rope

The Milking Shorthorn

By ALLAN K. ECHOLS

Uncle Reb Steele, cowtown lawyer, is just a little too smart, in a strictly legal way, for a range country skinflint!

OLD GABRIEL FLINT rode up to "Limpie" Wimple's home bright and early Monday morning, his lanky body rigid in the saddle, and his thin mouth tight. He dismounted from his horse and walked around the whitewashed adobe house in search of somebody.

Limpie's home place was neat, but it was not much—just the two-room adobe, a pole barn, a corral and haystack, and a few plows and odd farming tools scattered about. But all was well taken care of. Old Gabriel saw a milk cow grazing out back of the barn, a sleek, well-kept animal, and at the sight of her Flint's nose twitched.

He found Limpie's wife, a work-worn old woman, around back of the house doing the week's wash in a pair of tubs supported on a board across two boxes. Mrs. Wimple looked up and frowned at the sight of Flint, then wiped her hair back off her face with an arm wet to the elbow.

"Howdy," she said suspiciously.
Old Flint, who still owned the first nickel he had ever made, as well as all subsequent ones, was accustomed to the people of Adobe Wells greeting him with suspicion. Nobody could have been so greedy for money in such a small crossroads settlement without his neighbors having to suffer for it, and the folks in Adobe Wells had suffered for Flint’s greed in more ways than one through a great many years. So Old Flint always chose to ignore the coldness of his neighbors. He did not return even the suspicious greeting.

“Is Limpy here?” he asked coldly.

“No, he’s down to Lawyer Steele’s to see about some plowin’,” Mrs. Wimple answered. “Anything I can do for you?”

“Yes, I reckon so.” Flint pulled a folded piece of paper out of a scarred wallet. “I got a note due this mornin’. Limpy’s to pay the remainin’ forty dollars on that cow. Yuh got the money?” He watched her shrewdly.

“I ain’t got it, personal. You’d better see Limpy.”

“Has he got it ready? He knows it’s due!”

“That’d be for him to say, not me,” Limpy’s wife returned. “He’ll be back soon.”

“I ain’t got time to wait,” Flint said. Then, almost as if he were reading his words he continued, “I sold Limpy the cow on a note and mortgage, for twenty dollars cash and the balance due this mornin’ at Limpy’s house, accordin’ to the wordin’ of the note. If he ain’t here with the money to meet the note, the mortgage gives me a right to recover the cow without recourse to law. I’ll either have to have the money or the cow.”

“You’ll have to see Limpy,” the woman repeated doggedly. “I don’t handle the business affairs.”

“Well, woman,” Flint growled, “yuh shore know whether yore husband’s got forty dollars to finish payin’ for his cow or not. If he ain’t, then I’m takin’ the cow with me.”

Mrs. Wimple turned, and her wiry little body drew up straight.

“Don’t you dare touch that cow,” she said. “You cheated Limpy on that plowin’ job he done for you, and he don’t owe you any more money by rights for that cow. So you just don’t put your hands on her. You see Limpy if you’ve got any more to say.”

She turned back to her washing. Flint looked at the back of her working shoulders as she stooped over the washtub. Finally he said: “All right. I’ve demanded my money and it hasn’t been paid. I’m takin’ my cow back.”

Again Mrs. Wimple stood up.

“If you dare touch that cow I’ll—”

“I’d warn yuh that yuh better not do nothin’.”

“And I’m warning you . . .”

While Mrs. Wimple was having her set-to with old Gabriel Flint, Limpy Wimple was in Uncle Reb Steele’s law office talking to Uncle Reb about a plowing job.

Limpy had once been a first-class cowboy but a bad spill had left him with a broken hip which had prevented him ever riding cattle again, and it had left one leg stiff, and two inches shorter than the other. He made a meager living for his big family with his team and wagon, plowing and hauling feed.

Wimple was a broken little man, doing humble work, but people in town liked him and respected him, for he was honest, and he had the courage to do his job without whining. He would not take charity, or pity, from anybody. People could, and did give him work—but nobody could give Limpy anything he didn’t earn.

Uncle Reb’s fat body was reclined in his wooden chair, leaning back against the wall so he could see everything which happened on the street—which was usually little enough—when he saw a boy riding up at full
speed on a barebacked horse, with a cloud of dust behind him.

"Looks like yore kid, Limpy," Uncle Reb said. "Yep, he's comin' in. Must be somethin' urgent."

The barefooted, bareheader twelve-year-old came running in through the open door of Uncle Reb's office.

"Pa!" he shouted. "Old Skinny Flint's out home and he's takin' Bossy away with him. Ma tried to stop him but he just shoved her away. She's tryin' to hold him, and says come a-jumpin'."

Limpys Wimple's two front chair legs hit the floor, and the little plowman jumped up cursing.

"I'll rip the hide off'n that old skinflint and nail it to the barndoor if'n he touches that cow!" he barked. "Why didn't yuh hit him with a rock or somethin'?"

"Ma said come get you," the kid answered excitedly. "And hurry."

Limpys jammed his battered black hat on his touseled red hair, dropped his chin, and headed for the door.

Uncle Reb hefted his fat body out of his chair.

"Wait a minute, Limpy," he drawled. "I'll ride out with yuh."

THEY rode up to Limpys place, a mile out of town, just as Flint got aboard his horse, holding a rope attached to the halter of Limpys cow. Mrs. Limpys was standing by, her hair stringing down her shoulders, and still giving the old man a piece of her mind. Limpys two small daughters were fearfully standing behind her, eyes big with excitement.

Limpys slid off his horse and hopped forward in his irregular gait, mad as a hornet. As he shuffled forward he pulled his jack-knife out of his overalls pocket and jerked the blade open. He reached the rope Flint had tied to the cow, and with one slash he cut it.

"Take Bossy back and stake her out again, Mom," he said. "Did Flint lay a hand on yuh?"

"He sure didn't, or I'da pulled his whiskers out," the old lady returned angrily. "But he shoved me away when I tried to keep him from puttin' his rope on Bossy."

"Good thing he didn't," Limpys growled, then turned his attention to Flint, who was dismounting angrily, just inside Limpys front gate. "Get outside of my yard, Flint," he barked, with his peculiar high-pitched voice, "or I'll throw yuh out! Get!"

Limpys eyes were blazing, and the open knife was still in his hand.

Flint got. He led his horse just outside the gate, then turned.

"Yuh can't do this to me!" he shrieked. "I want my money or my cow—either one—but I want whichever it's goin' to be right now."

"I told yuh I wasn't goin' to give yuh that cow—nor pay yuh the rest of the money neither, until yuh pay me for that job of plowin' yuh owe me for. I done told yuh I ain't never cheated a man a livin', nor refused to pay an honest debt. But yuh still owe me forty dollars on that plowin' job—"

"That plowin' job business was settled a long time ago," Flint barked. "I told yuh at the time it wasn't a decent job, not half done right, and yuh don't deserve a cent for it. I ain't payin' for that kind of work. And that's final."

"Then I ain't payin' you any more on that cow till yuh do, and that's just as final."

"Yuh can suit yoreself," Flint said. "But yuh better remember, I got a mortgage on that cow—so yuh either pay me the rest, or I take the cow and yuh lose what yuh done paid."

"That ain't right!"

"It's right, and it's legal," Flint snapped. "And I'm goin' to give yuh just till twelve o'clock to make up yore mind which yuh're goin' to do. And if I have to sue yuh to get it, yuh'll have to pay the cost of the suit as well. I'll be at my store if yuh change yore mind."
Old Flint got on his horse, turned his back on Limpy, his wife and kids, and Uncle Reb Steele who stood listening, and rode toward town, his horse kicking up dust in the summer morning air.

Uncle Reb watched him go, then gave Wimple a word of caution.

"Yuh shore yuh know where yuh stand, Limpy? Old Gabe don’t down so easy."

"I don’t know where I stand legal, Uncle Reb, but I know I’m right. I plowed and planted twenty acres of winter wheat for Gabe and then he wouldn’t pay me. Said it wasn’t sowed deep enough. But that wheat’s already up six inches and as good a stand as yuh ever seen. The old miser just seen how he could get out of payin’ me because I didn’t have a written contract. I didn’t believe any man was ornery enough to go on and take my milk cow away from me after doin’ me that dirty a trick."

"Yuh wouldn’t think so, Limpy, but legally the job of plowin’ hasn’t anything to do with you not payin’ for a cow yuh bought from him. He’s got a mortgage on that cow."

"Yep," Limpy answered.

Uncle Reb bit his lip, thinking of Limpy’s wife and three young kids who needed that milk. Poor old Limpy was one whose simple honesty was not complicated by a lot of legal technicalities. A thing was right or wrong with him, and that was all.

"Limp'y," Uncle Reb said, "go get yore copy of that mortgage and let me see it right now. It looks to me like yuh’ve got yoreself in a fix. . . ."

IN HIS office an hour later, Uncle Reb studied the mortgage, and asked Limpy a few more questions.

"Limp'y," he said then, "go find Gabe Flint and ask him if he’ll be willing to arbitrate the matter before Rink Prior and any two men Rink asks to sit with him, exceptin’ me. Rink bein’ mayor of Adobe Wells will kinda make it official, and if yuh point out to Flint that in this way he can get what amounts to a legal decision without havin’ to put up any money, I think Flint will agree to abide by the decision. And tell him yuh’ll will abide by it, too."

Lumpy hobbled down to Flint’s hardware store. Flint saw him com ing, and came up through the saddles to meet him, rubbing his hands.

"Well, Limpy, did yuh finally see that it was best to pay yore honest debt?"

"I’m willin’ to do what’s right," Limpy answered. "If you’ll be willin’ to leave it up to the mayor and two other disinterested parties to hear both sides of the story. If yuh’ll agree to do what they say, I’ll do the same."

Flint thought a minute.

"Why shore," he said then, "but it ain’t no use. You know as well as I do that the note and mortgage yuh gave me is legal and bindin’."

"All right," Limpy said. "We’ll get it settled once for all at Rink’s store just after noon."

That was why there was a big crowd in the feed room of Prior’s store at noon. By now, everybody knew that old Flint was going to take Limpy’s cow away from him on a mortgage and that Uncle Reb was trying to save it.

Rink Prior was leaning back in his swivel chair with his feet up on his roll-top desk. The two ranchers who sat with him on the arbitration board sat in rawhide-bottomed chairs in easy reach of the spittoon. Most of the spectators found seats on feed bags and blocks of rock salt.

Old Uncle Reb leaned against the bare wall, his kindly round face grave, and his black Stetson shoved back on his head. Limpy sat on an upturned nail keg, so that he was not facing old Flint, who ignored him.

Rink Prior looked over his iron-rimmed glasses.

"Gabe, suppose yuh start by tellin’ us about this deal."
“This is all unnecessary,” old Flint said. “I sold Wimple the cow for sixty dollars. He paid me twenty and give me a mortgage for the other forty. Then when the payment on the mortgage was due today he just didn’t pay me. That’s all. The mortgage is past due, so I want my money or I want my cow back.”

“Any more details?”

“That’s enough, ain’t it?” old Flint snorted. “By law I got a right to take the cow back, and I got the mortgage to prove it.”

Limpy spoke up. “That ain’t all, Rink. I plowed up twenty acres of ground and sowed it for him—”

“I object to that,” Flint interrupted. “Any deal that we had about him plowin’ land for me is another matter, and ain’t got nothin’ to do with the matter of this cow. That’s the law, ain’t it?”

“It is, as far as I know. Yuh admit that part of it, Reb?”

Old Reb nodded. “Legally, he’s right. But he never paid Limpy for his work. Even though it has no legal bearin’ on this case, that’s the reason Limpy won’t finish payin’ him for his cow.”

Gabe Flint took a folded paper out of the pocket of his worn coat.

“I ain’t goin’ on with this if yuh keep bringing that up,” he grumbled. “This here is a mortgage that ain’t paid, and I want my cow. That’s all that’s goin’ to be settled here, or I’ll go to a legal court to get my rights.”

“All right,” Uncle Reb agreed. “We won’t bring that up again.”

THERE was a stir among the listening ranchers, and some of them looked at old Limpy pityingly. Limpy had his head in his hands.

“Well, Limpy,” Rink Prior said, “what’s yore story? And don’t bring up yore plowin’ job again. It ain’t legal, just as Flint says.”

Uncle Reb spoke up. “Let me ask Limpy questions, Rink, and I think I can bring out his story in a more orderly manner. Yuh can ask about anything yuh don’t understand.”

“Go ahead,” Prior agreed.

Uncle Reb still leaned against the wooden wall.

“Limpy,” he said, “Yuh admit yuh bought the cow from Flint, that yuh paid him twenty dollars and gave him a mortgage for the balance of forty dollars. And yuh admit that when the mortgage fell due today yuh didn’t pay it, and refused to surrender the cow? Is that right?”

“Yes, that’s right, Uncle Reb. But—”

“Wait now. Just answer questions, Limpy. Were yuh satisfied with the cow that Flint sold you?”

“No, sir, I wasn’t. In the first place he charged me too much for her because I didn’t have all cash—”

“Wait a minute there,” old Flint barked. “That ain’t got nothin’ to do with it. He agreed to pay a certain amount.”

“Shore,” Limpy answered. “Mr. Flint guaranteed that the cow would give four gallons of milk a day. Well, sir, he didn’t tell me the truth. She would only give two gallons. She wasn’t what he guaranteed her to be.”

“I see,” Rink Prior said. “Yuh didn’t mention that part of it, Flint. Yuh got anything about that written in the mortgage? Let me see yore copy of it.”

Flint did not surrender his mortgage. Instead, he said:

“Yes, it’s in the mortgage, but it ain’t my fault he selected a pore cow. I told him he could have any cow in the herd for that money, and he picked the one he wanted.”

“But yuh guaranteed her to give four gallons.”

“I ain’t denyin’ that,” Flint answered. “I wanted to be fair with him, so when he claimed the cow wouldn’t give four gallons, I told him to go out and pick hisself another one. He done it, and as far as I know, she’s givin’ four gallons. She was when I let him take her. Could any-
thing be fairer than that?”
“This second cow yuh picked,” Rink asked Limpy. “She givin’ four gallons?”
“Yep,” Limpy answered.
“Then it looks like Flint has fulfilled his contract, and it’s up to you to fulfill yores.”
Limp half got up from his keg.
“But that plowin’ job—”
“Limp, leave that out,” Uncle Reb said. He turned to Flint. “Yuh
in’ the vented brand JY, and an open brand C-F on the left flank. Is that what yore mortgage reads?”
“Shore. They’re both copies of each other.”
“Tell me, Flint,” Uncle Reb asked slowly, “this cow described in the mortgage—where is she now?”
“Why she’s back in my herd,” old Flint answered suspiciously. “When he brought her back—”
Uncle Reb’s voice went up a notch.
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made out the mortgage when Limpy first paid yuh for the cow, didn’t yuh?”
“Shore.”
“And yuh put a description of the cow in the bottom of the mortgage?”
“Of course.” Uncle Reb took Limpy’s copy of the mortgage from his pocket and read:
“One milkin’ shorthorn, with white face and spots, dehorned, wear-

“And where is yore mortgage on the cow Limpy has got?”
“Why this mortgage covers her.”
“No it don’t!” Uncle Reb barked.
“This mortgage covers a milkin’ shorthorn! Limpy gave her back to yuh! He took a black and white Holstein in her place. Have yuh got a mortgage coverin’ a black and white Holstein?”
“Why no, but this mortgage covered the deal.”
"It don't do any such thing. It covers a cow yuh've got in yore own herd. Yuh haven't got a mortgage on the cow Limpy owns. He may owe yuh a balance on a Holstein cow—but yuh haven't got a mortgage on her. So, Limpy don't have to pay yuh for her unless he wants to. And that settles the cow case."

Uncle Reb turned to the three arbitrators, and his round face lit up in a smile.

"Gents," he said softly, "there's the whole question in a nutshell. Has Flint got a mortgage on Limpy's Holstein or hasn't he? Flint admits that his mortgage is not on that Holstein, but on a milkin' shorthorn—which is back in his own herd. If Flint can show us a mortgage on that Holstein, we'll be willin' for him to take her back. If he hasn't, then I'd recommend that Limpy have him arrested. For, in that event, he was caught tryin' to steal Limpy's cow. I'll appear as a witness against him."

Uncle Reb took Limpy's copy of the mortgage out of his pocket and handed it to Rink Prior.

"There's the mortgage," he said. "See if yuh can find anything in it about a black and white Holstein. We'll abide by yore decision, just as we agreed."

There was a shout from back in the feed shed, and practically every male citizen of the community joined in the chorus. Rink Prior pounded his desk with an ink bottle.

"Gentlemen," he shouted, "court is still in session." But there was a grin on his face.

Rink passed the mortgage on to the second man, and he to the third, and they reached a decision instantly.

Rink announced it.

"It is the findin' of this body that Gabe Flint's mortgage ain't worth the paper it's wrote on. And it is the further findin's of this court that since everybody in this here community knows that Flint skinned Limpy out of his just pay for plowin' his oatfield, that if Flint ever tries to lay a hand on that cow again we'll form a committee to go out and plow Flint's oats under again like he deserves, and furthermore throw, toss, pitch and otherwise propel Gabe Flint's ornery body into his own stock tank, where it is the hope of the court that he drowns and the crawdads feast on his carcass, for the mangy, ornery skunk that he is. Gentlemen, court is dismissed."

When it was all over, Limpy spoke to Uncle Reb Steele.

"Gosh, Uncle Reb, yuh don't know how bad it woulda been if I'd lost that cow. My wife and kids shore need milk."

"I did know," Uncle Reb answered kindly. "That's why I feel that this is one of the most important cases I ever tried."

"How much I owe yuh for it?" Limpy asked.

"Why, I was just wonderin' where I was going to be able to buy my regular supply of buttermilk this summer," Uncle Reb answered gravely. "Do yuh think yuh could spare a half a gallon a day? That would just about square it up."

Limp grinned. "Uncle Reb, yuh'll have buttermilk runnin' out yore ears before the summer is over."

---
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“Crack” Hamilton rode up from the south, his partner, Ben Trill, came down from the north, and they reached their little ranchhouse less than two minutes apart. Neither smiled; neither spoke immediately.

“Well?” Ben Trill finally asked. Hamilton’s voice was ominously calm when he replied.

“I found half a dozen wild ones. There ain’t enough stock left on our whole range to bring enough to last us through the winter.”

Trill cursed, then looked at his partner more sharply.

“Go on,” he challenged. “There’s more.”

Hamilton nodded. “Yeah, there’s more. I found five head of Rafter D stock on our land.”

Ben Trill did not curse this time. He smiled grimly and with a touch of satisfaction, as if he had just vindi-
cification of a viewpoint he had held for months.

"Now I'll tell yuh what I found," he said. "We little ranchers—nesters to Carp Dennison—have been losin' stock steady since the calf roundup. You thought a wild bunch hidin' out in the badlands was the reason for that, and we did cut a few trails. But when Dennison brought in them gun-slicks under Cut Carney I was shore he was fixin' to drive us out before fall."

"We've been all over this before, Ben," Crack Hamilton interrupted. "Yuh said yuh found out somethin'."

"Yeah, I did. Deitrich, Lester, Shaw, and McGuire are all through, same as we are. Every one of 'em found Rafter D stock on their ranges.

"Besides that, this morning each of 'em found tacked to the door of his shack a note accusin' him of bein' a rustler and givin' him three days to get out. Not only does that old lobo steal us blind, but he tries to frame us for rustlin' his Rafter D stock!"

"Did any of them little ranchers yuh named go over Dennison's range to see if any of their cattle was there?" asked Hamilton.

Trill's grin made up in savage satisfaction what it lacked in mirth.

"They shore did—and they found some of their stock, and some of ours, that'd been worked over with a runnin' iron. They're comin' over here to talk to you. They know yuh was a ranger before you and me threwed in together, and they figger yuh're the one to lead us. The devil with Cut Carney's gunmen, and all the rest of the Rafter D outfit! We're gettin' our stock back."

"But there wasn't no note on our cabin when I got here," Hamilton said. "How'd Carp happen to overlook us?"

BEN TRILL looked past him and a queer expression came over his lean features, surprise and rising anger fighting for control.

"I reckon here comes the answer to that now," he said softly.

The partners had turned their mounts into the corral, but had not yet entered their cabin. Crack Hamilton spun around to follow the direction of Trill's gaze. There could be no mistaking the bulky rider of the huge bay horse that was cantering toward them from the crest of a knoll. Close behind him rode two other men.

"Carp Dennison, Cut Carney, and another imported gun-sharp," Trill said.

Crack Hamilton turned and walked slowly to the cabin, where he leaned against the door frame.

"Take the other side," he said, swift and low. "Let me do the talkin'."

Ben Trill's grin expressed increased satisfaction. Hamilton was acting now like the waddy he had worked with for three years. He gave a little hitch at his belt that brought his six-gun forward, then lounged over to the cabin wall some six feet from his partner.

The three riders halted, facing Hamilton and Trill. "Carp" Dennison's eyes, biting at the two young ranchers, were almost hidden beneath their shaggy, white brows. His bulky shoulders, though stooped with age and long years of hard fighting to build and hold his cattle empire, were still expressive of the power and strength of the old warrior. His drooping white mustache seemed actually to bristle as he shot his challenge.

"Hamilton, I thought you were better'n the others—a square-shooter. I was willin' for yuh to stay here because I thought I'd always know where yuh stand. I've made a mistake."

"Suppose you get to the point, Carp," Hamilton returned with a snap. "And tell yore two guards to quit spreadin' out."

"Guards?"

The old rancher's face began to take
on the hue of a ripe plum. He swallowed twice before he got his fiery temper under control. The men on either side of him halted their stealthy movements.

"Any time I need guards—" Dennison choked on his words. When he continued he was calmer, and more resolute.

"The other nesters," he shot out, "have got their notices already. We found Rafter D stock on yore range this morning, so I'm givin' yuh yore notice in person. Yuh've got three days to get out!"

He spun his horse to ride away.

"Wait!"

Hamilton's voice cracked with a compelling demand that made the tough old rancher turn in the saddle and stare back.

"What about our H Bar T stock on yore range," Hamilton said coldly, "and Deitrich's Circle D, Lester's Rocker L, Shaw's Flat-iron, and McGuire's M G Connected, all blotted. Yuh don't know about that, I reckon?"

"Shore I know about it," Dennison stormed. "Just another trick to cover up! I got not over twenty head of them brands, and the Rafter D's lost over seven hundred head since the calf roundup. I'm through talkin', Hamilton. It's action from now on."

He jabbed spurs into the big bay.

The lanky, long-jawed "Cut" Carney and his little, spider-armed companion eyed Hamilton and Trip while Carp Dennison rode away. Finally Carney asked in a thin, hard voice:

"We ridin' away from here without a fight, or do we get it in the back when we turn around?"

Ben Trill cursed. Crack Hamilton, lounging against the door frame, straightened a little.

"If I thought yuh believed that, yuh'd get yore fight now," he said with slow and careful directness. "Now move, and keep moving."

For a second Cut Carney stiffened, his eyes filming slightly to conceal any thought or emotion that might indicate when he was going for his gun. But these men facing him on foot were too ready. He barked an order at his companion and they whirled their mounts and swept back over the knoll.

Hamilton stepped quickly away from the door, half turned his head, and held up a hand in a gesture to his partner for silence. The sound of hoofbeats came from behind them. He walked quickly to the corner of the cabin and eyed the group of mounted men coming down the draw from the north. A quarter of a mile behind them was another rider.

"The nesters!" Ben Trill exclaimed. A little later four hard-riding men whirled up and faced the partners, without dismounting. Red-faced McGuire, blue eyes aglitter with anticipation, spoke first.

"Yuh tell him?" he asked Ben Trill.

TRILL nodded. "Just got through tellin' him, when Carp Dennison and two of his gun-slicks rode in here to give us our orders. Like you boys, we got three days to get."

All four of the riders switched their glances to the tall Crack Hamilton. He looked down at the ground, then up to the men, and there was a slight frown on his forehead.

"Somethin's wrong, some place," he said slowly. "Carp Dennison used the same argument for orderin' us off that Ben, here, used to convince me we should go after the Rafter D. I ain't shore—"

"We're shore," little "Banty" Shaw cracked harshly. "Also, we're broke and desperate. Either yuh're with us or against us, and we want an answer now. If yuh're with us, yuh're our leader when we go after that blasted old range hog. If yuh're against us—" He let the balance of the sentence hang in the silence that followed his heated words.

That silence finally was broken by the blocky Deitrich.
"What in tarnation!" he mumbled. He was looking past Hamilton and Trill, and Crack Hamilton swung around to follow his gaze. Another rider had appeared around the corner of the cabin, an Indian boy riding bareback on a shaggy, piebald cayuse.

The young Indian slid to the ground, trailing the rein of a hackamore. His black-eyed glance darted over the group of men and settled finally on Hamilton. He came forward a little hesitantly, drawing from under his ragged shirt a queerly knotted length of rawhide, black and smooth with age. He stepped up to Hamilton without a word and held out the thong.

Crack Hamilton stared, but finally took it.

"Where did yuh get this?" he asked, and his voice was strangely tense.

The Indian shook his head in indication that he either could not speak English, or that he did not understand. Crack Hamilton did a strange thing, then. He turned his right foot inward, bending the knee. He let his right shoulder droop and leaned forward, twisting his body to the left. He looked like a deformed, broken man. The Indian youth nodded a quick and vigorous affirmative.

When Hamilton turned to the others his features were pale beneath their weathered bronze. The men leaned forward a little in their saddles, sensing drama they could not understand. Crack Hamilton's voice held an undercurrent of desperation.

"Whatever answer I mighta been goin' to make to yuh," he said, "is changed now. My answer is, 'No'. I can't go with yuh, even part way. I'm leavin' here within ten minutes. You still have three days. Mebbe I'll be back to give yuh a different answer before then. I'll ask yuh to wait until the last day before goin' into somethin' that might turn out to be suicide."

He swung around abruptly and then entered the cabin. Everyone started talking at once. Ben Trill's voice was raised in some sort of an expostulation. The Indian boy sat on the floor in a corner.

Crack Hamilton took some canned goods and coffee from the shelves. He was rolling these, together with a frying pan, in his blanket when his partner entered. The solid tramp of Ben Trill's boot-heels gave indication of the rage that governed him.

He slammed his hat down on the table and walked over to the stove. He jerked a lid off and began to ram paper and kindling into the fire-box. His eyes were as hot as his flushed face.

Crack Hamilton quietly finished rolling his pack, then straightened and turned to his partner.

"Ben, yuh don't know—" he began.

"I know I once had a pard I trusted," Ben Trill interrupted fiercely. "I know that four other poor devils, with nothin' left but the shirts on their backs and a few acres of empty grazin' land also trusted him. And I know he's about to let them and me down, to run out when the goin' gets tough. That's all I need to know!"

Crack Hamilton's lean jaw set stubbornly and he swung the pack over his shoulder. He started for the door while Trill continued blindly shoving stick after stick of wood on top of the unlighted kindling.

Hamilton stopped and lowered his pack to the table. This time the stubbornness took a new turn. When he began to speak it was evident he intended to make his partner listen whether Trill wanted to listen or not.

"Eighteen years ago, Ben," he said determinedly, "a man named Kling and my father was pards in a little hoss ranch. I was seven years old. Apache raiders swarmed down on us for the hosses. Father was killed, and scalped. Mother was killed. Kling shot the Indian who done that and, with the cabin in flames, somehow got
me out, diggin’ under the floor and wall at night.

“The Indians found it out, though. Kling boosted me onto a dead stub and told me to shinny up to an old osprey’s nest on top of it. I swarmed up there with fright drivin’ me. That nest was nearly six feet across. I laid down on it, but I couldn’t help lookin’ over the edge. They caught Kling a hundred yards farther on. They wanted me and they went to work on him to find out where I was. I laid there and watched.”

Crack Hamilton paused, drew in a slow breath and closed his eyes. Ben Trill had stopped putting wood in the stove. He had not turned around, but he remained, eyes staring down at the stove top, the last stick still poised over the opening.

“They finally left Kling for dead,” Hamilton went on. “A broken and twisted thing. I crawled down and went to him. He was tougher’n they had thought. He was still alive—just alive. I walked and ran ten miles to the nearest neighbor and brought help. We stayed with them people a month, till Kling could move around. Then he took me north, to this country. We went prospectin’. What he found sent me to school until I was old enough to work my own way.

“He’s still prospectin’—a bent, twisted old man. I’d kept the rawhide thong that had tied his wrists durin’ his torturin’. When I left him I gave it to him and said if he ever needed help to send it to me. I last saw him in Boulder a year ago, just after you and me started this ranch, Ben. He said he’d drop in on us sometime. Instead, he’s sent me this.” Crack Hamilton held up the knotted thong of twisted hide.

Hamilton motioned to the Indian boy and headed for the corral.

From the saddle, Crack Hamilton looked down at his partner.

“I don’t know what it is that old Twist Kling needs me for, of course,” he said, “but mebbe I can get back within the three-day limit. I still think there’s somethin’ wrong with this deal.”

“I’ll hold them nesters back, Crack,” Ben Trill promised. “Luck.”

The Indian lad led the way at a fast clip, for the sun was already touching the western horizon. Soon they left any semblance of trail and threaded their way over benches, through draws and canyons, ever deeper into the fastnesses of the rough country.

It was close to midnight when Hamilton halted by a small mountain stream. The Indian gathered dry wood for a small fire while the young rancher got out a can of beans, coffee, and the frying pan.

When they were eating their meal, the Indian lad looked across the fire and said:

“The little prospector, Twist, calls me Blackie. If we keep going we get there before the sun is one hand high in the morning.”

Crack Hamilton jerked up and stared hard.

“I thought yuh couldn’t speak or understand English,” he said. “Yuh better keep talkin’, Blackie.”

“Twist told me to say nothing if anyone was around when I found you,” said Blackie. “I do what he say.”

Hamilton nodded briefly. “What’s happened to Twist Kling?” he asked.

The lad shrugged his shoulders. “I don’t know much. Twist say to come to you fast. He think bad men will come for him. That all I know.”

Hamilton asked more questions, but received no more information. Evidently the lad, who said he helped Twist about the cabin, cutting wood, hauling water, cleaning, knew nothing
more. They rode on as soon as their meal was finished.

The young Indian never hesitated in choosing his course, even in the dark. The night hours passed. Finally, with the sun just breaking above the sky-line, they followed a faint trail to the top of a low pass and looked down on a tiny valley. Near the center of a grove Hamilton saw the parallel, yellow lines of a new log cabin. A horse was cropping the grass bordering a stream.

Blackie said something excitedly in his native tongue, then remembering, turned to Hamilton.

"Someone have been here! Twist is gone—or dead."

Crack Hamilton had also seen the wide-winged buzzard circling high over the grove and gradually swinging lower. Two more appeared, drifting toward the valley. The rancher noted also that no film of smoke from the cabin showed above the tree-tops.

"That pony is wild," Blackie explained. "He comes for me, but nobody else. Twist keep him in the corral when I away. He was in the corral when I leave."

Hamilton started down the pass with swift caution, his roving glance searching the grove, the wooded sides of the valley, watching for some betraying movement from old "Twist" or from any intruder.

There was no movement, or any challenge to their approach. The cabin stood silent. The corral behind it, with gate poles down, was empty. The door of the cabin was half open, and lying across the threshold was the body of a man. It was not Twist Kling, or anyone Crack Hamilton had ever seen. There was a bullet-hole in his chest.

INSIDE, the cabin was a wreck. A table was overturned, a chair smashed, and on the floor was Twist Kling's old Frontier Model .44. A few drops of blood were near it, and exam-
ination showed that one cartridge had been fired.

A shrill whistle outside the cabin made Hamilton whirl to face the door. He looked cautiously out. Little Blackie had slipped the hackamore off his pony and was awaiting the approach of the cayuse he had whistled up from the stream. Crack went outside and began searching the ground. There was a confusion of tracks.

"They go this way!" Blackie called.

"You come."

They headed toward the far end of the valley. Hamilton saw the faint line of a trail in the grass along the bank of the stream. They went still deeper into the badlands, the trail beckoning them on.

Suddenly Blackie turned aside into a thick grove of aspens. He held up his fingers to indicate silence, then slipped from his pony, tying it to a low limb.

"Someone follows us," he whispered. "We go to the edge of trees and watch?"

"Good boy," Hamilton murmured. "You've got ears."

The two stretched out on the ground at the edge of the grove and watched their back trail. Shortly they saw two riders who passed them at a quick trot.

Crack Hamilton cursed softly. There could be no mistaking the hard, stubble-covered jaw and lanky body of Cut Carney, or the thin, abnormally long arms of his little, spider-like companion. Had these two gun-men of Carp Dennison's been following them? Their actions told him that they had not—that they were riding for a definite destination.

Hamilton and the Indian youth waited a quarter of an hour before remounting. They continued along the faint trail until it angled up the steep side of a high ridge. On the crest Blackie, leading, suddenly stopped, dismounted, and crouched, beckoning Hamilton to come forward cautiously.
The sight in the broad valley directly below them brought a quick, whistling gasp from Crack Hamilton. His glance shifted immediately from the two men who had almost reached the valley floor to what was revealed in that valley. Over a thousand head of cattle grazed on the lush grass or drank from a meandering stream. At the near end Hamilton noted a pole fence to prevent cattle from drifting out of this holding ground. Half a mile up the valley, and near the opposite ridge, he saw a group of men in front of a low, log cabin.

These things were noted only in the first quick glance. Then Hamilton's gaze centered on brands on the nearest cattle, directly below. He recognized Deitrich's Circle D, and Lester's Rocker L, and Shaw's Flatiron, and McGuire's M G Connected. A little distance beyond he saw a big steer with a broken horn that he recognized as one of his own. There were also several bearing Carp Dennis's Rafter D brand.

"Look—look!" Blackie whispered tensely. "They have Twist! They are doing something to him."

Hamilton swept his gaze away from the cattle. In an instant he saw that two of the men were entering the cabin and that they were carrying something between them that looked like a man. Only one of the two came out. They all mounted and rode toward the far end of the valley.

Crack Hamilton gripped the lad by the shoulder.

"Blackie, yore pony's fresh," he said. "Hightail it back to Ben Trill, my pardner. Tell him to get the nesters—them men who came to us just ahead of yuh yesterday. Bring them here fast. Got it?"

The Indian, who had been listening intently, his dark, intelligent eyes alight with eagerness, nodded.

"What you do?" he asked.

"I'm circling to that cabin. Get goin'."

The dark-skinned boy sprang to the bare back of his tough little cayuse. . . .

It took Crack Hamilton nearly three hours to work his way to the valley wall behind that cabin, and during that time he had seen the guard inside changed once, but no one else entered or left.

The upper end of the valley, however, drew his attention. Mad confusion seemed to rule there as men worked by moonlight. Small fires were burning and a dozen mounted men worked the cattle they had brought up from the main herd. Steers were roped and dragged to the fires, and running irons blotted old brands and converted them into new ones. Dust and the bawling of cattle filled the air.

Hamilton tethered his mount and worked his way down the slope to the rear of the log building. He reached it without detection in the night shadows. There was no window in the back wall, so he moved silently along one side. Crouched beneath a window there, he could hear talking inside, but could distinguish no words. He crept on to the front, and paused at the edge of the open door.

The words were distinct now, coming to Hamilton in a thin, hard, taunting voice.

"So yuh're still stubborn, huh, Crooked? Yuh won't tell me, even though I didn't have nothin' to do with the quirtin' yuh got before I come? Well, I'm tellin' yuh now yuh'll danged well wish yuh had. This evenin' the boys plan to have some fun, and I'll take pleasure in bossin' it. Seems to me your bones are pretty crooked, especially in the right arm, and leg, and the right shoulder. Reckon it'd be good for yuh if they was broke and given a chance to grow in straight."

Crack Hamilton scarcely heard the burst of shrill cursing that followed. He was picturing another scene where his little old man friend had had his
bones broken, slowly and one at a time, and of the horror of that scene. Hamilton knew he was not going to witness more such torture, nor Twist Kling endure it, even if he had to put lead through his friend’s brain to save him.

He stepped silently inside the open door. From his first glance at the twisted little man lying in a rear bunk with his arms lashed at his back and his wrinkled cheeks laced with bloody quirt welts, Crack Hamilton’s glance jerked to the man seated on a bench and leaning back against the wall.

The man’s eyes were closed, as if preparing to sleep, but some suggestion of danger shot them suddenly open. He stared for a moment at the tall Hamilton leaning against the door frame, then slowly straightened, gathering his feet under him. None of the three in the room spoke for a moment. Twist Kling’s faded blue eyes began to glow with hope. The guard’s eyes narrowed, filming slightly to mask his intentions. Hamilton’s lips curled in a faint smile that held no amusement.

“Seems like last time we met, Cut,” he drawled, “yuh thought I’d shoot yuh in the back.”

Cut Carney’s voice was as devoid of expression as his filmed eyes.

“How many yuh got with yuh, nester? Yuh wouldn’t come down here alone. We both know that.”

Hamilton didn’t bother to answer. He knew the Rafter D gunman was not interested in an answer either. Whatever was to happen here would be all over before any others could interfere. The talk was merely preliminary to savage gun action, a poor mask to conceal the instant when speech would explode into violence.

“Don’t matter nowadays,” Carney sneered. “There won’t be none of yuh ever leave this valley alive. Yuh walked into a hornet’s—”

And then it happened.

Cut Carney dived forward like a striking cobra, his six-gun sliding out while he was still on the move. Gun thunder rocked the room and Carney kept going—down. Neither Twist Kling nor Carney had seen Crack Hamilton’s draw. He had been leaning negligently against the door, smiling his queer, taut smile, and the next split instant there had been a smoking six-gun in his right hand.

On the floor, Carney fought to force his gun-hand up again. He got it up, but it flopped down immediately and the weapon was jarred out of it. That was the Rafter D gun-slick’s last move.

Hamilton leaped across the room, a knife in his hand instead of the gun. He slashed away the cords binding Twist Kling’s thin wrists. He put an arm under the little man’s shoulders, lifting him. Twist tried valiantly, sobbing curses against the torture that enforced movement induced in his battered body.

With Twist Kling finally seated on the side of the bunk, Hamilton suddenly stiffened, listening intently. The next instant he leaped to the window.

Half a dozen men were racing their mounts toward the cabin. Behind them others were getting into saddles. The shots had reached the men during a momentary lull in the uproar of branding. Crack Hamilton jumped to the door, slammed it shut, and pried the back of a chair under the latch.

“Can’t get out now!” he snapped at the little man on the bunk. “Got to make a last stand here.”

Twist Kling was trying to get off the bunk as Hamilton backed with Cut Carney’s six-gun and his own balanced in his hands. The horses of the gang plunged to a stop at the front of the cabin. Someone tried the door, then hammered on it with a gun-barrel.

“What in blue blazes goes on in there?” a man’s voice roared. “Open this door or we’ll blast it down.”

Twist Kling was still sitting up.
Hamilton holstered one gun, caught the little man, and lifted him from the bunk to the floor, then crouched in front of him.

“The first waddy that comes through that door or shows at either window gets blasted!” he barked.

The reply was immediate. A rattle of gunfire from at least four weapons brought splinters popping out on the inside of the door and sent lead hammering against the wall and into the bunks behind Crack Hamilton. He replied with a blast of three shots, then switched his gun and fired at a movement outside the south window. With the appearance of a neat, round hole in the glass there came the sound of a falling body.

Hoofbeats told of the arrival of others. Rifle lead began to blast through rotten spots in the walls and to knock the chinking from between the logs. Something burned a furrow along Hamilton’s ribs. His cuffed Levi’s leg jumped, his Stetson jerked, and behind him Twist Kling suddenly cursed shrilly and rubbed the torn lobe of an ear.

“The long trail, Old-timer!” Hamilton cried. “We’re takin’ it together!”

He finished reloading and again filled both his hands. He slammed lead through the cabin door.

The explosions rocked the air and drowned all other sounds. When silence within the little cabin crashed down on empty guns, new sounds came to the two defenders—shouts and gunfire outside. Strangely, no more lead found the cabin.

Then he gave a shrill yell and leaped for the door. The first man he saw was big Carp Dennison with his back to the cabin door and a blazing six-gun in each hand as he faced the rustlers.

Not far away, on the little sturdy cayuse, was the Indian youth, Blackie. Behind Carp Dennison were a dozen Rafter D punchers. For a moment the roar of guns was deafening, but before it had died away what night-riders who could still stand had their empty hands in the air.

As Hamilton stepped through the door into the open, half a dozen more Rafter D hands came around from the rear of the cabin. Dennison rode up to Hamilton, who started to speak, but the old rancher held up a restraining hand.

“Let me get this out of my system while I got the notion,” he said. “Mighty few men have heard Carp Dennison apologize for anything, either. But, I’m doin’ it now, to you and to the nesters who ain’t here. We both been suckers for the renegades who tried to play us off against each other and start a range war to make their rustlin’ easier. Reckon yore bunch was like me, Hamilton. We was too dang anxious to blame each other to notice the faint trails where stock had been run off in twos and threes at a lot of different points.

“I finally got to thinkin’ straight after I left yuh yesterday. When my two gun-fighters was reported on the move I sent a couple good men trailin’ them. One of the boys soon came back to say they were headin’ into this country, so I gathered my men and fowled for them. A couple hours ago we met this Indian lad, and he told us the story.

“Soon’s we take care of these owlhoots me and my boys are sortin’ the herd and returnin’ every head to its own range. Prob’ly take all night. Don’t reckon there’ll be any more trouble between us. I got to swallow it that you fellers own yore land and
got a right to use it for what yuh want. And that's all I got to say about it."

Without waiting for a reply from Hamilton, he swung his big mount and began issuing orders. Hamilton turned back to the cabin. Twist Kling was sitting on the edge of the bunk, massaging his swollen wrists. He met Hamilton's grin with a grimace of his own.

"I'm makin' a guess, Twist," Hamilton said, still smiling, "that yuh saw some cattle with my brand bein' run up this way, that yuh fellered and found this big herd, and then sent this rawhide reminder so's I'd shore come before they started the big drive north to their outlet."

The little man nodded slowly as he took the knotted thong Crack handed him.

"That's part," he admitted, "but not all. I found color in the creeks in this country about six months ago, so I built my cabin where I could live comfortable while I'm workin' the creeks. Some of them owl-hoots musta figgered I had a pile of dust stowed away, 'cause right after Blackie left they walked into the cabin and started wantin' to know where it was hid. That got me mad, and I went for my gun. Got one of them, too, before another one cracked me over the head from behind. Then they took me here to work on me—and then you come."

"Uh—huh," Crack Hamilton said thoughtfully, but there was a twinkle in his eyes. "And now yuh figger, with winter comin' on, to hole up in that cabin."

He paused, and Twist Kling did not deny the statement.

"Well, Old-timer, it won't do. Our little ranch is safer now, so my pardner and me have got a home for yuh, where yuh can set in the sun and dream and do nothin' yuh don't want to do. And we've got room for Blackie, too, if he wants it." [Turn page]
"Reckon mebbe yuh're right, Crack," the old man replied hesitantly. "Winters are gettin' tougher and tougher on me. I'll come, and glad to—but I won't be no burden. Them rawhide rannies wasn't all wrong. Them creeks I been workin'—well, if yuh can use some capital, I can—"

"Yuh can become a full third owner in the H Bar T brand and we'll raise only blooded stock. That's been my dream."

"I'd like that," Twist Kling murmured, and then his suddenly misted gaze fell on the old rawhide thong he held in his hands. "I knew this'd bring me luck some time."
It was August when Jimmie decided to leave the Valley and as was customary, when possible, for one making such a journey at that time of the year to send word ahead, Jimmie sent an Indian with a letter to the nearest post-office. That was a two-days' trip for a fleet-footed Indian, a week by wagon and team if all went well.

But the Indian, it seems, decided to spend his messenger fee for firewater before delivering the letter and when it was delivered two weeks later Jimmie was a week overdue. Two men started into the Valley to ascertain what had happened.

These men, taking great risk themselves in trying to save a life, traveled nearly all the way to the Furnace Creek Ranch. When within fifteen miles of Jimmie's starting point they came upon his wagon.

There were the four horses hitched to the wagon, but they were dead in their traces, tangled and heaped across the wagon tongue showing that their death struggles had been great as they slowly died of thirst. Behind the wagon the two led horses had also died, their dead heads held up by the short halters still tied to the rear end-gate of the wagon.

Jimmie's Dog

But there was no one in the wagon. As the men began a search, a bark from a mongrel dog, starved to a skeleton, attracted their attention to a nearby clump of mesquite.

It was Jimmie's dog, unhappy except for hunger and thirst. And there under the mongrel's loyal protection, was the body of Jimmie Dayton, its twisted position showing that he had died in great pain.
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The whole tragic story was clear enough to men who knew the possibilities of a Death Valley summer.

It was plain that Jimmie had been taken suddenly ill, that when he left the wagon he had known he was not coming back so he had cut the reins, or lines, of the team in order to give them a chance to go on and save themselves. But when he had stopped the wagon he had mechanically, and without thought, set the brakes as was his custom when stopping.

The team, being unable to pull the wagon with the brakes set, died a slow and torturing death. Jimmie had sought the shade of the little clump of mesquite, but even such scant shade was little if any help in that August inferno.

Jimmie Dayton, and Frank “Shorty” Harris, the latter a beloved prospectors of Death Valley who died many years after Jimmie’s death, but requested that he be buried in the same grave with Jimmie and in the valley they both loved, occupy a twin grave over which there is a marker and bronze plaque. A part of the inscription reads “To These Trail Makers Whose Courage Matched the Dangers of the Land; This Bit of Earth Is Dedicated Forever.”

Another marker in Death Valley reads “Val Nolan, Died About August 6, 1931, Buried November 6, 1931. Victim of the Elements.”

The Burning Sands Keep Their Secrets

Throughout the years since that party known as the Jayhawkers first crossed Death Valley in 1849 and who were the first white people to cross it, Death Valley has gone on living up to the name they gave it, claiming more victims. Aside from nine of a party of eleven of the same wagon train as that with which the Jayhawkers started, Dave Eldredge, a mining man who was supposed to be desertwise, disappeared. No trace of him was ever found, although the man with whom he started across the desert showed up with Dave’s gun.

He claimed they had separated in the desert and that Dave had given him the gun because it was rather heavy. Eldredge was thought to have been murdered by his companion, as it was fairly well established that he had had quite a bit of gold on his person.

Johnny LeMoigne, another well-known

You Help Someone You Know

When You Give to the U.S.O
victim of the heat of Death Valley, was a miner. His body was found by that color-ful character who has many times been in the news—"Death Valley Scotty."

There is the grave of an unknown victim of the Valley near the mouth of Winn- gate Pass, and quite a number of skeletons have been found on the desert whose identities have never been established.

**Boom Towns**

The region around Death Valley also had its boom towns, its mining camps, gold, silver and copper mines. While they did not pan out as big as was expected, they received enough publicity to cause booms, to attract that class of lawless men who were ever ready to rush on to a new boom town, to new fields where they and their methods were not so well known.

There was the wild mining camp of Bullfrog, and Rhyolite, the boom towns of Pan- omint and Greenwater, and in these towns or camps the saloons outnumbered all other business houses combined.

Greenwater was established on the strength of the stock-selling campaign of what was to be a great copper mining company.

Water for those who drank it straight was hauled more than forty miles and sold at ten cents a gallon, a plate of ham and eggs was worth a dollar and fifty cents, bread sold at twenty-five cents a loaf, and a drink of whiskey or a small glass of beer—the principal beverages of the populace—could be bought for only a quarter, these two very essential commodities having such a volume in trade that it was impos-
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sible for any clique to control the price. These places also had their widely known citizens. Greenwater had "The Furnace Creek Kid" who staked a claim, sold it for several thousands of dollars and became the spendthrift and playboy of the section.

The town was also the home of "Alkal Bill," who, as head of the transportation system in charge of the Death Valley Chug Line, advertised that he generally went out empty and came back loaded. And there was "Tiger Lil," best known of the women of the town who, when a gambler was laid out for burial, insisted in placing a poker hand in his fist and therein placed five aces. Which might have meant that she knew that in life he had been a cheat.

Wild Days In The West

The Death Valley region had its gunmen and its murderers. In the town of Skidoo, Joe Simpson, a local saloonkeeper, attempted to rob the bank and killed the banker, James Arnold. He was promptly overpowered and arrested, but that night was taken from the sheriff and hung to a telephone pole. A picture taken of his dangling dead body was displayed as a warning to other outlaws.

More news ink has been used in stories about one Death Valley character than perhaps on the Valley itself. That character was Walter Scott. When a boy he was a driver of mule teams hauling borax out of Death Valley. Later he was a sharpshooter and bronc rider with the Buffalo Bill Wild West Show. Then he returned to Death Valley at a time when the whole
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section was gold mad. He was grubstaked by a wealthy man interested in mining, and went out into the desert only to return after a time, seemingly rich, and hinting that out in that sun-baked inferno there was a secret mine of fabulously rich ore.

He chartered a special train in an attempt to break all records of speed on the run from Los Angeles to Chicago. The cost of this special train was reported at figures all the way from a few thousand dollars up to a hundred thousand. On the run, the train on down grade attained a speed of 96 miles per hour, completing the trip in 44 hours and 44 minutes, while headlines of the nation's papers screamed with news about Death Valley Scotty, the rich miner of Death Valley.

He left Los Angeles on the afternoon of July 9th, 1905, and arrived in Chicago just before noon on July 11th, while all
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BOB PRYOR AND HIS FIGHTING PARDS AT THEIR BATTING BEST

IN

LEADVILLE AVENGERS

A Complete Book-Length Novel

By TOM CURRY

PACKED WITH GUNSMOKE THRILLS!
Amazing discovery permits you to print pictures from any of your snapshot negatives on wood, cloth, leather or paper. Take magic—your pictures will show on tie tips, handkerchief, purse, cards, letterheads. Takes only few minutes in broad daylight. Won't rub off or harm negative.

**Natural Colors, Too!** Imagine having your favorite snapshot—your sweetheart's, baby's or your own, shown in natural colors—in artistic shapes and designs on whatever material used.

**Send No Money!** Just rush your name and address for the introductory offer. Enough material to print and color 300 average size pictures, only $1.00. But don't send a penny. Pay the postman when it arrives—plus a few cents postage. You risk nothing. It's guaranteed to work. Send today.

**FOTO-COLOR, 101 W. Pearl Street, Cincinnati, Ohio**

**SEND FOR MY 50¢ COURSE ON HOW TO DEVELOP**

**STONG ARMS and BROAD SHOULDERS**

Now only 25¢ cola or 30¢ U. S. Stamps Contains 26 pages of illustrations showing and fully describing exercises that will quickly develop and make you gain strength in your Shoulders, Arms, Wrists, Hands and Fingers.

This is really a valuable course of exercises, without apparatus.

**ANTHONY BARKER**

Established 1896

Office 1

New York City

Inventors and profit by free "Evidence" form and free book "Patent Protection." Illustrating important practical principles and explaining patent procedure fully. Promptness, low fees, deferred payments, 44 years' experience. Write immediately for

**VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., 607 First Bldg., Wash., D.C.**

**SONG & POEM WRITERS**

NEW SONGWRITERS in great demand. Send us your Poems. We set them to music FREE. Hear your song on a record. Send for FREE Folder today.

**CINEMA SONG CO., P.O. Box 2323, Dept. B-9, Hollywood, Calif.**

**FALSE TEETH AS LOW AS $7.95**

Per Plate, DENTAL PLATES are made in our own laboratory from your personal impression, our workmanship and material guarantee the price. Guaranteed or purchase price refunded. We take this risk on our 60-day trial offer. Don't send any money with your order. Use the post card for free material and catalog of our low prices. Don't put it off—write us today.

**BRIGHTON-THOMAS, DENTAL LABORATORY**

Dept. 1416, 6217 S. Halsted Street, Chicago, Ill.

**WILLIAM W. LORD**

Eminent International Psychick His Predictions for Past Years Have Proved 95% Correct (Brail written to Cornell University post-mortem study.)

**3 QUESTIONS answered upon receipt of letter in your handwriting and one dollar.**

LORD, 20-R West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois

along the route thousands of people gathered to watch the special go by.

**An Expert In Bunkum**

Then he had a fling at the stage in a melodrama written especially for him, but it finally failed. He was forgotten, but now and then he would break into print again—a gun-battle on the desert, arrested, thrown in jail, bailed out, were some of the items that found their way into the papers about this great character of Death Valley, while many prospectors searched for the Scotty mystery mine.

Then came the starting of the construction of a great castle in Death Valley, a castle to cost more than two million dollars with a forty-thousand-dollar bedroom for Scotty. But before the castle was completed, the government stepped in and created and designed the area as a Death Valley Monument.

Then it was found that while Scotty claimed all of Death Valley that he did not even own the land upon which the castle was being built. It was further learned that Albert M. Johnson was the man who furnished the money for the building of the castle and that which Scotty had so lavishly spent on occasions. Through a special permit from the government Johnson was able to buy a little more than a thousand acres around the castle site.

Death Valley Scotty was the greatest press agent any section of our country has ever had, and there are still people who believe in the Scotty mystery mine and its reputed riches. Adios.

---FOGHORN CLANCY.

**OUR NEXT ISSUE**

LEADVILLE, Colorado—wildest of the mining towns in the roaring days when men frantically battled and died over the precious pay-dirt. Leadville—who where the only possible wagon route to the town was

**INSURE YOUR HOME AGAINST HITLER!**

Buy War Savings Bonds & Stamps.
up through the Royal Gorge of the Arkansas River, a narrow gap with breathtaking thousand-foot-high rock sides.

Over the town loomed a huge mountain, Mount Massive, through the little gulch in which Leadville's quarter-billion dollars in lead and silver were being dug. It was a sprawling settlement of wooden shacks and larger structures.

It was here that Bob Pryor, the Rio Kid, and Bat Masterson led a party of prospectors, and Pryor was keenly aware of the responsibility he had undertaken in watching out for the people of the wagon train. The Rio Kid soon learned that "Silver-Dollar" Tabor was the most important man in Leadville, but there were others in the town who were almost as powerful as Tabor and far more dangerous and ruthless. Pryor, Masterson and the Mexican who was the Rio Kid's constant companion, learned that when they discovered a bunch of tough hombres jumping old "Nevada Charlie's" claim. This is part of what happened then:

Olsen lunged forward, reaching for Nevada Charlie. The Rio Kid, lithe and trained, though outweighed by a hundred pounds, seized Olsen's wrist, fell aside, and by Olsen's own strength, sent the big man crashing on his face in the gutter.

It was nasty done, a good wrestler's trick. The breath was jolted from Olsen, but he had a bull's power and came up on his knees, roaring with outraged pain. The Rio Kid was laughing at him,
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A Novel of Rodeo Thrills
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Only 15¢ At All Stands

Getting Up Nights Makes Many Feel Old

Do you feel older than you are or suffer from Getting Up Nights, Backache, Nervousness, Leg Pains, Dizziness, Swollen Ankles, Rheumatic Pains, Burning, scarsity or frequent passages? If so, remember that your Kidneys are vital to your health and that these symptoms may be due to non-organic and non-systemic Kidney and Bladder troubles — in such cases Cystex (a physician's prescription usually gives prompt and joyous relief by helping the Kidneys flush out poisonous excess acids and wastes. You have everything to gain and nothing to lose in trying Cystex. An iron-clad guarantee assures a refund of your money on return of empty package unless fully satisfied. Don't delay. Get Cystex (Sis-s- tex) from your druggist today. Only $5.
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I will pay Cash for Old Coins, Bills and Stamps

POST YOURSELF! I paid... (Image)

I paid $100.00 to Mr. M. A. Berry of Texas, for one Half Dollar Coin. I paid $200.00 for a single Copper Cent. Mr. R. C. Platt of New York, $500.00 for one Silver Dollar. Mrs. L. G. Adams, Ohio, received $700.00 for a few old coins. I will pay big prices for all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.

I WILL PAY $100.00 FOR A DIME!

1854 S. Mint: $50.00 for 1813 Liberty Head Nickel (with brown patina and hundreds of other amazing prices for notes, coins, etc.) for large dealer or even private collector. I may pay up to $100.00 for certain rare coins. I am always on the lookout for primitive, semi-legendary or other coins that are worth a tidy profit to you. Write today to
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FREE
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Name _____________________________

Mail Coupon Today
GAS ON STOMACH
RELIEVED IN 5 MINUTES OR DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK
When excess stomach acid causes painful, suffocating gas, sour stomach and heartburn, doctors usually prescribe the fastest acting medicines known for symptomatic relief — medicines like those in Bell-ans Tablets. No laxative. Bell-ans brings comfort in a jiffy or double your money back on return of bottle to us. 25¢ at all druggists.


ASTHMA
WRITE FOR FREE TRIAL OFFER!
If you suffer from Asthma, Paroxysms, from coughing, wheezing, write quickly for FREE TRIAL OFFER of asthmatic relief. Inquiries from so-called "hopelessly cases especially invited. Write at once.
NADAN, 406-1 State Life Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

Protect Entire Family for 1 a Month
Certificate Paying Benefits up to $1,000.00. Sent for FREE Inspection FREE
Overs accident or natural death. No medical examination. Age limits 2 to 75 years. SEND NO MONEY—just your name and address. No obligation. No salesman will call. Postcard will do, Atlas Mutual Benefit Ass'n, Dept. 10-85, Wilmington, Delaware.

MAKE MORE MONEY
Taking Orders for the NIMROD Line
Earn more every day in the year representing an old established firm with a complete line of fast selling necessities: Curtains, Blinds, Bedspreads, Slippers, Etc. Every item guaranteed, experience unnecessary. Write quickly.
NIMROD COMPANY
4922-1 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

FREE! FAMOUS BLUE BOOK CATALOG
DICE • CARDS
Perfect Dice, Magic Dice, Magic Cards—READ THE BACKS—Inks, Daubs, Counter Games, Punch Cards, etc. Every item guaranteed. Catalog today.
K. C. CARD CO. 1223 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, III.

ENTERTAINMENT ON EVERY PAGE OF BEST CROSSWORD PUZZLES TWENTY-FIVE CENTS AT ALL STANDS A Thousand Laughs for a Dime!
happened to them makes LEADVILLE AVENGERS, by Tom Curry, the swiftly-paced book-length Rio Kid novel in the next issue, a tensely exciting yarn of the early days of the West.

Famous men who were part of those wild hectic days live again in all their glory as they make their bows in the pages of this thrilling novel. Horace Greeley, American editor and political leader. Martin Duggin, gunfighter, rowdy and Western tough. Horace Austin Warner Tabor, mayor of Leadville. Bat Masterson, one of the most famous of the Western peace officers. They all play their parts to make LEADVILLE
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DRAFTSMEN NEEDED NOW

Industry is clamoring for more draftsmen for the job can't start until plans are drawn. Buildings, airplanes, machines, guns, tanks, bridges, all start on the drafting board, so it's no wonder that every good draftsman has a fine job. Yes, more draftsmen are needed NOW. The pay is good and the opportunities for advancement are

Learn at Home in Spare Time
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OLD LEG TROUBLE

Easy to use Viscose Method heals many old leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins, swollen legs and injuries or no cost for TRIAL. Describe your trouble and get FREE BOOK.

T. J. VISCOSO METHOD COMPANY
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EASY WAY...

Tints Hair
JET BLACK

This remarkable discovery, TINTZ Jet Black Shampoo, washes out dirt, loosens dandruff, greases, grime and safely gives hair a real smooth JET BLACK that fairly glows with life and lustre.

Don't put up with faded dull, burnt, off color hair a minute longer. TINTZ Jet Black Shampoo works gradual...each shampoo leaves your hair blacker, lovelier, softer, easier to manage. No dyed look. Won't hurt permanents. Full 6 oz. $1.25, 3 oz. bottle, 65¢. TINTZ comes in Jet Black, light, medium and dark Brown, Titan, and Blonde. Order today! State shade wanted.

SEND NO MONEY
Just pay postman plus postage on our positive assurance of satisfaction in 7 days or your money back. (We Pay Postage if remittance comes with order.) Don't wait—Write today to TINTZ COMPANY, Dept. 75-L, 207 N. Michigan, Chicago, Illinois, Canadian Office, Dept. 75-L, 22 College St., Toronto, Canada.

Dear Sirs:

Your Rio Kid novels have entertained me more than any others I have read. I enjoy the great personalities you have given the Rio Kid and his partner, Celestino Miranda. I have learned more American history from this magazine than I did in school. I hope that you will publish more issues of THE RIO KID WESTERN per month than you do. I would like to know where I can find some back issues of this book.

YVERE LOUISE GENTRY.
Kansas City, Missouri.

Thanks for your letter, Miss Gentry. We are sorry to disappoint you, but we cannot supply back issues of the magazine.

Well, as a steady reader of THE RIO KID WESTERN, I guess I'll have my say, since you said you wanted to know what we readers thought of the magazine. I was a little disappointed in MONTANA VIGILANTES by Tom Curry in a recent issue. I just didn't like it as well as some of the other Rio Kid novels I have read. ARIZONA BLOOD seemed better, but still not Curry at his best. GUN LEGION, by W. H. C. Williams, was interesting. I liked it better than HIGH WIRE AND HOT LEAD, by the same author. GUNS OF DODGE CITY, by Tom Curry, was swell. Now...
that I've been a little, I'll admit I'm eagerly waiting for the next issue.

GRAIG STRATFORD, San Francisco, Cal.

We were glad to get your letter, Craig, for we want to know what all of you don't like about the magazine as well as what you do. And thanks.

I think the RIO KID WESTERN is the best magazine ever published. I like the stories because they are about the true frontier of America. I think you would publish the magazine more often. The writers in THE RIO KID WESTERN sure do know how to write Western stories. I have read FRONTIER GUNS, STORM OVER YELLOWSTONE, RIDING FOR CUSTER, GUNS OF THE SIoux, GUNS OF DODGE CITY, MONTANA VIGILANTES, HIGH WIRE AND HOT LEAD, THE MORMON TRAIL and THE GUN LEGION.

PAUL McCONNELL, West Lafayette, Ohio.

Thanks for your nice letter, Paul. Let's hear from more of our readers. Your letters are sure welcome. See you here next issue. Meantime, keep buying those War Bonds and Stamps.

And here's another way you can express your patriotism. Listen to "The Army Hour," official program of the War Department, which comes over all NBC stations all over the country from 3:30 to 4:30 P.M., Eastern War Time, Sunday afternoons, for the war's duration. It will bring you the official story of the war and teach you many things you can do to help keep 'em flying for America!

So long, pards!

—THE EDITOR.
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“I was stuck. A wife and three kids — and the same old pay envelope. I couldn’t see a thing ahead except the same old grind. Then one day I read an I. C. S. ad. The coupon fascinated me. A new idea struck home — it was light in a wilderness of darkness to me! Today, because I mailed that coupon two years ago, I am a trained man — making a trained man’s pay, playing a more important part in the industrial war-program!”

Fifty years ago, the International Correspondence Schools were established to provide sound educational facilities to men unable to attend resident schools. Millions of dollars have been spent in preparing I. C. S. textbooks and keeping them up-to-date. Today, you’ll find I. C. S. graduates holding leading positions in every field of American business and industry.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
HELPING TO TRAIN AMERICANS FOR VICTORY

BOX 3966-W, SCRANTON, PENNA.
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TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES

- Air Brake
- Air Conditioning
- Airplane Drafting
- Architectural Drafting
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- Aviation
- Aviation Mechanics
- Ballistics
- Bridge Engineering
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- Civil Engineering
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- Concrete Engineering
- Contracting and Building
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- Diesel Engines
- Electrical Drafting
- Electrical Engineering
- Electric Lighting
- Foundryman
- Heating
- Heat Treatment of Metals
- Highway Engineering
- House Planning
- Industrial Metalurgy
- Locomotive Engineer
- Machinist
- Management of Inventories
- Marine Engines
- Mechanical Drafting
- Mechanical Engineering
- Mine Foreman
- Navigation
- Patternmaking
- Plumbing
- Practical Telephony
- Public Works Engineering
- Pulp and Paper Making
- Radio, General
- Radio Operating
- Radio Servicing
- R. R. Section Foreman
- Refrigeration
- Sanitary Engineering
- Sheet Metal Work
- Ship Drafting
- Shipbuilding
- Steam Electric
- Steam Engines
- Steam Fitting
- Structural Drafting
- Structural Engineering
- Surveying and Mapping
- Telegraph Engineering
- Telephone Work
- Textile Designing
- Toolmaking
- Welding
- Woolen Manufacturing

BUSINESS COURSES

- Accounting
- Bookkeeping
- Business Correspondence
- Business Management
- Cartooning
- Civil Service
- College Preparatory
- Commercial
- Commercial Illustrating
- Cost Accounting
- G. P. Accounting
- First Year College
- Foremanship
- French
- Good English
- High School
- Managing Men at Work
- Railway Postal Clerk
- Salesmanship
- Secretarial
- Showmanship and Sign Lettering
- Traffic Management

HOME ECONOMICS COURSES

- Advanced Dressmaking
- Foods and Cookery
- Home Dressmaking
- Professional Dressmaking and Designing
- Teaching Men at Work
- Tea Room and Cafeteria Management, Catering

Name

Age

Address

City

State

Present Position

Canadian residents send coupon to International Correspondence Schools, Limited, Montreal, Canada
British residents send coupon to I. C. S., 11 Regent Street, London, W. 1, England